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Abstract
One of the important applications of acoustics is related to underwater activities,
where acoustic waves play the same role as radar and electromagnetic waves do in
air. Underwater acoustic (UWA) communication systems have been widely used
in oceanography due to their various applications for scientific and industrial pur-
poses. UWA communication technologies call for the need to accurate UWA chan-
nel models (among other needs). UWA channel models provide system designers
with important parameters that have a direct implication on the UWA communi-
cation system design. In other word, a UWA system designer needs to know the
underlying UWA channel statistics to analyze the performance of proposed trans-
mission schemes. Owing to the complexity imposed by physical aspects of the
UWA channels, the number of UWA channel models proposed in the literature is
very limited. The absence of a standard UWA channel model for capturing all phys-
ical features of ocean environments also adds to the depth of this gap.
In this dissertation, the geometry-based approach is employed for the develop-
ment of three types of stationary UWA channel models; under the assumptions that
the observation time is short enough, two geometry-based stochastic UWA channel
models and one geometry-based deterministic UWA channel model are developed.
Moreover, two measurement-based channel models are developed for the modelling
of a stationary and a non-stationary UWA channels.
Under the assumption of rough ocean surface and bottom conditions as well
as the isovelocity condition, a channel model is developed for stationary fixed-to-
mobile (F2M) UWA communication systems. Starting from a rectangular geometri-
cal model, a reference model is derived. Then, the corresponding simulation model
is derived from the reference model assuming a limited number of scatterers. For
the parametrization of the UWA simulation model, two methods, namely Lp-norm
method (LPNM) and method of equally space scatterers (MESS) are employed.
Moreover, owing to the fact that the isovelocity assumption does not hold in many
real-world scenarios, a vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) geometry-based stochastic UWA
channel model is developed assuming a non-isovelocity condition. The effect of the
non-isovelocity condition has been assessed regarding its influence on the statisti-
ix
cal properties of the UWA channel model. The UWA channel model has also been
validated by matching its main characteristic quantities against measurement data.
Due to the fact that the standard assumption of a flat ocean bottom does not
hold in many realistic scenarios, a new geometry-based deterministic shallow UWA
channel model is developed assuming that the ocean bottom can slope gently down/up.
Thus, starting from a geometrical model, a deterministic channel model is devel-
oped for V2V UWA channels assuming a smooth ocean surface and bottom. The
effect of the ocean-bottom slope angle on the statistical properties of the UWA chan-
nel model is investigated. The validation of the proposed UWA channel model has
been performed by fitting its main characteristic quantities to measurement data.
Theoretical and simulation results show that even a relatively small slope angle sig-
nificantly influences the statistical properties of UWA channels.
As mentioned, two measurement-based UWA channel models are developed for
shallow UWA communication systems. The first one utilizes the iterative nonlin-
ear least square approximation (INLSA) algorithm for designing a stationary UWA
channel model. The second one is developed for non-stationary UWA channels
based on measured Doppler power spectrums (DPSs). The performance of the de-
signed UWA channel simulators are assessed by comparing their statistical proper-
ties with the corresponding quantities of the measured UWA channels. The results
of the assessment show an excellent match between the statistical properties of the
UWA channel simulators and those of the real-world UWA channels.
Using the sum-of-sinusoids (SOS) principle, three methods are studied for the
design of one-dimensional sea surface waves simulators with two main given wave
spectra. A good match between the given sea surface models and the corresponding
simulation model is achieved with respect to the main statistical properties of the
sea surface waves. In addition, advantages and disadvantages of each parameter
computation method are also discussed.
More traditionally, the performance of Alamouti-coded orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (OFDM) systems over a proposed UWA channel model is an-
alyzed. A realistic UWA channel model has been considered, which can be corre-
lated in either time or space or simultaneously in both domains. An exact analytical
expression for the bit error probability (BEP) has been derived. The BEPs of two
special cases are also studied, where the UWA channel is only correlated in either
time or space. The performance of the Alamouti-coded OFDM system over the
UWA channel has been assessed for different maximum Doppler frequencies and
antenna spacings.
x
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The implementation of communication links for transmitting information over large
distances has been one of the main technological achievements in modern history.
However, most of these systems use electromagnetic waves. Owning to the fact
that electromagnetic waves can propagate in both atmosphere and outer space, their
range of applications has been extended to terrestrial and satellite communications
since humans entered space.
However, a considerable part of the Earth is inaccessible to electromagnetic sig-
nals. In other words, radio and radar signals cannot propagate in the underwater
part of the Earth, which covers more than 70% of the Earth’s surface. Indeed, elec-
tromagnetic waves are attenuated considerably and rapidly in water and especially
in salt water, which has strong conductivity. Therefore, acoustic waves have been
used as an alternative for long-range underwater acoustic (UWA) communications.
Acoustic waves have better transmission properties in water compared to air. For
instance, the speed of sound in the water (about 1500 m/s) is more than 4 times
faster than the speed of sound in air (about 340 m/s). Moreover, acoustic propaga-
tion in water ranges up to thousands of kilometers; while in air, it rarely exceeds a
few kilometers.
Although ocean/sea water is relatively favourable for acoustic wave propaga-
tion, it has several limitations:
• Propagation loss: including loss of signal energy as a result of geometrical
spreading, attenuation, and reflection.
– Geometrical spreading loss: due to spherical and cylindrical spreading,
which happens if the acoustic intensity decreases exponentially with a
certain range.
– Attenuation loss: due to the absorption of acoustic signal energy in wa-
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ter. In this case, the power attenuation of acoustic waves increases if the
signal frequency increases.
– Reflection loss: due to the impedance mismatch between the ocean wa-
ter and boundaries (ocean surface and ocean bottom/bed).
• Perturbation of propagation: caused by variations in the speed of sound and
reflections on the ocean bottom and ocean surface.
• Ambient noise: caused by volcanic and seismic activity, shipping, living or-
ganisms, rain, etc.
• Low propagation velocity: although the speed of sound in water is much
faster than speed of sound in air, it is not comparable with the speed of elec-
tromagnetic waves in air (3e+8 m/s).
• Doppler effects: caused by ocean surface motion, moving transmitter and/or
receiver, and moving objects in the ocean water.
Thus, there are many fundamental differences between UWA and terrestrial
communication systems. Moreover, UWA communication systems work mostly
with carrier frequencies between 1 and 20 kHz. In this case, the total communica-
tion bandwidth is very low. This means the bandwidth is not negligible with respect
to the carrier frequency and thus the channel is a wideband channel.
In general, the water depth determines the propagation mechanism. In addition,
the mechanisms of propagation in the ocean are different for deep and shallow wa-
ter, and also depend on the frequency and the distance between the transmitter and
receiver. The definition of shallow water is quite imprecise, but it usually means for
depths less than 200 m [1]. The shallow water scenario includes reflections from the
ocean surface, ocean bottom, and any objects in the ocean. It can also have a possi-
ble direct path. A ray bending phenomenon, which obeys Snell’s law occurs mostly
in deep water. In this case, the sound channel may be formed by bending of the rays
toward the location where the sound speed reaches its minimum [1–4]. However,
UWA channel modelling in deep water is not the focus of this dissertation.
UWA communication systems play a key role in the pollution monitoring [5,6],
scientific exploration of the ocean [7], UWA sensor networks [8–13], seismic moni-
toring [14, 15], offshore exploration [16], autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV)
navigation [17, 18], and vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communications [19, 20], just
to name a few examples. For the testing, development, design, and performance
analysis of UWA communication systems, realistic channel models are required.
This calls for statistical properties of UWA channels such as correlation functions,
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Doppler power spectral density (PSD), power delay profile (PDP), distribution of
the UWA channel envelope, etc. It should be mentioned that V2V communications
represent a special case of mobile-to-mobile (M2M) communications where both
the transmitter and receiver are in motion. Throughout this dissertation, the term
V2V and M2M are used interchangeably. This issue happens also, in this disser-
tation, for Doppler PSD and Doppler power spectrum (DPS) which represent the
same meaning.
1.1 The JANUS UWA Communications Standard
For the time being, there is no digital UWA communication standard. However,
a simple multiple access acoustic protocol namely JANUS has been developed
and tested by the north Atlantic treaty organization (NATO) Center for Maritime
Research and Experimentation (CMRE). This standard is in process to become
a NATO standard but it is intended to be also for civil and international applica-
tions [21–23]. The JANUS standard supports bothe fixed-to-fixed (F2F) and fixed-
to-mobile (F2M) communication scenarios. The digital signaling method used in
JANUS is frequency-hopping-binary frequency shift keying (FH-BFSK), which has
been chosen for its robustness and ease of implementation. For the medium access
control (MAC) mechnism, JANUS exploits the carrier-sense multiple access with
collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) method. Table 1.1 presents the main features of
the JANUS standard.
1.2 Principles of UWA Channel Modelling
Realistic UWA channel models allow us to analyse the performance of different
modulation schemes, channel coding schemes, source coding schemes, and receiver
techniques via computer simulations. In other words, accurate UWA channel mod-
els provide a powerful and cost efficient tool to assess the correctness of theoretical
findings obtained analytically. Thus, there is no need for scenario-dependent hard-
ware and employing inferior trial-and-error methods. Fig. 1.1 depicts the impor-
tance of channel modelling for UWA communications.
In a shallow underwater propagation scenario, a transmitted acoustic signal trav-
els from a transducer at the transmitter side and arrives at the hydrophone at the
receiver side via several paths. Fig. 1.2, depicts a typical V2V scenario in a shal-
low water environment. As can be seen in this figure, the transmitted signal arrives
at the receiver after interacting with the ocean surface and/or ocean bottom or it
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Table 1.1: The main parameters of the JANUS standard.
Parameter Value/Feature
Data rate Up to 40 kbps
Carrier frequency 900 Hz - 60 kHz
Communication range up to 28 km
Digital signaling method FH-BFSK
Channel bandwidth 1
3
of carrier frequency
Communication type F2F/F2M
Channel coding Convolutional coding
MAC mechanism CSMA/CA
can travel directly between the transmitter and receiver under a line-of-sight (LOS)
propagation condition.
Communication in UWA channels is challenging because of the reflection mech-
anisms, limited bandwidth, large delay spread as well as large Doppler shifts. Com-
munication techniques, which have been developed for terrestrial wired and wireless
channels need significant modifications for UWA channels.
1.3 Approaches and Features of UWA Channel Mod-
elling
According to the literature [3, 19, 24–26], there are two main approaches in the
area of channel modelling: geometry-based and measurement-based approaches.
The principles, advantages and disadvantages of each approach are addressed in the
following.
The geometry-based UWA channel modelling approach has two main subcat-
egories namely geometry-based deterministic and geometry-based stochastic ap-
proaches. In the geometry-based deterministic approach, acoustic waves emitted
from the transmitter are geometrically tracked over the scatterers located on the sur-
Transmitter Receiver
UWA
channel model
Data
source
Data
sink
Noise
Figure 1.1: The role of channel models in the simulation of UWA communication systems.
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Scatterers
Direct path
Scatterers
Surface reﬂections
Receiver
Bottom reﬂections
Transmitter
Figure 1.2: V2V communications over a shallow UWA channel.
face and bottom of the ocean up to the receiver. In this case, UWA channel models
include only deterministic parameters except phase shifts of received waves, which
are supposed to be uniform between 0 and 2pi.
The ray tracing approach is a deterministic approach. The ray tracing method is
derived from the wave equation where some simplifying assumptions are introduced
and the method is essentially a high-frequency approximation. However, ray tracing
techniques have limitations and may not be valid for precise predictions of sound
levels, especially in situations where refraction effects and focusing of sound are
important [27].
The geometry-based stochastic approach presents synthetic channel responses
that describe UWA channels with a high level of accuracy. Stochastic UWA chan-
nel models are often less complex than ray tracing models from a mathematical
point of view. However, some assumptions such as the non-stationarity of the UWA
channels may lead to very complex geometry-based stochastic UWA channel mod-
els.
Measurement-based UWA channel models are developed by collecting mea-
sured data from real-world UWA communication scenarios. The measurement-
based channel models provide a very accurate tool for designing UWA communica-
tion systems, however, these channel models are very costly and scenario specific,
and do not provide an idea about the channel behavior in average. The employed
approaches for the modelling of UWA channels in this dissertation are summarized
in Fig. 1.3.
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Stochastic
Channel Models
(Chapter 2,  Papers A and B)
Measurement-Based
Approach
UWA Channel Modelling
Deterministic
Channel Models
(Chapter 3, Paper C)
Stationary
Channel Models
(Chapter 4, Paper D)
Non-Stationary
Channel Models
(Chapter 4, Paper E)
Geometry-Based
Approach
Figure 1.3: UWA channel modelling types used in this dissertation.
1.4 Motivations
For the time being, it is uncertain how underwater networks will develop as pos-
sible applications depend on network capabilities, which are still under research.
Nevertheless, the number of geometry-based UWA channel models in the literature
is very limited. To fill this gap, new UWA channel simulation models have to be
developed which well describing the UWA multipath propagation in shallow water
conditions. The consideration of the above-mentioned issues, motivated us to focus
on developing and studying UWA channel models which provide a versatile tool for
the design and performance analysis of UWA communication systems.
The statistical analysis of UWA channels in terms of correlation functions, Doppler
PSD, and PDP is an open framework for future investigations. The main objective
of this dissertation is to study the reference and simulation UWA channel models
characterizing single-input single-output (SISO) UWA channels, which are of cru-
cial importance for the development of future UWA communication systems.
1.5 Research Questions
In this section, we present several research questions raised based on the above dis-
cussion. This dissertation makes efforts to answer more specifically the following
questions.
• Question1 : How can the reference model and the corresponding simulation
model for V2V shallow UWA channels be derived?
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• Question2 : What is the effect of considering non-isovelocity conditions on
shallow UWA channel models?
• Question3 : What is the effect of considering slopped-ocean bottom condi-
tions on shallow UWA channel models?
• Question4 : How can we derive measurement-based channel models from
UWA communications measured data?
• Question5 : How can we model one-dimensional ocean surface waves?
• Question6 : How can we analyse the performance of shallow UWA com-
munication systems?
Table 1.2 depicts the venues (chapters and papers) in this dissertation where our
solutions for the research questions are proposed.
1.6 Organization of the Dissertation
This dissertation is a collection of seven technical papers in which papers addressing
similar topics are collected together to form chapters. In this case, the dissertation is
structured in two parts where in Part I, the introduction, summary of research top-
ics, contributions, and future work are provided. Part II is formed as an assortment
of seven technical papers, which are scientific contributions of this dissertation. The
rest of Part I is organized as follows.
• Chapter 2 covers Papers A and B. In this chapter, two geometry-based stochas-
tic UWA channel models are proposed:
1) The geometry-based stochastic UWA channel model under the assumption
that scatterers are randomly distributed on the rough surface and bottom of
the shallow-water ocean (Paper A).
2) The geometry-based stochastic UWA channel model under non-isovelocity
condition (Paper B).
• Chapter 3 covers Paper C, where a geometry-based deterministic UWA chan-
nel model is developed assuming a sloped-ocean-bottom (SOB) condition.
• Chapter 4 covers Papers D and E, which deal with measurement-based UWA
channel modelling. Papers D develops a stationary UWA channel model
and E proposes a non-stationary UWA channel model based on real-word
measurement data.
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Table 1.2: Identifying the research questions in different chapters and papers of the disser-
tation. The check mark (X) indicates the presence of each question and where the solution
is provided.
Questions Chapters Papers
ch. 2 ch. 3 ch. 4 ch. 5 ch. 6 A B C D E F G
Q1 X X · · · · · · · · · X X X · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Q2 X · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · X · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Q3 · · · X · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · X · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Q4 · · · · · · X · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · X X · · · · · ·
Q5 · · · · · · · · · X · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · X · · ·
Q6 · · · · · · · · · · · · X · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · X
• Chapter 5 covers paper F, where a one-dimensional ocean surface waves
simulator is designed.
• Chapter 6 covers Paper G which analyzes the performance of an Alamouti-
coded orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) system over time-
varying UWA channels.
• Chapter 7 summarizes major contributions of the dissertation and addresses
some open problems and future work.
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Geometry-Based Stochastic UWA
Channel Modelling
2.1 Introduction
A UWA channel is called statistically stationary if its statistical properties do not
change in time. In V2V communication systems over UWA channels, the UWA
channel is physically non-stationary if either the scatterers are moving, or the veloc-
ity (including the angle-of-motion (AOM) and/or speed) of the transmitter/receiver
is changing [28]. However, in this dissertation, both F2M and V2V communication
scenarios are assumed with constant transmitter velocity (in case of V2V scenario)
and receiver velocity. Considering a short observation time, however, allows us to
assume that the UWA channel is statistically stationary. Thus, the primary statistical
quantities of the corresponding UWA channel model including its angle-of-arrival
(AOA) and angle-of-departure (AOD) do not change in time. In this case, the sta-
tistical properties derived from those quantities, such as the Doppler frequencies,
autocorrelation function (ACF) and consequently, Doppler PSD also become time
independent.
UWA channel modelling is noted for its complexity as the ocean water proper-
ties and the geometry of the ocean impact significantly on the statistical properties of
UWA channels. In the literature, several geometry-based channel models in the area
of mobile radio channels exist such as the one-ring model [29] two-ring model [30],
elliptical model [31], street scattering model [32], and T-junction model [33], etc.,
which all benefit from the wide-sense stationary uncorrelated scattering (WSSUS)
assumption [34]. There are some papers in the literature that do not take WSSUS
assumption into account [35–39], while this assumption is a fundamental assump-
tion in this dissertation. A two-dimensional (2D) geometrical model which suits
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shallow UWA channel modelling can be a rectangular shape ocean model, where
scatterers are distributed on the surface and bottom of the ocean.
For telecommunication purposes, geometry-based stochastic UWA channel mod-
els, capturing fast statistical variations of the channel, are required to precisely
explain the communication link properties such as the delay spread and Doppler
spread. To this aim, several stochastic UWA channel models have been developed
under isovelocity conditions [19, 26, 40–42]. For instance, in [40] and [19], the
total distances that acoustic signals travel between the transmitter and the receiver
have been computed by using the method of image projections [1]. Therein, the
reference channel models have been developed by exploiting the deterministic ray-
tracing concept along with statistical methods to account for the randomness of the
propagation environment. However, the literature still lacks UWA channel models
that take other scattering conditions into account.
In this chapter, two geometry-based stochastic UWA channel models based on
two new propagation conditions are presented. The first UWA channel model is
developed for F2M communication systems under isovelocity conditions where the
distributions of the AOA and AOD are derived according to the distribution of scat-
terers on the rough surface and bottom of the ocean. To capture the non-isovelocity
ocean condition, the second UWA channel is developed for V2V communication
systems where macro- and micro-scattering effects are taken into account.
2.2 Rough Surface and Bottom Scattering Conditions
In this dissertation, it is assumed that the scatterers are located on the surface and
bottom (boundaries) of the ocean. For ocean boundaries, two different types of re-
flection exist: specular and non-specular. The specular reflection happens if a ray
from a single incoming direction reflects into a single outgoing direction. A prereq-
uisite for the specular reflection is a smooth boundary and a larger dimension of the
scatterer than that of the sound beam. In this case, the angle of incidence is equal
to the angle of reflection, which is called macro scattering and can be modelled
deterministically. Besides specular reflections, the ocean boundary condition will
also result in non-specular scattering, which is called micro scattering and is asso-
ciated with random ocean fluctuations, rough surfaces and/or irregular boundaries.
Non-specular scattering occurs if the dimension of the scatterer is smaller than the
diameter of the sound beam. In this situation, the incident beam reflects in many
different directions, which could be modelled statistically [4].
Moreover, the distribution of the scatterers plays an important role in UWA
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channel modelling, because it considerably influences the statistics of the AOD and
AOA. In Paper A, it is assumed that scatterers are randomly distributed on the
rough surface and rough bottom of the ocean. Then by using the distribution of
the scatterers, the distributions of the AOA and AOD are derived. As the AOA and
AOD are physically dependent, thus, the exact relationship between the AOA and
AOD is also studied.
In geometry-based UWA channel modelling, the stochastic UWA channel model
is developed under the assumption that scatterers are randomly distributed on the
surface and bottom of the ocean. Considering the geometrical model, a reference
model is derived assuming an infinite number of scatterers. In this case, a simulation
model is developed assuming a limited number of scatterers such that the statistical
properties of the simulation model match the reference model.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, there are three kinds of propagation losses in the
UWA propagation mechanism: geometrical spreading, attenuation, and reflection
loss. The loss as a result of geometrical spreading is divided into two categories:
spherical spreading and cylindrical spreading. Spherical spreading normally occurs
in long-range UWA transmission; while cylindrical spreading occurs in short-range
UWA communications [43]. In this dissertation, long-range UWA transmissions are
assumed, thus, spherical spreading is considered in analytical derivations. It should
be mentioned that in Paper A, for simplicity, the reflection loss is not taken into
account.
2.2.1 Reference Model
Paper A develops a geometry-based stochastic channel model for wideband SISO
shallow UWA channels under LOS propagation conditions assuming that the ocean
surface and bottom are rough.
Fig. 2.1 depicts F2M communications over a shallow UWA channel. For sim-
plicity, single-bounce scattering is considered, i.e., each transmitted plane wave ar-
rives at the receiver after a single bounce on the surface or the bottom of the ocean.
The transmitter is fixed and the receiver is moving (F2M case).
Starting from a geometrical model (Fig. A.1 presented in Paper A), a reference
model is derived assuming that an infinite number of scatterers are randomly dis-
tributed on the surface and the bottom of the ocean water. In the absence of any
given distribution of the scatterers accounting for scenarios in which the ocean sur-
face and bottom are rough, it is assumed that the scatterers are uniformly distributed
on the surface and the bottom of the ocean. Moreover, shallow water is considered
as an isovelocity environment.
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Scatterer
Direct path
Scatterers
Fixed transmitter
Receiver
Surface reﬂections
Bottom reﬂections
Figure 2.1: F2M communications over UWA channels assuming randomly distributed scat-
terers on the surface and bottom of a shallow-water ocean.
The time-variant channel impulse response (TVCIR) of the reference model
is first derived under LOS propagation conditions. Then, the probability density
functions (PDFs) of the AOD and the AOA are computed, which are required for
the computation of the 2D time-frequency correlation function (TFCF).
2.2.2 Simulation Model and Parameter Computation Methods
The reference model presented in the previous section is based on the assump-
tion that the number of scatterers is infinite implying a non-realizable reference
model. From the reference model, the corresponding simulation model (sum-of-
cisoids (SOC) channel simulator) is developed by applying the generalized concept
of deterministic channel modelling [24, pp. 418]. The SOC channel simulator is a
low-complexity channel simulator for the simulation of UWA channels under non-
isotropic scattering conditions.
For the parametrization of the UWA channel simulator, a new method is pro-
posed namely the method of equally-spaced scatterers (MESS). The performance
of the MESS is compared with that of the Lp-norm method (LPNM) [24, pp. 189].
A good fitting between the reference model and the simulation model has been
achieved with respect to the TFCF. Paper A shows that the MESS is not only faster,
but also computationally simpler than the LPNM and also provides a closed-form
solution, while the LPNM does not.
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2.3 Non-Isovelocity Ocean Condition
UWA propagation scenarios can be fully described by solving the wave equation.
However, solving the wave equation is well known to be a difficult problem [1,
40]. To circumvent this problem, approximations, such as deterministic ray-tracing
methods [44–48], are often used to model the high-frequencies acoustic wave prop-
agation phenomena in deep ocean environments [49, 50].
The fact that the speed of sound varies with depth [1, 51–53], motivated us to
develop UWA channel models for the non-isovelocity UWA propagation condition
(caused by ocean layers with different acoustic properties [54]).
In [55], a method has been proposed to model the signal transmission in UWA
communications in a non-isovelocity condition. The proposed method is based on
the approximation of the channel impulse response (CIR) for different samples of
the transmitter/receiver trajectory. In this approach, for each transmitter/receiver
position, the channel impulse response is calculated by using a field computation
method, e.g., the ray-tracing method. This approach, however, results in a high
complexity of implementation and calculations.
Although there are several papers in the literature that study the behavior of
acoustic waves in non-isovelocity ocean environments [27, 54, 56–58], there is no
design method that can directly be used to develop stochastic simulation models for
non-isovelocity UWA channels, especially, for shallow UWA ones. To address this
problem, a new geometry-based UWA channel model is proposed, which is suited
for computer simulations and accounts for non-isovelocity propagation effects. The
proposed channel model enables us to study analytically the statistical properties
of UWA channels such as the temporal and frequency correlation functions, PDP,
delay spread, and the coherence bandwidth under isovelocity/non-isovelocity ocean
conditions. The proposed geometry-based stochastic UWA channel model charac-
terizes acoustic signal propagation in shallow-water ocean environments by taking
into account macro-scattering effects caused by specular reflection at the surface
and bottom of the ocean. In addition, it addresses the randomness of the UWA
channel by considering micro-scattering (diffuse scattering) effects. Moreover, the
proposed UWA channel model is inspired by Snell’s law which describes the re-
lationship between the angle-of-incidence (AOI) and angle-of-refraction (AOR). It
refers to light, sound or other waves passing through a boundary between two dif-
ferent media. In the developed channel model, the sound speed profile (SSP) needs
to be a piecewise linear type which can vary with depth.
Unlike Paper A, Paper B considers multiple-bounce scattering conditions. The
exact positions of macro-scatterers are computable and depend on the waveguide
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geometry and the number of macro-eigenrays. The roughness of the sea surface
and sea bottom is characterized by micro-scatterers, which are randomly clustered
around the positions of macro-scatterers. In other words, the propagation of deter-
ministic macro-eigenrays and random micro-eigenrays is studied.
In the area of UWA channel modelling, the ocean bed is definitely the most
complex boundary, exhibiting vastly different reflectivity characteristics in different
geographical locations [59,60]. As mention in Section 2.2, two types of propagation
loss, geometrical spreading and attenuation have been considered for developing the
UWA channel model in Paper A. However, in Paper B the impedance mismatch
between the ocean water and ocean bed is taken into account. The impedance mis-
match (which causes reflection loss) between the ocean water and ocean bed causes
the ocean bed to reflect some parts of an incident wave. For a smooth ocean bed,
the value of the reflection coefficient Ab(ϕ) is considerably angle-dependent [1, Eq.
(3.1.12)]. In this section, the reflection coefficient Ab(ϕ) is assessed for two ocean
boundaries (ocean surface and ocean bed) in terms of the AOI ϕ, where the symbols
cs, ca, and cb denote the speed of sound in the water, air, and the ocean bed, respec-
tively. Moreover, the quantities ρs, ρa, and ρb stand for the densities of the ocean
water, air, and the ocean bed, respectively. As can be seen in Fig. 2.2, the reflection
coefficient as a result of impedance mismatch between the ocean water and the air
for different values of ϕ is very close to 1. In contrast, the reflection coefficient
Ab(ϕ) due to the impedance mismatch between the ocean water and ocean bed,
depicted in Fig. 2.3, is very AOI dependent. Thus, in the proposed UWA channel
model, the reflection loss of the surface interactions is not taken into account.
Starting from a geometrical model (Figs. B.3 and B.4 presented in Paper B),
a stochastic channel model for a SISO V2V UWA channel is developed assuming
that the ocean surface and bottom are rough and the speed of sound varies with
depth. In the first step, the TVCIR of the UWA channel model is derived under LOS
propagation conditions assuming AOIs characterized by the von Mises distribution.
Then, the effect of the non-isovelocity condition has been assessed regarding its
influence on the temporal ACF, frequency correlation function (FCF), and the PDP
of the UWA channel model.
The results of the assessment show significant differences of the channel char-
acteristics if non-isovelocity propagation conditions are incorporated into the UWA
channel model. For example, the results indicate that the coherence bandwidth and
the coherence time of the non-isovelocity UWA channel model are significantly
smaller than those of the isovelocity channel model. Finally, to verify the valid-
ity of the proposed UWA channel model, the main statistical properties, such as
16
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Figure 2.2: Impedance mismatch between the ocean water and air (surface reflection).
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Figure 2.3: Impedance mismatch between the ocean water and ocean bed (bottom reflec-
tion).
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the FCF, average delay, delay spread, and the coherence bandwidth are compared
with those of a measured UWA channel, where good agreement between theory and
measurement is observed.
2.4 Chapter Summary and Conclusion
In this chapter, two new different geometry-based stochastic UWA channel models
have been developed. First, a geometry-based shallow UWA channel model has
been developed for isovelocity ocean conditions assuming single-bounce scattering
on the rough surface and bottom of the ocean (see Paper A). The distributions of
AOAs, AODs, and then the TFCF of the UWA channel model has been derived. In
addition to this, the corresponding simulation model has been proposed. For the
parametrization of the channel simulator, two methods, namely the MESS and the
LPNM, have been used. The LPNM is a well-known method and has been widely
adopted in the area of mobile radio channel modelling. However, the MESS has
been especially developed for designing UWA channel simulators. The numerical
results show a perfect match between the reference model and the corresponding
simulation model with respect to the TFCF.
A geometry-based UWA channel model has also been developed which allows
for the non-isovelocity ocean condition under the assumption that the shallow ocean
surface and bottom are rough (see Paper B). Moreover, multiple-bounce scattering
is considered on the surface and bottom of the ocean. The influence of the non-
isovelocity propagation condition on the statistical properties of the UWA channel
has been studied. The numerical results show that the non-isovelocity condition has
a considerable impact on the properties of the UWA channel model. For instance,
the coherence bandwidth and the coherence time of the non-isovelocity UWA chan-
nel model are considerably smaller than those of the isovelocity channel model. It
has also been shown that by taking these conditions into account, the UWA channel
model becomes more realistic.
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Geometry-Based Deterministic UWA
Channel Modelling
3.1 Introduction
In shallow-water environments the energy of sound propagates along straight lines
such as light rays, where the isovelocity assumption is taken into account [40, 61,
62]. As mentioned in Chapter 1, in the geometry-based deterministic approach,
acoustic waves emitted from the transmitter are geometrically tracked over the scat-
terers located on the surface and bottom of the ocean up to the receiver.
3.2 Slopped Ocean Bottom Condition
Several stochastic channel models have been developed in the literature for UWA
communication systems assuming the ocean bottom is flat [19,26,40–42]. However,
the ocean bottom is not necessarily flat and most parts of the ocean bottom slope
gradually from the shore into the ocean. This natural feature of oceans motivated us
to develop a new geometrical model which we call the sloped-ocean-bottom (SOB)
model.
In Paper C, a new geometry-based deterministic channel model is proposed
for shallow-water ocean environments under the assumption that the ocean bottom
slopes gently down/up. As mentioned above, the need for developing such a UWA
channel model is driven by the fact that the standard assumption of a flat ocean
bottom does not hold in many realistic scenarios [59].
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3.3 Geometrical Model and Geometry-Based UWA
Channel Model
In this chapter, a deterministic channel model is developed for wideband SISO V2V
UWA channels assuming a smooth ocean surface and bottom. This chapter aims to
develop a general deterministic UWA channel model that accounts for SOB condi-
tions where the flat-ocean-bottom (FOB) model, which is widely used in the litera-
ture [19,26,40–42,63–65], can be obtained as a special case of the proposed model
if the slope angle is zero.
3.3.1 Geometrical Model
Fig. 3.1 illustrates V2V communications over an SOB-UWA channel in a shallow-
water ocean environment. Based on this schematic figure, a geometrical model is
developed, which is presented in Fig. C.2, in Paper C. As shown in this figure, the
two-dimensional geometrical SOB model is bounded by the ocean surface and bot-
tom. These natural boundaries act as reflectors for acoustic waves such that several
macro-eigenrays can travel from the transmitter to the receiver. In Paper C, the ran-
domness of the UWA channel as a result of micro-scattering (or diffuse scattering)
effects will not be discussed. In other words, a geometry-based UWA channel model
is developed under the assumption that rays propagate in shallow-water ocean envi-
ronments by taking macro-scattering effects into account. As already mentioned in
Chapter 2, macro-scattering effects are caused by specular reflections at the surface
and bottom of the ocean. In this case, the exact positions of the macro-scatterers
are computable and depend on the waveguide geometry and the number of macro-
eigenrays [19].
3.3.2 Geometry-Based UWA Channel Model
From the geometrical SOB model, the TVCIR of the UWA channel model is de-
rived. Expressions of the total distances that the macro-eigenrays travel from the
transmitter to the receiver are also derived by assuming multiple-bounce scattering
in shallow-water environments. The AOAs and AODs of the macro-eigenrays have
also been studied. A few studies have been conducted to investigate the PDF of
the UWA channel gains and the corresponding instantaneous capacity [66–70]. The
study of these statistical characteristics is of great importance as it allows us to gain
a deeper insight into the dynamical and temporal behavior of UWA channels. Thus,
the influence of the ocean-bottom slope angle on the PDF of the UWA channel
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Figure 3.1: A V2V communications over UWA channel assuming SOB shallow water ocean
environment.
envelope and the PDF of the instantaneous channel capacity is investigated.
In addition, the statistical quantities of the proposed SOB-UWA channel model,
including the temporal ACF, FCF, Doppler PSD, and the PDP, are compared with
those of the FOB-UWA channel model. The effect of the ocean-bottom slope an-
gle on the important parameters of the UWA channel model such as the Doppler
spread, average Doppler shift, coherence time, average delay, delay spread, and the
coherence bandwidth is also studied. Moreover, the main statistical properties of
the proposed UWA channel model, such as the FCF, average delay, delay spread,
and the coherence bandwidth have been fitted against real-world measurement data
of UWA channels and a great agreement has been observed.
In comparison with the conventional UWA channel model, which has been de-
veloped on the assumption of a flat ocean bottom, it is shown that the proposed
UWA channel model enables the modelling of measured channels with higher pre-
cision. Moreover, the superiority of the SOB model over the FOB model is shown
regarding the modelling of characteristic quantities (such as the delay spread and
coherence bandwidth) of the measurement data, which are useful quantities for de-
signing UWA communication systems. For instance, the knowledge of the Doppler
spread is necessary for determining the minimum subcarrier spacing in OFDM sys-
tems.
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3.4 Chapter Summary and Conclusion
In this chapter, a new geometry-based deterministic UWA channel model has been
developed under the assumption that the ocean surface and bottom are smooth and
the ocean bottom slopes gently up/down (see Paper C). The waveguide model has
been studied in a general form by considering the SOB case. The influence of the
ocean-bottom slope angle on the statistical properties of the UWA channel model
has been studied and the validity of the main analytical results is confirmed by
measurement data. It has been shown by theoretical and simulation results that even
a relatively small slope angle influences considerably the statistical properties of
UWA channels, thus, it has to be considered in the area of UWA channel modelling.
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Chapter 4
Measurement-Based Channel
Modelling
4.1 Introduction
Geometry-based UWA channel models have been developed to capture the channel
characteristics. Nevertheless, such models still need to be verified against measure-
ment data. Measurement-based UWA channel modelling provides UWA channel
simulators with a high level of accuracy; however, it is a scenario-specific approach.
Measurement-based UWA channel modelling basically contains three steps: 1)
collecting UWA channel data through measurement campaigns, 2) analyzing the
measured UWA channel to understand its behavior, and 3) providing a stochas-
tic/deterministic channel model which can reproduce the same statistical properties
of the measured UWA channel.
Some few channel models for UWA channels have been developed in [19, 26,
40]; however, none of them can precisely capture all the physical properties of UWA
channels. There are numerous studies focusing on the modelling of UWA channels,
which are based on real-world measurement data collected in specific scenarios.
For example, the distribution of the UWA channel envelope has been shown to be
Rayleigh distributed in [71, 72], while the authors of [41, 66] have reported that
the envelope follows the Rice distribution. Besides these distributions, the chan-
nel envelope may also follow the lognormal distribution or the K-distribution as
claimed in [73] and [74], respectively. These controversial studies demonstrate that
there is a need for a realistic UWA channel simulator. In the absence of a stan-
dardized model for UWA channels, measurement-based channel modelling is an
alternative approach to model the behavior of real-world UWA channels. A sum-
mary of important UWA channel measurements is presented in Table 4.1. As can
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be seen from the table, most of the measurement campaigns were conducted in
shallow water environments for F2F communications. Thus, there is a need for
measuring UWA channels for V2V communications in shallow/deep water. For the
design of a measurement-based channel simulator, the model parameters need to be
estimated, including the path gains, Doppler frequencies, propagation delays, and
phase shifts. Hence, sophisticated and efficient parameter computation methods are
required to precisely estimate these model parameters from real-world UWA mea-
surement data. In the literature, many powerful parameter computation methods
have been proposed. For example, an application of the estimation of signal parame-
ters via the rotational invariance techniques (ESPRIT) algorithm is presented in [82]
to design a measurement-based wideband channel model. The ESPRIT can be ap-
plied to a wide range of problems including accurate detection and estimation of
sinusoids in noise. It exploits an underlying rotational invariance among signal sub-
spaces induced by an array of sensors with a translational invariance structure. The
space-alternating generalized expectation-maximization (SAGE) algorithm [83] is
another parameter computation method, which is widely used in the area of chan-
nel parametrization because of its high performance. The SAGE algorithm updates
the parameters sequentially by alternating between several small hidden-data spaces
defined by algorithm designer. Furthermore, the iterative nonlinear least square ap-
proximation (INLSA) algorithm has been proposed in [84] to design measurement-
based wideband channel simulators in which the authors showed that the INLSA
algorithm has lower complexity and better performance compared with the SAGE
algorithm. The INLSA algorithm has further been refined and developed in [85–87].
It has been shown in [88] that the INLSA outperforms the SAGE and ESPRIT algo-
rithms with respect to their fitting accuracy to the ACF of a given reference model.
In INLSA, the channel parameters are computed in L independent steps, each of
which corresponds to the estimation of the parameters of the channel gain by min-
imizing an error norm. To solve each of the L minimization problems, an iterative
parameter computation method has been considered. These aforementioned algo-
rithms have been developed for the parametrization of stationary channels models,
while modelling of non-stationary UWA channels is an open framework for future
investigations. In this chapter, two measurement-based UWA channel models have
been developed for a stationary UWA channel and a non-stationary one.
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4.2 UWA Channel Modelling Using the INLSA Algo-
rithm
In Paper D, a sum-of-cisoids uncorrelated scattering (SOCUS) channel simulator
is proposed based on measured shallow UWA channels. To obtain the experiment
data, a measurement campaign was launched near the New Jersey shore to measure
a shallow UWA channel F2F communication system. Starting from the measured
data, the TVCIR of the UWA channel is computed. The objective is to design
a channel simulator that emulates the TVCIR of the measured channel. From the
measurement-based UWA channel simulator, time-variant channel transfer function
(TVCTF), TFCF, PDP, and the channel envelope’s PDF are derived.
To determine the parameters of the simulation model, the INLSA method is
adopted which had not been applied to UWA channel modelling. A procedure is
presented in Paper D that allows us to easily use it for the area of measurement-
based UWA channel modelling. The key point in using INLSA is that the delays
for each path are known from the measured TVCIR. Thus, other model parame-
ters, such as gains, Doppler frequencies, and phase shifts need to be obtained. The
performance of the designed UWA channel simulator is assessed by comparing the
TFCF, PDP, and the PDF of the channel envelope with the corresponding quantities
of the measured UWA channel.
The results of the assessment in Paper D show an excellent agreement between
the statistical properties of the UWA channel simulator, designed by the INLSA
algorithm, and those of the real-world UWA channel. In other words, the INLSA
algorithm estimates precisely the simulation model parameters and results in an
excellent match with the statistical properties of real-world channels. It is also
shown that the distribution of the channel envelope of our measurement data closely
follows the Rayleigh distribution.
4.3 Non-Stationary UWA Channel Modelling
As mentioned in Chapter 2, a channel is called physically non-stationary if scatter-
ers are moving or the velocity of the transmitter/receiver is changing. There is a
need for developing such channel models which account for non-stationary proper-
ties of UWA channels. The motivation of developing such channel models is that
changes in the speed and direction of the transmitter/receiver are undetachable parts
of real-world UWA communication systems. Owing to the non-stationary nature of
V2V UWA channels, considering the effect of varying transmitter’s/receiver’s ve-
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locity (or even moving scatterers) is of particular importance in the corresponding
UWA channel models.
Paper E proposes a non-stationary time-continuous channel simulator for UWA
channels with given Doppler power spectrum (DPS) obtained from measurement
data. While many researchers are concerned with the PDPs [75, 89, 90], the DPS
have been less developed for UWA channels [78, 91]. The proposed channel sim-
ulator has been developed such that its statistical properties (average Doppler shift
and Doppler spread) match as closely as possible to those of the measured real-
world UWA channel. The performance of the designed UWA channel simulator
is assessed by comparing the time varying average Doppler shift and time varying
Doppler spread of the channel simulator with the corresponding quantities of the
measured UWA channel. Under the standard assumption of WSSUS, the DPS of
UWA channels can be computed by taking the Fourier transform of the temporal
ACF of the received signal [77, 92]. However, the WSSUS assumption may not be
valid due to the non-stationary behaviour of UWA channels [78].
In Paper E, a channel simulation model with complex channel gains is ex-
ploited based on a SOCUS model [93], which is an appropriate channel model for
a large class of wideband measured channels under non-isotropic scattering con-
ditions. However, unlike the conventional SOCUS model presented in Paper D,
the channel gains are time-variant. For the design of measurement-based channel
simulators, the model parameters, including the path gains, Doppler frequencies,
and phase shifts need to be determined. The key point in parametrization of the
non-stationary channel simulator is that the Doppler frequencies are known from
measured DPSs and only the path gains need to be obtained. The phase shifts are
modelled uniformly distributed between 0 and 2pi. In Paper E, an approach is used
to compute time-continuous path gains for the simulation model. In this case, the
time continuous gain corresponds to each snapshot interpolates the value between
two consecutive and constant gains obtained from measurement data.
The statistical properties of the simulation model have been obtained by means
of the concept of the spectrogram. The spectrogram has been widely used for ana-
lyzing time-variant signals and both stationary and non-stationary processes. More-
over, the spectrogram provides variations of the spectral density of a signal (or
stochastic process) over time. The spectrogram of a time-varying signal is com-
puted by dividing the signal into overlapping shorter signals and then computing
the squared absolute value of the Fourier transform of the short-time signal [94].
To obtain the experimental data, a measurement campaign was launched in West
Lake, Hanoi, Vietnam to measure a shallow UWA channel, which was used as a
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starting point for computing the time-variant DPS. The measurement data was col-
lected for two different scenarios. In the first measurement scenario, the receiver
moved away from the fixed transmitter at an inconstant speed of around 0.5 m/s. In
the second measurement scenario, the receiver moved towards the transmitter at a
varying speed of around 0.5 m/s.
The numerical results show a good fit between the measured channel and the
simulation model with respect to the DPS, average Doppler shifts and Doppler
spread.
4.4 Chapter Summary and Conclusion
In this chapter, two different measurement-based UWA channel simulators have
been proposed, where the first one is developed for stationary UWA channels and
the second one is developed for non-stationary ones. The latest version of the
INLSA algorithm has been adopted for designing measurement-based UWA chan-
nel simulators for the stationary case (see Paper D). The algorithm has been applied
to UWA measurement data to estimate the parameters of the channel simulator. The
TVCIR, TFCF, PDP, and the channel envelope distribution of the channel simulator
have been matched to corresponding quantities of the measured channel. It has been
shown that the INLSA algorithm precisely estimates the channel model parameters
and provides an excellent fit to measured UWA channels.
In addition, a non-stationary time-continuous channel simulator has been pro-
posed for UWA channels by means of measured DPSs (see Paper E). Some main
statistical properties of the UWA channel such as the time-variant DPS, time-variant
average Doppler shift, and time-variant Doppler spread of the channel simulator
have been matched to the corresponding quantities of the measured UWA chan-
nel. It has been shown that the new channel model provides an excellent fit to the
measured UWA channels. As discussed in this chapter, measurement-based UWA
channel modelling approach provide precise and accurate channel models, however,
they are site-dependent.
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The Sea Surface Simulator
5.1 Introduction
Detailed knowledge of the statistics of the sea surface waves is important and use-
ful for many practical applications, such as describing the behavior of the sea sur-
face, the construction of coastal works like offshore structures [95] and for animat-
ing games and movies [96]. Moreover, the temporal elevation of the sea surface
causes backscatterer signals influencing the Doppler frequency spectrum of UWA
waves [97]. Moreover, in [90], a channel model has been developed for UWA com-
munications by taking effects of wind-generated waves and bubbles into account.
The wave spectrum provides insight into important statistical properties of the sea
surface waves, such as the ACF of the sea surface waves, significant wave height,
and the moments of the spectrum.
This chapter aims to exploit some techniques used in the area of mobile radio
channel modelling for simulating sea surface waves. The sea surface simulator is
designed by applying the concept of deterministic channel modelling to two main
classical wave spectra, namely the Pierson-Moskowitz (PM) model [98] and JOint
North Sea WAve Project (JONSWAP) model [99]. By using the sum-of-sinusoids
(SOS) principle, this chapter studies three methods for designing one-dimensional
sea surface waves simulators with given wave spectra. The three well-known pa-
rameter computation methods adopted for the parametrization of the sea surface
simulator are: the LPNM [100], method of equal distances (MED) [101], and the
method of equal areas (MEA) [101]. Figs. 5.1 and 5.2 present the PM and JON-
SWAP spectra Sµµ(ω), respectively, for different value of wind speed U .
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Figure 5.1: The PM spectrum Sµµ(ω) for different value of wind speed U .
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Figure 5.2: The JONSWAP spectrum for different value of wind speed U .
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5.2 One-Dimensional Sea Surface Simulator
Sea surface simulation is a popular research topic in ocean engineering [102] and
computer graphics [103]. Sea surface waves greatly enhance the flux of energy and
momentum between the atmosphere and the sea. However, to design more realistic
channel models for UWA communications, accurate and realistic simulation models
for the sea surface dynamics, which can capture the temporal elevation of the sea
surface, are of great interest.
Two approaches, classified as physical and parametric/spectral methods, ex-
ist in the literature to simulate sea surface waves. The physical approaches (e.g.,
[104–106]), which aim to solve the wave equations are generally too complex to find
analytical solutions. However, parametric/spectral approaches (e.g., [103,107,108])
are appropriate to model the periodic motion of the sea surface elevation in deep wa-
ter environments. For instance, an adaptive spectrum sampling technique has been
applied in [103] for obtaining the sea surface model parameters. Therein, a lim-
ited frequency range and selected waves are considered, which are the most typical
representatives of the wave spectrum. A real-time additive sound synthesis method
applied to the sea surface wave modelling has been described in [108] in which the
authors considered the sea as partials of a sound by transposing the frequency and
time domains to the wave number domain. However, the sea surface waves can be
properly modelled by a random process with the help of a specified wave spectrum,
such as the PM spectrum and JONSWAP spectrum.
5.2.1 Parametric Sea Surface Spectra
The PM and JONSWAP models are two non-symmetric parametric models of the
sea surface spectrum. However, a symmetrical PM (JONSWAP) spectrum is in-
troduced in Paper F by mirroring the original spectrum model with respect to the
y-axis. To have the same energy level as the one for the non-symmetric spectrum,
the symmetrical spectrum is divided by two. In the PM model, the wave spectrum is
a function of the wind speed and the wave frequency, while the JONSWAP spectrum
is an extension of the PM spectrum for fetch-limited seas. Assuming the PM and
JONSWAP spectra, the main statistical properties of the sea surface waves reference
model are derived and compared with those of the sea surface waves simulator.
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5.2.2 SOS Principle
The sea surface waves can be modeled as a superposition of sine waves using Rice’s
SOS [109,110]. A simulation model for sea surface waves described by a stochastic
SOS process µˆ(t) can be modelled as
µˆ(t) =
N∑
n=1
cn cos(ωnt+ θn) (5.1)
where N is the number of sinusoids. The parameter cn denotes the nth wave ampli-
tude and the symbols ωn and θn stand for the wave frequency and the phase shift of
the nth sea surface wave, respectively.
5.2.3 Utilized Parameter Computation Methods
For the design of a sea surface simulator, the important task is obtaining the model
parameters, which are the wave amplitudes, wave frequencies, and phase shifts.
Three methods are described in Paper F for the computation of constant values
for the wave amplitudes cn and the wave frequencies ωn. The phase shifts θn are
supposed to be uniformly distributed random variables over the interval (0, 2pi].
The aim is to compute the model parameters such that the ACF of the sea surface
waves simulator matches the ACF of the reference model obtained by the PM and
JONSWAP spectra.
A good fit between the reference model and the simulation model has been
achieved with respect to the ACF, distribution of the sea surface elevation, and the
moments of the PM and JONSWAP spectra. Although all methods have a relatively
good performance, they have their own specific advantages and disadvantages. Pa-
per F shows that the performance of the LPNM is slightly better than that of the
other methods, but, the price to be paid for this achievement is a considerable in-
crease in numerical complexity.
An excellent agreement between the given sea surface models and the corre-
sponding simulation model is achieved with respect to the main statistical properties
of the sea surface waves. The simulation results in Paper F show that the distribu-
tion of the simulated sea surface elevation follows closely the Gaussian distribution,
which is in agreement with the results obtained from measurement data [111]. It is
shown that for a given number of sinusoids, the LPNM and the MEA have almost
the same performance, whereas the MED results in a sea surface waves simulator
that suffers from a relatively small period.
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5.3 Chapter Summary and Conclusion
In this chapter, a sea surface waves simulator has been developed based on the SOS
concept by using the PM and JONSWAP spectra (see Paper F). Three methods have
been applied to compute the parameters of a sea surface waves simulator. Those
three well-known parameter computation methods, namely the LPNM, MED, and
the MEA, have widely been used in the area of mobile radio channel modelling. The
results of the assessment show a good match between the main statistical properties
of the sea surface waves simulator designed by the three parameter computation
methods and those of the given reference model. It has been concluded that the
LPNM and the MEA have almost the same performance, whereas the MED results
in a sea surface waves simulator that has a relatively small period. The sea surface
waves simulator can provide a deeper insight into the behavior of moving scatterers
on the sea surface. Although it is important to study the influence of the moving
scatterers on the delays and AOAs of the received rays at the receiver, this study is
not a topic of this dissertation.
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Chapter 6
Performance Analysis of
Alamouti-Coded OFDM Systems
6.1 Introduction
UWA communication systems suffer from band-limited channels and low data rate
transmissions. Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) OFDM systems, which are
very advantageous for band-limited UWA channels, have been thoroughly inves-
tigated in recent years [112, 113]. Space-time block coding (STBC) techniques,
such as the Alamouti scheme [114] coupled with OFDM provide more reliable
communications with high data rate transmissions [115]. The application of the
simple Alamouti scheme in UWA communication systems has been extensively
studied in the literature [116–118]. For example, in [116], a detection algorithm has
been proposed for UWA communication systems exploiting the Alamouti STBC
scheme. Conversely, two different detection algorithms have been proposed in [117]
and [118] for UWA communication systems exploiting Alamouti space-frequency
block coding (SFBC) techniques.
In [119], it is shown that the Alamouti scheme performs well if the channel re-
mains constant over the duration of an Alamouti codeword. Due to the fact that
UWA channels cannot be assumed to be constant over the duration of two consec-
utive OFDM blocks [116], the effect of the temporal correlation of UWA channels
on the performance of Alamouti-coded OFDM systems needs to be studied in the
application of UWA communications. This degradation effect has been investigated
in [120–122] for mobile radio communications over Rayleigh fading channels. It
has been shown in [120] by simulation and in [121] and [122] by theory that the
performance of Alamouti STBC OFDM systems depends on both the temporal and
spatial correlations of a channel. A summary of analyses and investigations on the
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performance of UWA communication systems for different scenarios is listed in Ta-
ble 6.1. It should be mentioned that in all papers listed in Table 6.1, the performance
of systems has been only analyzed by simulations (not analytical analysis).
For an accurate performance analysis of communication systems over spatio-
temporally correlated UWA channels, an exact analytical expression for the bit er-
ror probability (BEP) is necessary. In this chapter, the UWA channel model de-
veloped in Paper A is first extended with respect to spatial selectivity. Then, the
performance of Alamouti-coded OFDM systems is studied over the proposed UWA
channel model, which is correlated in both time and space.
6.2 Performance Analysis of Alamouti-Coded OFDM
Systems
In Paper G, a realistic UWA channel model has been considered, which can be
correlated in either time or space or simultaneously in both domains. Hence, by
using this UWA channel model, an expression has been derived for the BEP of
Alamouti-coded OFDM systems. In addition, the BEPs of two special cases are
also studied, where the UWA channel is only correlated in either time or space.
6.2.1 The Utilized UWA Channel Model
As mentioned above, the 1-by-1 UWA channel model (a SISO case) presented in
Paper A is extended to a 2-by-1 UWA channel model to make it readily available
for systems with two transmit antennas and one receiver antenna (a multiple-input
single-output (MISO) case) as can be seen in Fig. 6.1.
Paper G studies the correlation properties of the UWA channel model required
for the performance analysis of MISO-OFDM UWA communication systems. To
this aim, the complex space-time variant channel transfer function (STVCTF) of the
model is derived from which the space-time cross-correlation function (CCF) and
the temporal ACF are computed.
6.2.2 Performance Analysis
To analyze the performance of the system, the instantaneous output signal-to-interfe-
rence-plus-noise ratio (SINR) is introduced, and then a general expression for the
BEP of the Alamouti-coded OFDM system over UWA channels is derived. This
expression can be used to study the performance for several specific cases, where
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Scatterer
Direct paths
Scatterers
Fixed transmitter
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Surface reﬂections
Bottom reﬂections
Figure 6.1: A 2-by-1 F2M UWA communication system.
the channel is correlated in time or space or even in both domains. The general
expression is not limited to UWA channels. In fact, it can also be used for analyzing
the performance of any time-varying multipath Rayleigh fading channel. Moreover,
the obtained expressions for the BEP allow us to study the effect of the maximum
Doppler frequency and antenna spacings on the performance of Alamouti-coded
OFDM systems.
It is shown that the performance of Alamouti-coded OFDM systems depends
greatly on the statistics of the UWA channel assessed at the antenna spacing and the
symbol duration. From the results obtained in Paper G, it can also be concluded
that an acceptable performance is attained if the antenna spacing, unlike that of
mobile radio communications, is very large (e.g., more than 2 m).
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6.3 Chapter Summary and Conclusion
In this chapter, the performance of Alamouti-coded OFDM systems over a proposed
UWA channel model correlated in time and/or space has been analyzed (see Paper
G). Unlike the conventional assumption for Alamouti-coded systems, the channel
envelope can change during two consecutive transmission time slots which account
for realistic UWA propagation scenarios. An exact expression for the BEP of the
system has been analytically derived for a spatio-temporally correlated UWA chan-
nel. The obtained expression for the BEP has been reduced to two special cases
where the UWA channel is either correlated in time or correlated in space. The sim-
ulation results show that the performance of Alamouti-coded OFDM systems over
the UWA channel depends strongly on the value of the STVCTF evaluated at the
symbol duration and the antenna separation.
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Chapter 7
Summary of Contributions and
Future Work
This dissertation aims to make a bridge between the channel modelling for UWA
communications and mobile radio communications, exploits possible approaches in
mobile radio communications in UWA communications, and highlights differences
between these two wireless communications. Table 7.1 summarises the differences
between UWA channels and mobile radio channels.
7.1 Major Contributions
Although UWA channel modelling has been a hot topic for several decades, there is
a considerable potential for further advancements in this area. The development of
new upcoming technologies including V2V UWA communication systems, UWA
sensor networks, water pollution monitoring systems requires robust and realistic
UWA channel models. This dissertation studies various topics ranging from the
modelling of F2M and V2V communication systems in different shallow UWA
propagation scenarios to the performance analysis of UWA communication systems
over UWA channels. The contribution of this dissertation is listed below.
• Developing a geometry-based stochastic UWA channel model under rough
surface and bottom conditions. Derivation of the AOA and AOD distributions
with respect to the distribution of scatterers on the surface and bottom of the
ocean. Proposing a parameter computation method, namely the MESS for the
parametrization of the corresponding simulation model.
• Developing a geometry-based stochastic channel model under the non-isovel-
ocity condition for shallow UWA communication systems. Studying the be-
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Table 7.1: Differences between UWA and mobile radio channels.
Parameters/Features UWA channels Mobile radio channels
Communication signals acoustic electromagnetic
Data rate Low (in order of kbps) High (in order of Mbps/
Gbps)
Carrier frequency Low (in order of kHz) High (in order of MHz/
GHz)
Communication range Short and long Short and long
Channel properties Correlation functions,
PDP, PSD, channel enve-
lope distribution, delay
and Doppler spread, etc.
Correlation functions,
PDP, PSD, channel enve-
lope distribution, delay
and Doppler spread, etc.
Channel parametrization LPNM/INLSA/MESS LPNM/INLSA/MED/
MEA, etc.
Number of paths Low/Sparse Very high
Simulation models Stochastic/Deterministic
/Ray tracing
Stochastic/Deterministic
/Ray tracing
Performance analysis BER BER
Antenna configuration SISO/MIMO/MISO/SIMO SISO/MIMO/MISO/SIMO
havior of a shallow UWA channel model under the non-isovelocity ocean
condition and validating the channel model by real-world UWA measurement
data.
• Developing a new geometry-based deterministic UWA channel model by tak-
ing into account that the ocean bottom slopes gently up/down. This assump-
tion is quite realistic and had not been considered in the area of UWA channel
modelling. The effect of the slope ocean angle on the statistical properties of
the UWA channel has been thoroughly investigated.
• Developing a measurement-based UWA channel model designed by means
of the INLSA method. Studying the main statistical properties of the UWA
channel.
• Developing a non-stationary time-continuous simulation model based on given
DPSs obtained from measurements.
• Developing a one-dimensional sea surface simulator by using the principle
of SOS. Moreover, studying three methods for the design of the sea surface
waves simulator.
• Analyzing the an performance of Alamouti-coded OFDM system over time-
varying UWA channels. Derivation of an exact analytical expression for the
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BEP of Alamouti-coded OFDM systems. Studying two special cases where
UWA channels are either correlated in time or correlated in space.
7.2 Future Work
This dissertation is an effort to probe into the modelling, analysis, and simulation
of UWA channels. However, several problems still remain which are not addressed
in this dissertation. In this section, some problems are highlighted.
• A measurement campaign needs to be launched to measure UWA channels in
a shallow ocean environment with a harsh ocean-bottom slope angle. In this
case, the superiority of the developed geometry-based deterministic UWA
channel model (presented in Chapter 3) developed under SOB condition will
be more evident over the FOB model.
• The geometry-based deterministic UWA channel model developed under SOB
condition (presented in Chapter 3) has been developed by taking only macro-
scattering effects into account. However, to make the proposed UWA channel
model more realistic, the channel model needs to be developed by taking also
micro-scattering effects into account.
• Due to the fact that the statistical properties of UWA channels in most cases
vary rapidly with time, robust geometry-based non-stationary UWA channel
models need to be developed.
• In this dissertation, a one-dimensional sea surface simulator (presented in
Chapter 5) has been developed. However, the effect of moving scatterers on
the statistical properties of UWA channels has not been studied. Therefore,
this big gap also needs to be addressed in future work.
• The performance of a 2-by-1 Alamouti-coded OFDM system has been ana-
lyzed over a proposed UWA channel; however, the system can be extended to
a 2-by-2 UWA communication system.
• In the literature, the number of geometry-based stochastic UWA channel mod-
els developed for deep water is very limited. To fill this gap, new UWA chan-
nel simulation models describing acoustic wave propagation in deep water
need to be developed.
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A Geometry-Based Channel Model for Shallow
Underwater Acoustic Channels Under Rough Surface
and Bottom Scattering Conditions
Meisam Naderi, Matthias Pa¨tzold, and Alenka G. Zajic
Abstract — This paper develops a stochastic geometry-based channel model
for wideband single-input single-output (SISO) shallow underwater acoustic
(UWA) channels under the assumption that the ocean surface and bottom are
rough. Starting from a geometrical model, we derive a reference model as-
suming that the scatterers are randomly distributed on the surface and the
bottom of the water. The probability density functions (PDFs) of the angle-of-
departure (AOD) and the angle-of-arrival (AOA) of the reference model are
analyzed. Furthermore, the two-dimensional (2D) time-frequency correlation
function (TFCF) of the reference model is studied. From the reference model,
we then derive the corresponding simulation model by applying the general-
ized concept of deterministic channel modelling. For the parametrization of
the UWA channel simulator, we propose a new method which is further on
called the method of equally spaced scatterers (MESS). The performance of
the MESS is compared with that of the Lp-norm method (LPNM). It is shown
that our design concept results in an excellent match between the T-FCF of the
reference model and that of the simulation model. It is also shown that both
the MESS and the LPNM have a similar performance, whereby the MESS pro-
vides a closed-form solution, while the LPNM does not.
Keywords—Channel modelling, shallow underwater acoustic channels, under-
water acoustic communications, angle-of-arrival distribution, angle-of-departure dis-
tribution, wideband channels, time-frequency correlation function.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the last century, underwater acoustic (UWA) communication systems were mainly
in the focus of military research. In recent years, however, UWA communication
networks have been studied in various areas because of their potential applications
in scientific exploration of the ocean [1], pollution monitoring [13], offshore oil
industry exploration [3], and support for underwater robots [12], just to name a
few examples. For the design and performance analysis of UWA communication
systems, realistic channel models are indispensable. This calls for the statistical
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analysis of UWA channels in terms of correlation functions, Doppler power spec-
tral densities (PSDs), and power delay profiles (PDPs).
Numerous studies have focused on the modelling of UWA channels. These stud-
ies are usually based on measured acoustic channel data collected in specific areas.
For example, the envelope of UWA channels has been shown to be Rice distributed
in [8], [11], while the authors of [14], [4] have reported that the envelope follows
the Rayleigh distribution. Besides these distributions, the channel may also follow
the lognormal distribution as claimed in [15]. The authors of [10] have analysed the
limitation of the achievable data rate through MIMO communications over UWA
channels by assuming perfect channel state information (CSI) at the receiver. The
channel capacity of orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) systems
over UWA channels has been derived in [7] as a function of the distance between
the transmitter and the receiver.
In channel modelling, the distribution of the scatterers plays a key role, because
they affect greatly the statistics of the AOD and the AOA. Recently, some research
studies have dealt with the design of MIMO channel models for UWA commu-
nication systems. For example, a stochastic reference channel model for wide-
band MIMO mobile-to-mobile (M2M) UWA channels has been proposed in [16].
Therein, it is assumed that the AOA and AOD are normally distributed. In [9], the
authors considered isotropic scattering conditions, in which the AOA has a uniform
distribution over the interval (0, 2pi].
In this paper, we develop a wideband SISO shallow UWA channel model from
a geometrical scattering model under line-of-sight (LOS) propagation conditions.
We suppose that the scatterers are randomly distributed on the surface and the bot-
tom of the ocean. For the case of rough surface and bottom scattering conditions,
we assume that the scatterers are uniformly distributed between the transmitter and
the receiver. Moreover, shallow water is considered as an isovelocity environment.
Starting from the geometry-based model, we study the PDFs of the AOA and the
AOD and the exact relationship between them. Then, we derive an analytical ex-
pression for the T-FCF. We also present a sum-of-cisoids (SOC) channel simula-
tor by applying the generalized principle of deterministic channel modelling [6,
pp. 418]. To compute the parameters of the simulation model, we propose a new
method, which to called the MESS. Its performance will be compared with that of
the LPNM. A good fitting between the reference model and the simulation model
has been achieved with respect to the TFCF. It should be mentioned that the MESS
is not only faster, but also computationally simpler than the LPNM.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the geometrical
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model is presented. Section III deals with the modelling and analysis of the refer-
ence model, while the simulation model is presented in Section IV. The numerical
results are illustrated in Section V. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. THE GEOMETRICAL MODEL
Fig. A.1 presents the proposed geometrical scattering model for UWA communica-
tion channels under the assumption that the scatterers Si,n (n = 1, 2, ...Ni and i =
1, 2) are randomly distributed on the surface (i = 1) and the bottom (i = 2) of a
shallow-water ocean environment. The randomness of the scatterers Si,n is due to
the assumption that the surface and bottom of the ocean are rough. For simplicity,
we assume single-bounce scattering, i.e., each transmitted plane wave arrives at the
receiver after a single bounce on the surface or the bottom of the ocean. It is also
assumed that both the transmitter Tx and the receiver Rx are equipped with single
omnidirectional antennas. Moreover, we assume that the transmitter Tx is fixed and
located at the distances yT1 and y
T
2 from the surface and the bottom of the ocean, re-
spectively. The receiver Rx is moving with velocity ~vR in the direction determined
by the angle-of-motion αRv . Its position is at y
R
1 and y
R
2 seen from the surface and
the bottom of the ocean, respectively. The distance along the x-axis between the
transmitter and the receiver is denoted by D. The symbol βi,n (αi,n) stands for the
AOD (AOA) of the nth path associated with the surface (i = 1) and the bottom
(i = 2). The symbol α0 denotes the AOA of the LOS component.
III. THE REFERENCE MODEL
In this section, we first present the time-variant channel impulse response (TVCIR)
of the reference model for a fixed-to-mobile (F2M) UWA wideband fading channel
under LOS propagation conditions. Then, we derive the PDFs of the AOD and the
AOA, which are required for the computation of the TFCF. Furthermore, we derive
an equation for the propagation delays of the UWA channel model.
A. The TVCIR
According to the geometrical model shown in Fig. A.1, the TVCIR h(τ ′, t) can
be split into three parts. The first part h0(τ ′, t) is determined by the LOS component,
whereas the second part h1(τ ′, t) and the third part h2(τ ′, t) comprise the scattered
components from the surface and the bottom of the ocean, respectively. Hence, the
TVCIR h(τ ′, t) can be written as
h(τ ′, t) =
2∑
k=0
hk(τ
′, t) . (A.1)
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Figure A.1: A geometrical scattering model for a UWA channel with randomly distributed
scatterers Si,n (•) on the surface (i = 1) and the bottom (i = 2) of a shallow-water ocean
environment.
The LOS part h0(τ ′, t) of the channel impulse response is described by the expres-
sion
h0(τ
′, t) =
√
cR
1 + cR
As(D0)Aa(D0) e
j(2pif0t+θ0)δ(τ ′ − τ ′0) (A.2)
in which cR is the Rice factor, and τ ′0 denotes the propagation delay of the LOS
component. The symbols f0 and θ0 represent the Doppler frequency and phase shift
of the LOS component, respectively. The Doppler frequency f0 is defined by
f0 = fmax cos(α0 − αRv ) (A.3)
where fmax denotes the maximum Doppler frequency, which is given by fmax =
vRfc/cs. Therein, vR = |~vR| denotes the speed of the receiver, fc indicates the
carrier frequency, and cs is the speed of sound, which is assumed to be 1500 m/s
(isovelocity environment). With reference to Fig. A.1, the AOA α0 and the propa-
gation delay τ ′0 can be computed by using
α0 = pi + arctan
(
yT1 − yR1
D
)
(A.4)
and
τ ′0 =
D0
cs
(A.5)
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where the total distance D0 between the transmitter Tx and the receiver Rx is given
by
D0 =
√
D2 + (yT1 − yR1 )2. (A.6)
The functions As(D0) and Aa(D0) in (A.2) denote the propagation loss coefficients
due to spherical spreading and absorbtion, respectively. The propagation loss coef-
ficient due to spherical spreading can be written as [9, Eq. (1)]
As(D) =
1
D
(A.7)
where D stands for the total propagation distance in meter. The absorption loss
coefficient Aa(D) is given by [16, Eq. (4)]
Aa(D) = 10
− Dβ
20000 . (A.8)
In the equation above, which is suitable for carrier frequencies between 3 and 500
kHz, the parameter β is computed as follows [2, Eq. (1.3.1)]
β = 8.68× 103
(
SafTf
2
cA
f 2T + f
2
c
+
Bf 2c
fT
)
× (1− 6.54× 10−4P ) (dB/km) (A.9)
where A = 2.34 × 10−6 and B = 3.38 × 10−6. The symbol Sa stands for the
salinity (in parts per thousand), fc is the carrier frequency (in kHz), fT = 21.9 ×
106−(1520/(T+273)) is the relaxation frequency (in kHz), and T is the temperature
(in ◦C). The symbol P denotes the hydrostatic pressure (in kg/cm2), which is deter-
mined by P = 1.01(1 + 0.1h), where h denotes the water depth (in m). For brevity,
we do not consider the loss due to the impedance mismatch between water and the
bottom.
The second part h1(τ ′, t) and the third part h2(τ ′, t) of the TVCIR h(τ ′, t) in
(A.1) are given by
hi(τ
′, t)= lim
Ni→∞
1√
2Ni(1 + cR)
Ni∑
n=1
As(Di,n)Aa(Di,n) e
j(2pifi,nt+θi,n)δ(τ ′ − τ ′i,n)
(A.10)
for i = 1, 2, where fi,n and θi,n denote the Doppler shift and phase shift of the nth
received component from the surface and bottom of the ocean. The phase shifts are
modelled by independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables, which
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are supposed to be uniformly distributed over the interval (−pi, pi]. The quantity
τ ′i,n represents the propagation delay of the nth path received from the surface and
bottom of the ocean. The parameter N1 (N2) denotes the number of scatterers on
the surface (bottom) of the ocean. The symbol Di,n stands for the total distance that
the transmitted acoustic wave travels from the transmitter Tx to the receiver Rx via
the scatterer Si,n. With reference to Fig. A.1, the total distances associated with the
surface- and bottom-bounce rays can be described by
Di,n = (−1)(i−1)
[
yTi
sin(βi,n)
+
yRi
sin(αi,n)
]
(A.11)
for n = 1, 2, ..., Ni and i = 1, 2 (αi,n 6= pi, βi,n 6= 0).
B. The PDFs of the AOD and the AOA
In this section, we derive the PDFs of the AOD and the AOA. In the absence
of any given distribution of the scatterers Si,n accounting for scenarios in which the
ocean surface and bottom are rough, we assume that the scatterers Si,n are uniformly
distributed on the surface (y = yT1 ) and the bottom (y = −yT2 ) of the ocean between
x = 0 and x = D. If the number of scatterers tends to infinity, then the discrete
random variables xi,n and yi become continuous random variables denoted by x
and y, respectively. Thus, the joint distribution pxy(x, y) of the positions of the
scatterers can be modelled as
pxy(x, y) =
{
1
2D
[δ(y − yT1 ) + δ(y + yT2 )] , if 0 ≤ x ≤ D,
0, otherwise.
(A.12)
With reference to Fig. A.1, the AOD β can be expressed by
β =
arctan
(
yT1
x
)
, if 0 ≤ x ≤ D,
3pi
2
+ arctan
(
x
yT2
)
, if 0 ≤ x ≤ D.
(A.13)
By applying the concept of transformation of random variables [5, pp.130], the PDF
pβ(β) of the AOD β can be computed as
pβ(β) =

yT1
2D sin2(β)
, if arctan
(
yT1
D
)
≤ β ≤ pi
2
,
yT2
2D sin2(β)
, if 3pi
2
≤ β ≤ 3pi
2
+ arctan
(
D
yT2
)
.
(A.14)
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Referring to Fig. A.1, the AOA α can be expressed by
α =

pi
2
+ arctan
(
D−x
yR1
)
, if 0 ≤ x ≤ D,
pi + arctan
(
yR2
D−x
)
, if 0 ≤ x ≤ D.
(A.15)
Analogously, we can obtain the PDF pα(α) of the AOA α by applying again the
concept of transformation of random variables, which results in
pα(α) =

yR1
2D sin2(α)
, if pi
2
≤ α ≤ pi
2
+ arctan
(
D
yR1
)
,
yR2
2D sin2(α)
, if pi + arctan
(
yR2
D
)
≤ α ≤ 3pi
2
.
(A.16)
The AOD β can be expressed as a function of the AOA α by using the following
relationship
β(α) =

arctan(
yT1 tan(α)
D tan(α)+yR1
), if
pi
2
≤ α ≤ pi
2
+ arctan
(
D
yR1
)
,
3pi
2
+ arctan(
D tan(α−pi)−yR2
yT2 tan(α−pi)
), if
pi + arctan
(
yR2
D
)
≤ α ≤ 3pi
2
,
(A.17)
which is needed for the computation of the propagation delays and the T-FCF, as
we will see in the following two subsections.
C. The Propagation Delays
The propagation delay τ ′i,n of the nth path is determined by
τ ′i,n =
Di,n
cs
(A.18)
for n = 1, 2, ..., Ni and i = 1, 2. After substituting (A.11) in (A.18), and using
(A.15) and (A.17), we obtain the following expression for the propagation delays
τ ′(α) as a function of the AOA α
τ ′(α) =

1
cs
(
yT1
sin(β(α))
+
yR1
sin(α)
), if
pi
2
≤ α ≤ pi
2
+ arctan
(
D
yR1
)
,
1
cs
(
yT2
sin(β(α))
+
yR2
sin(α)
), if
pi + arctan
(
yR2
D
)
≤ α ≤ 3pi
2
.
(A.19)
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D. Derivation of the TFCF
For the computation of the TFCF, we need first to derive the time-variant chan-
nel transfer function (TVCTF). According to [6, Eq. (2.139)], the TVCTF H(f ′, t)
is obtained by taking the Fourier transform of TVCIR h(τ ′, t) with respect to the
propagation delays τ ′, which gives
H(f ′, t) =
2∑
k=0
Hk(f
′, t) (A.20)
where
H0(f
′, t) =
√
cR
1 + cR
As(D0)Aa(D0) e
j[2pi(f0t−f ′τ ′0)+θ0] (A.21)
Hi(f
′, t)= lim
Ni→∞
1√
2Ni(1 + cR)
Ni∑
n=1
As(Di,n)Aa(Di,n) e
j[2pi(fi,nt−f ′τ ′i,n)+θi,n]
(A.22)
for i = 1, 2. According to the central limit theorem, the TVCTFs H1(f ′, t) and
H2(f
′, t) are independent zero-mean complex-valued Gaussian processes. The chan-
nel transfer function enables us to compute the TFCF. Under the assumption that
UWA channel is wide-sense stationary in frequency f ′ and time t, the normalized
T-FCF rHH(ν ′, τ) between two TVCTFs H(f ′, t) and H(f ′ + ν ′, t + τ) is defined
by
rHH(ν
′, τ) =
E{H∗(f ′, t)H(f ′ + ν ′, t+ τ)}
E{|H(f ′, t)|2} , (A.23)
which gives
rHH(ν
′, τ) =
2∑
k=0
rHkHk(ν
′, τ) (A.24)
where (·)∗ represents the complex conjugate operation, and E{·} is the statistical
expectation operator. The symbols ν ′ and τ denote the frequency and time sepa-
ration variables, respectively. The LOS part of the normalized TFCF rHH(ν ′, τ) is
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determined by
rH0H0(ν
′, τ) =
E{H∗0 (f ′, t)H0(f ′ + ν ′, t+ τ)}
η0
=
cR
1 + cR
ej2pi[fmax cos(α0−α
R
v )τ−ν′τ ′0]
(A.25)
where η0 = A2s(D0)A
2
a(D0).
The second part rH1H1(ν
′, τ) and the third part rH2H2(ν
′, τ) of the normalized
T-FCF rHH(ν ′, τ) in (A.24) can be expressed as
rHiHi(ν
′, τ) =
1
ηi(1 + cR)
∫
α∈Iα,i
[As(Di(α))Aa(Di(α))]
2
×ej2pi[fmax cos(α−αRV )τ−ν′τ ′(α)]pα(α)dα (A.26)
for i = 1, 2. In the equation above, ηi = E{A2s(Di(α))A2a(Di(α))}, and Iα,i is the
domain of the PDF pα(α) in (A.16).
IV. THE SIMULATION MODEL
The reference model presented in the previous section is based on the assumption
that the numbers of scatterers N1 and N2 are infinite, implying that the reference
model is non-realizable. In this section, we present a low-complexity SOC channel
simulator for the simulation of UWA channels under non-isotropic scattering condi-
tions. For the parametrization of the channel simulator, we propose a new parameter
computation method, which is called the MESS. Its performance will be compared
to that of the LPNM [6, pp. 189].
According to the generalized principle of deterministic channel modelling [6,
pp. 418], an ergodic stochastic simulation model can be derived from the reference
model by using only a finite number of scatterers Si,n and placing them at fixed
positions (xi,n, yi) on the surface (i = 1) and the bottom (i = 2) of the ocean.
Without proof, we mention that the resulting TFCF of the simulation model can be
expressed by
rˆHH(ν
′, τ) =
cR
1 + cR
ej2pi(f0τ−τ
′
0ν
′) +
1
1 + cR
[
2∑
i=1
Ni∑
n=1
c2i,n e
j2pi(fi,n τ−τ ′i,n ν′)
]
(A.27)
where f0 is given by (A.3), fi,n = fmax cos
(
αi,n − αRv
)
, and ci,n denotes the nor-
malized channel gain of the nth path received from the surface or bottom of the
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ocean, which is given by
ci,n =
As(Di,n)Aa(Di,n)√
2
∑Ni
n=1(As(Di,n)Aa(Di,n))
2
(A.28)
for n = 1, 2, ..., Ni and i = 1, 2.
A. The MESS
The MESS is based on the idea that the coordinates (xi,n, yi) are computed such
that the scatterers Si,n are located equidistantly on the surface and the bottom of the
ocean, respectively. Recall that the coordinates (xi,n, yi) of the scatterer Si,n deter-
mine the AOA αi,n. By determining the coordinates (xi,n, yi), and thus the AOAs
αi,n, we can compute the channel parameters {ci,n}Nin=1, {fi,n}Nin=1, and {τ ′i,n}Nin=1 for
i = 1, 2. Let us start by computing the coordinates (xi,n, yi) of the scatterers Si,n as
follows
xi,n = ∆xi(n− 1) + δxi , if n = 1, 2, . . . , Ni, i = 1, 2 (A.29a)
yi =
{
yT1 , if i = 1,
−yT2 , if i = 2,
(A.29b)
where ∆xi = D/Ni. As can be seen in Fig. A.2, δxi ∈ [0,∆xi] determines the
position of the first scatterer on the surface (bottom) of the ocean. To find the
optimum value of δxi , we consider the error function
E(δxi) =
1
ν ′maxτmax
ν′max∫
0
τmax∫
0
|rHH(ν ′, τ)−rˆHH(ν ′, τ)|2dτdν ′ (A.30)
where ν ′max (τmax) defines an appropriate frequency-lag (time-lag) interval [0, ν
′
max]
([0, τmax]) over which the approximation of rHH(ν ′, τ) is of importance. From the
results shown in Fig. A.3, we conclude that the minimum of E(δxi) is reached at
δxi = δ
opt
xi
= ∆xi/2. Thus, we can rewrite (A.29a) and obtain the optimum values
of xi,n by
xopti,n =
D
Ni
(
n− 1
2
)
(A.31)
for n = 1, 2, ..., Ni and i = 1, 2. Hence, the MESS results in the closed-form
expressions (A.29b) and (A.31) for the computation of the coordinates (xi,n, yi).
By means of (A.29b) and (A.31), we can compute the discrete AOA αi,n by us-
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Figure A.2: Initial position of the scatterers Si,n of the surface (i = 1) and the bottom
(i = 2) of the ocean.
ing (A.15). With the knowledge of the AOAs αi,n, we then compute the AOD βi,n
by using (A.17). Substituting αi,n and βi,n in (A.11), allows us to compute the
normalized channel gains ci,n by using (A.28). The corresponding Doppler fre-
quencies {fi,n}Nin=1 of the channel simulator are obtained after substituting (A.15)
in fi,n = fmax cos
(
αi,n − αRv
)
. Finally, we can compute the propagation delays
{τ ′i,n}Nin=1 by substituting αi,n in (A.19).
B. The LPNM
In this section, we apply the LPNM [6, pp. 189] to find the channel parameters.
The application of the LPNM on the given parametrization problem requires the
minimization of the following error function
Ep(αi,n) =
[
1
ν ′maxτmax
ν′max∫
0
τmax∫
0
|rHH(ν ′, τ)− rˆHH(ν ′, τ)|pdτdν ′
] 1
p
. (A.32)
After the minimization of Ep(αi,n) by using numerical optimization techniques, we
obtain a set {αopti,n} of optimized values of the AOAs. The initial values required for
the numerical optimization are obtained from the MESS.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we illustrate and verify the theoretical results presented in the previ-
ous sections. For simplicity, we assume that the LOS component is absent, i.e.,
cR = 0. The UWA channel simulator is designed by choosing N1 = 80 and
N2 = 79. We set the carrier frequency fc to 10kHz and assume that the receiver is
moving at a speed of 9m/s, which results in a maximum Doppler frequency of 60Hz.
The remaining parameters have been set as follows: yR1 = y
R
2 = y
T
1 = y
T
2 = 90 m,
D = 1 km, and αRv = 0
◦. The performance of the UWA channel simulator has
been assessed by comparing its TFCF in (A.27) with that of the reference model
(see (A.24)–(A.26)).
The absolute value of the normalized TFCF |rHH(ν ′, τ)| of the reference model
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Figure A.3: Evaluation of the error function E(δxi) in (A.30) to find the optimum value of
δxi (N1 = N2 = 13).
is presented in Fig. A.4, whereas Fig. A.5 illustrates that of the simulation model
designed by using the MESS. As can be seen, a good match can be achieved be-
tween the reference model and the simulation model with respect to the T-FCF. The
performance of the MESS has been analyzed by using (A.30) with τmax = 0.14 s
and ν ′max = 160 Hz. For the MESS, the integral square errorE(δxi) in (A.30) results
in 2.19× 10−4.
By using the LPNM, we have found a better fitting in terms of the absolute value
of the normalized T-FCF |rˆHH(ν ′, τ)| compared to the MESS. Fig. A.6 shows the
absolute value |rˆHH(ν ′, τ)| of the simulation model’s T-FCF designed by applying
the LPNM. For the LPNM, the integral square error E(δxi) is 8.32 × 10−5, which
is by a factor of 2.55 lower than that of the MESS. The price to be paid for this
achievement is a considerable increase in numerical complexity.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have developed a new geometry-based shallow UWA channel
model under the assumption that the surface and the bottom of the ocean are rough.
We have derived the AOA PDF, AOD PDF, and the TFCF of the channel model.
We have also presented the corresponding simulation model. The parameters of
the simulation model have been computed by means of two methods, namely the
MESS and the LPNM. The MESS has been developed especially for the design of
UWA channel simulators, whereas the LPNM is well-known and widely used in the
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Figure A.4: Absolute value of the normalized T-FCF |rHH(ν ′, τ)| of the reference model
for a UWA channel.
Figure A.5: Absolute value of the normalized T-FCF |rˆHH(ν ′, τ)| of the simulation model
by using the MESS (N1 = 80 and N2 = 79).
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Figure A.6: Absolute value of the normalized T-FCF |rˆHH(ν ′, τ)| of the simulation model
by using the LPNM (N1 = 80 and N2 = 79).
area of channel modelling. An excellent agreement could be observed between the
simulation model and the underlying reference model.
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A Non-Isovelocity Geometry-Based Underwater
Acoustic Channel Model
Indika Meisam Naderi, Alenka G. Zajic, and Matthias Pa¨tzold
Abstract — This paper proposes a new geometry-based shallow underwater
acoustic (UWA) channel model allowing for non-isovelocity ocean conditions.
The fact that the isovelocity assumption does not hold in many real-world sce-
narios motivates the need for developing channel models for non-isovelocity
UWA propagation environments. Starting from a geometrical model, we de-
velop a stochastic channel model for a wideband single-input single-output
(SISO) vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) UWA channel assuming that the ocean surface
and bottom are rough and that the speed of sound varies with depth. The effect
of the non-isovelocity condition has been assessed regarding its influence on
the temporal autocorrelation function (ACF), the frequency correlation func-
tion (FCF), and the power delay profile (PDP) of the UWA channel model. The
UWA channel model has also been validated by matching its FCF as well as
the therefrom derived main characteristic quantities, such as the average de-
lay, delay spread, and coherence bandwidth against measurement data. The
proposed UWA channel model is very useful for the design and performance
analysis of UWA communication systems under realistic propagation condi-
tions.
Keywords—Shallow underwater acoustic channels, non-isovelocity condition,
vehicle-to-vehicle communications, power delay profile, temporal autocorrelation
function, frequency correlation function.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Underwater acoustic (UWA) communication systems are expected to play an im-
portant role in oceanography. As laser beams and electromagnetic waves suffer
from high path loss in ocean water, acoustic signals are being used, especially, in
medium- and long-range (> 1 km [26, p. 38]) underwater communications. Re-
alistic channel models are very important for the design and performance analysis
of communication systems allowing for extensive simulations of communication
scenarios without employing inferior trial-and-error methods.
UWA propagation scenarios can be fully described by solving the wave equa-
tion. However, solving the wave equation is well known to be a difficult prob-
lem [3, 5]. To circumvent this problem, approximations, such as deterministic ray-
tracing methods [19–22, 24], are often used to model the high-frequencies acoustic
wave propagation phenomena in deep ocean environments [7, 8]. To overcome this
problem, several geometry-based stochastic UWA channel models have been devel-
oped under isovelocity conditions [5, 15, 16, 23, 32]. For example, in [5, 15, 32], the
total distances that acoustic signals travel between the transmitter and the receiver
have been computed by using the method of image projections [3].
In general, the geometry-based stochastic UWA channel modelling approach
presents synthetic channel responses that describe UWA channels with a high level
of accuracy. Stochastic UWA channel models are often less complex than ray trac-
ing models from a mathematical point of view. The ray tracing method is derived
from the wave equation where some simplifying assumptions are introduced and
the method is essentially a high-frequency approximation. However, ray tracing
techniques have limitations and may not be valid for precise predictions of sound
levels, especially in situations where refraction effects and focusing of sound are
important [11]. For telecommunication purposes, UWA channel models which can
address the fast statistical variations of channels are required to accurately predict
the communication link properties like the Doppler spread and delay spread.
Owing to the fact that the speed of sound varies with depth [3, 4, 12, 17], the
non-isovelocity property (caused by ocean layers with different acoustic properties
[1]) has to be taken into account for the geometry-based stochastic UWA channel
modelling. There are several papers in the literature that study the behavior of
acoustic waves in non-isovelocity ocean environments [1, 11, 13]. Moreover, in
[6], a channel model has been developed for UWA communications under non-
isovelocity condition by taking effects of wind-generated waves and bubbles into
account. However, there is no design method that can directly be used to develop
stochastic simulation models for non-isovelocity UWA channels. To address this
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problem, we propose a new geometry-based UWA channel model that is suited for
computer simulations and accounts for non-isovelocity propagation effects. The
proposed channel model enables us to study analytically the statistical properties of
UWA channels such as temporal and frequency correlation functions, power delay
profile (PDP), delay spread, and the coherence bandwidth under isovelocity/non-
isovelocity ocean conditions. Because of the non-stationary behaviour of UWA
channels, there are some papers in the literature that do not take the wide-sense
stationary uncorrelated scattering (WSSUS) assumption [2] into account [25, 28,
29], while this assumption is a fundamental assumption in this paper.
In the first step, we have extended the geometrical model in [32] with respect
to non-isovelocity propagation conditions. Then, by starting from the geometrical
model, we further derive the time-variant channel impulse response (TVCIR) of the
UWA channel model under line-of-sight (LOS) propagation conditions. The pro-
posed geometry-based channel model characterizes acoustic signal propagation in
shallow-water ocean environments by taking into account macro-scattering effects
caused by specular reflection at the surface and bottom of the ocean. In addition,
it addresses the randomness of the UWA channel by considering micro-scattering
(diffuse scattering) effects. Using the proposed geometry-based channel model, we
derive expressions for the temporal autocorrelation function (ACF), frequency cor-
relation function (FCF). To illustrate the impact of non-isovelocity on UWA chan-
nels, we study its effect on the characteristics of the acoustic wave propagation.
Moreover, the statistical quantities of the proposed UWA channel model, such as
the temporal ACF, FCF, and the PDP, are compared with those of isovelocity chan-
nel models. The results of this comparative study show significant differences of
the channel characteristics if non-isovelocity propagation conditions are incorpo-
rated into the UWA channel model. For example, the results indicate that the coher-
ence bandwidth and the coherence time of the non-isovelocity UWA channel model
are significantly smaller than those of the isovelocity channel model. Finally, to
verify the validity of the proposed UWA channel model, the main statistical prop-
erties, such as the FCF, average delay, delay spread, and the coherence bandwidth,
are compared with those of a measured UWA channel, where a good agreement
between theory and measurement is observed.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section II, the geometrical
UWA model is described. The stochastic UWA channel model is derived from the
geometrical UWA model in Section III. Section IV studies the statistical properties
of the proposed UWA channel model. In Section V, the numerical results are illus-
trated. Section VI validates the main theoretical results by comparing them with
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measurement data. The paper is concluded in Section VII.
II. THE GEOMETRICAL NON-ISOVELOCITY MODEL
In this section, we briefly review Snell’s law and describe a multi-layered sound-
speed profile (SSP). Then, a new geometrical model is presented for a wideband
single-input single-output (SISO) shallow-water ocean environment assuming non-
isovelocity condition. In this paper, we consider medium and long-range shallow
UWA communication links between moving transmitters and receivers under LOS
propagation conditions. The UWA channel is assumed to fulfill the WSSUS con-
dition. Time-dependent propagation delays caused by the non-stationary behaviour
of the channel are not considered in the this paper. However, in this case, physi-
cally non-stationary behavior of UWA channels coming from, for example, moving
scatterers and changing the velocity of transmitters (or/and receivers) cannot be
captured by the proposed channel model.
A. Snell’s Law
Snell’s law (also known as the law of refraction) describes the relationship be-
tween the angle-of-incidence (AOI) and angle-of-refraction (AOR). It refers to light,
sound or other waves passing through a boundary between two different media. As
can be seen in Fig. B.1, the AOI ϕ1 is defined as the angle that an incident ray makes
with a perpendicular to the surface at the point of incidence. Based on Snell’s law,
the relationship between the AOI ϕ1 and the corresponding AOR ϕ2 for a wave
impinging on an interface between two media equals [14, Eq. (2.2.3)]
sin(ϕ1)
c1
=
sin(ϕ2)
c2
= a (B.1)
where a denotes the constant ray parameter. The parameters c1 and c2 stand for
speed of sound in media 1 and 2, respectively. According to (B.1), the AOI ϕ1 is
smaller (larger) than the AOR ϕ2 if c1 < c2(c1 > c2). Moreover, (B.1) only holds if
sin(ϕ2) ≤ 1, i.e., the maximum value of sin(ϕ1) is c1/c2. Thus, a critical angle ϕc
can be defined and computed as
ϕc = arcsin(c1/c2). (B.2)
In other words, if the AOI ϕ1 at the incidence point is larger than the critical angle,
i.e., ϕ1 > ϕc, then the signal energy will be reflected, otherwise it will be refracted.
In this paper, only refracted signals are considered.
B. SSP
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Figure B.1: Refraction of a sound ray at the interface between two media with different
speeds of sound c1 and c2, where c1 < c2.
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Figure B.2: An SSP example showing a piecewise linear sound speed variation in a shallow-
water ocean environment with 5 different layers.
In this paper, we assume a piecewise linear variation of the sound speed with
depth as shown in Fig. B.2. It should be mentioned that the following SSP is only
an example for a piecewise linear variation of the sound speed with depth. Other
piecewise linear SSPs can therefore also be used in the proposed UWA channel
model. As can be seen in Fig. B.2, the one-dimensional geometrical sound speed
model has been divided into K different equally wide layers, each with width ∆y
and speed of sound ck, k = 1, 2, . . . , K. The layer width is given by ∆y = h/K in
which the quantity h is the shallow water depth (in m). In our computer simulations,
the SSP has been modeled as
ck = cs + g · k ·∆y for k = 1, 2, . . . , K (B.3)
where cs is the initial speed of sound (in m/s) and g denotes the speed gradi-
ent (in s−1). From (B.3), we can obtain a vector for the speed of sound ck =
[c1, c2, · · · , cK ].
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C. Geometrical Model Description
Fig. B.3 presents the geometrical model of a UWA channel in a shallow-water
non-isovelocity ocean environment. The geometrical model is bounded by the
ocean surface and bottom, which are assumed to be rough. These natural bound-
aries act as reflectors for acoustic waves such that several macro-eigenrays can
travel from the transmitter Tx to the receiver Rx. As can be seen in Fig. B.3,
there are three kinds of macro-eigenrays. They are grouped into downward arriving
(DA) macro-eigenrays, upward arriving (UA) macro-eigenrays, and a LOS macro-
eigenray. Each of the DA macro-eigenrays, where the last reflection originates from
the ocean surface, can have a different number of s surface reflections and b˘ bot-
tom reflections. Let NS denote the maximum number of surface interactions that
a DA macro-eigenray can have with the ocean surface, then s and b˘ are limited by
1 ≤ s ≤ NS and s− 1 ≤ b˘ ≤ s, respectively. For instance, if a DA macro-eigenray
has only one interaction with the ocean surface, i.e., NS = 1, then there are two
possible paths on which this macro-eigenray can travel from the transmitter Tx to
the receiver Rx. The first path reaches at Rx after a single bounce on the surface of
the ocean, i.e., s = 1, and b˘ = 0. The second path is a double-bounced path if a
DA macro-eigenray starts downward. This means the macro-eigenray first interacts
with the ocean bottom and then, after interacting with the ocean surface, arrives at
Rx, i.e., s = 1 and b˘ = 1. Thus, at any time instance t, the receiver Rx receives
2NS DA macro-eigenrays. The UA macro-eigenrays, where the last reflection orig-
inates from the ocean bottom, can have a different number of b bottom reflections
and s˘ surface reflections. Analogously, let NB stand for the maximum number of
bottom interactions that a UA macro-eigenray can have, then b and s˘ are limited by
1 ≤ b ≤ NB and b − 1 ≤ s˘ ≤ b, respectively. Similarly, at any time instance t,
the receiver Rx receives 2NB UA macro-eigenrays. It needs to be mentioned that
experimental results obtained from medium- and long-range shallow UWA commu-
nication scenarios have shown that the number of macro-eigenrays which arrive at
Rx rarely exceeds 8, i.e., 2NS + 2NB = 8 [5, 30–32].
The exact positions of macro-scatterers are computable and depend on the waveg-
uide geometry and the number of macro-eigenrays. The roughness of the sea surface
and sea bottom is characterized by micro-scatterers, which are randomly clustered
around the positions of macro-scatterers. In other words, we study the propagation
of deterministic macro-eigenrays and random micro-eigenrays. For each s and b˘
the parameter SS
sb˘
in Fig. B.3 stands for the last macro-scatterer with which each
DA macro-eigenray interacts with the ocean surface before arriving at Rx. The pa-
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Figure B.3: Illustration of the LOS macro-eigenray and several DA and UA macro-
eigenrays which travel from Tx to Rx in a shallow UWA channel (Ns = 2, NB = 1).
rameter SS
sb˘n
denotes the nth micro-scatterer around the macro-scatterer SS
sb˘
, where
1 < n < Nsb˘. In which the parameter Nsb˘ denotes the maximum number of micro-
scatterers SS
sb˘n
around the macro-scatterer SS
sb˘
. Analogously, the macro-scatterer
SBbs˘ is the last macro-scatterer with which each UA macro-eigenray interacts before
arriving at Rx. The parameter SBbs˘m stands for the mth micro-scatterer around the
macro-scatterer SBbs˘, where 1 < m < Mbs˘ and Mbs˘ denotes the maximum number
of micro-scatterers SBbs˘m around the macro-scatterer S
B
bs˘. The total distances which
eigenrays travel in non-isovelocity ocean environments after their interactions with
macro- and micro-scatterers have been derived in this paper by using geometrical
methods in combination with Snell’s law.
Moreover, we assume that the transmitter Tx (receiver Rx) is moving with ve-
locity ~vT (~vR) in the direction determined by the angle-of-motion (AOM) αTv (α
R
v ).
As shown in Figs. B.4 and B.5, the distance along the x-axis between the transmitter
Tx and the receiver Rx is denoted by D. According to these figures, Tx (Rx) is lo-
cated at the distances yT1 (y
R
1 ) and y
T
2 (y
R
2 ) from the ocean surface and ocean bottom,
respectively. As can be seen in Fig. B.4, the AOD (AOA) of the LOS component is
denoted by β0 (α0). With reference to Fig. B.5, the symbol βDAsb˘n(α
DA
sb˘n
) stands for the
AODs (AOAs) of the nth DA micro-eigenrays associated with the number of sur-
face interactions s and bottom interactions b˘. Analogously, the symbol βUAbs˘m(α
UA
bs˘m)
denotes the mth AODs (AOAs) of UA micro-eigenray associated with the number
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Figure B.4: Illustration of the LOS macro-eigenray which travels from Tx to Rx in a non-
isovelocity ocean environment.
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Figure B.5: Illustration of a DA macro-eigenray (s = 1, b˘ = 0) and a UA macro-eigenray
(b = 1, s˘ = 0) which travel from Tx to Rx in a non-isovelocity ocean environment (NS =
NB = 1).
of bottom interactions b and surface interactions s˘. As can be seen in Figs. B.4
and B.5, Tx (Rx) is located in the layer number kT (kR), which can be computed
as kT = dyT1 /∆ye (kR = dyR1 /∆ye). Where d·e denotes the ceiling function. The
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position of Tx is at ∆yT1 and ∆y
T
2 seen from the surface and bottom of the layer kT ,
which can be computed as
∆yT1 = y
T
1 − (kT − 1)∆y (B.4a)
∆yT2 = kT∆y − yT1 . (B.4b)
Analogously, the parameters ∆yR1 and ∆y
R
2 , which denote the position of the trans-
mitter Rx in the layer kR, can be computed as
∆yR1 = y
R
1 − (kR − 1)∆y (B.5a)
∆yR2 = kR∆y − yR1 . (B.5b)
D. Angle-of-Incidence
The parameters ϕDA
sb˘n(kT )
and ϕUAbs˘m(kT ) denote the AOIs at the transmitter Tx for
DA and UA micro-eigenrays, respectively, which are assumed to be random vari-
ables characterized by the von Mises distributions
pϕDA
sb˘n(kT )
(
ϕDA
sb˘n(kT )
)
=
e
κ cos
(
ϕDA
sb˘n(kT )
−µDA
sb˘(kT )
)
2piI0(κ)
, for 0 ≤ ϕDA
sb˘n(kT )
≤ pi/2 (B.6)
and
pϕUA
bs˘m(kT )
(
ϕUAbs˘m(kT )
)
=
e
κ cos
(
ϕUA
bs˘m(kT )
−µUA
bs˘(kT )
)
2piI0(κ)
, for 0 ≤ ϕUAbs˘m(kT ) ≤ pi/2 (B.7)
respectively. Where µDA
sb˘(kT )
and µUAbs˘(kT ) are the mean values of ϕ
DA
sb˘n(kT )
and ϕUAbs˘m(kT ),
respectively. The function I0(·) denotes the zeroth-order modified Bessel function
of the first kind. The parameter κ stands for the concentration parameter such that
1/κ is the variance of the von Mises distribution. The other AOIs ϕDA
sb˘n(·) and ϕ
UA
bs˘m(·)
at different layers can be computed by using Snell’s law (B.1) as
ϕDA
sb˘n(k)
= arcsin
(
ck
ckT
sinϕDA
sb˘n(kT )
)
, for k = 1, 2, . . . , K and k 6= kT (B.8)
and
ϕUAbs˘m(k) = arcsin
(
ck
ckT
sinϕUAbs˘m(kT )
)
, for k = 1, 2, . . . , K and k 6= kT (B.9)
respectively. The parameters ϕ0(kT ) and ϕ0(kR) seen in Fig. B.4 stand for the AOIs
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of the LOS macro-eigenray at Tx and Rx, respectively.
III. THE GEOMETRY-BASED UWA CHANNEL MODEL
In this section, we develop a stochastic model for the acoustic wave propagation
through non-isovelocity shallow-water environments. First, we present the TV-
CIR of the proposed geometry-based channel model for a vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V)
UWA wideband channel under LOS propagation conditions. Then, we derive the
expressions of the total distances which eigenrays travel from Tx to Rx after their
interaction with the rough surface and bottom of the ocean. The AODs and the
AOAs, which are required for computing the Doppler frequencies, are also studied.
Finally, we derive the time-variant channel transfer function (TVCTF).
A. TVCIR
According to the geometrical model shown in Figs. B.4 and B.5, the TVCIR
h(τ ′, t) can be split into three parts. The first part hLOS(τ ′, t) describes the LOS
component, whereas the second part hDA(τ ′, t) and the third part hUA(τ ′, t) comprise
the DA eigenrays and the UA eigenrays, respectively. Thus, the TVCIR h(τ ′, t) can
be expressed by
h(τ ′, t) = hLOS(τ ′, t) + hDA(τ ′, t) + hUA(τ ′, t). (B.10)
The LOS part hLOS(τ ′, t) of the TVCIR can be written as
hLOS(τ ′, t) = c0 e j(2pif0t+θ0)δ(τ ′ − τ ′0) (B.11)
in which the gain c0 is defined by
c0 =
√
cR/(1 + cR)As(D0)Aa(D0). (B.12)
The parameter τ ′0 stands for the propagation delay of the LOS component. The sym-
bols f0 and θ0 denote the Doppler frequency and phase shift of the LOS component,
respectively. It is assumed that the phase shift θ0 is unknown and will consequently
be modelled as a random variable with uniform distribution over (0, 2pi]. The pa-
rameter cR in (B.12) is the Rice factor, thus, the distribution of the channel envelope
can follow the Rice distribution. The Rice factor cR is defined as a ratio between the
power of LOS path and the power of scattered paths (i.e., DA and UA eigenrays).
The Doppler frequency f0 is given by
f0 = f
T
max cos
(
β0 − αTv
)
+ fRmax cos
(
α0 − αRv
)
(B.13)
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where fTmax (f
R
max) indicates the maximum Doppler frequency associated with Tx
(Rx), which is given by fTmax = vTfc/ckT (f
R
max = vRfc/ckR). Therein, vT = |~vT |
(vR = |~vR|) stands for the speed of the transmitter Tx (receiver Rx). The symbol fc
denotes the carrier frequency (in Hz), and ckT (ckR) is the speed of sound (in m/s)
within the water layer kT (kR). With reference to Fig. B.4, the AOD β0 and the
AOA α0 can be computed by using
β0 =

3pi
2
+ ϕ0(kT ), if kT < kR
arctan
(
yT1 −yR1
D
)
, if kT = kR
pi
2
− ϕ0(kT ), if kT > kR
(B.14)
and
α0 =

pi
2
+ ϕ0(kR) =
pi
2
+ arcsin
(
ckR
ckT
sin(ϕ0(kT ))
)
,
if kT < kR
pi + β0,
if kT = kR
3pi
2
− ϕ0(kR) = 3pi2 − arcsin
(
ckR
ckT
sin(ϕ0(kT ))
)
,
if kT > kR
(B.15)
respectively. The total distance D0 in (B.12) which the LOS component travels
between Tx and Rx is given by
D0 =

kR∑
k=kT
D0(k) =
∆yT2
cos(ϕ0(kT ))
+
kR−1∑
k=kT+1
∆y
cos(ϕ0(k))
+
∆yR1
cos(ϕ0(kR))
, if kT < kR√
D2 + (yT1 − yR1 )2, if kT = kR
kT∑
k=kR
D0(k) =
∆yT1
cos(ϕ0(kT ))
+
kT−1∑
k=kR+1
∆y
cos(ϕ0(k))
+
∆yR2
cos(ϕ0(kR))
, if kT > kR .
(B.16)
The parameter D0(k) stands for the distance that the LOS component travels in the
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layer k. The propagation delay τ ′0 can be expressed by
τ ′0 =

kR∑
k=kT
D0(k)
ck
, if kT < kR
D0
ckT
, if kT = kR
kT∑
k=kR
D0(k)
ck
, if kT > kR.
(B.17)
The AOIs ϕ0(·) in (B.15) and (B.16) can be computed by using Snell’s law (B.1) as
ϕ0(k) = arcsin
(
ck
ckT
sinϕ0(kT )
)
{
for k = kT + 1, . . . , kR if kT < kR
for k = kR + 1, . . . , kT if kT > kR.
(B.18)
The functions As(·) and Aa(·) presented in (B.12) denote the propagation loss co-
efficients due to geometrical spreading and absorption, respectively. The loss as a
result of geometrical spreading is divided into two categories: spherical spreading
and cylindrical spreading. The spherical spreading normally occurs in long-range
UWA communications in shallow/deep water; while cylindrical spreading occurs
in short-range UWA communications in shallow water [27]. In this paper, long-
range UWA communications are assumed, thus, spherical spreading is considered
in analytical derivations. It is assumed that the transmitter is equipped with an
omnidirectional hydrophone and generates spherical waveforms in a shallow water
environment. The propagation loss coefficient due to the spherical spreading can be
written as [13, Eq. (2.16)]
As(d) =
1
d
(B.19)
where the variable d denotes the total propagation distance (in m). The absorption
loss coefficient Aa(·) is expressed by [32, Eq. (4)]
Aa(d) = 10
− dβ
20000 . (B.20)
In (B.20), the parameter β is given by [3, Eq. (1.3.1)]
β = 8.68× 103
(
SafTf
2
cA
f 2T + f
2
c
+
Bf 2c
fT
)
× (1− 6.54× 10−4P ) (dB/km) (B.21)
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whereA = 2.34·10−6 andB = 3.38·10−6. The symbol Sa stands for the salinity (in
parts per thousand), fc is the carrier frequency (in kHz), fT denotes the relaxation
frequency (in kHz). The symbol P stands for the hydrostatic pressure (in kg/cm2),
which is determined by P = 1.01 · (1 + 0.1h), where h denotes the water depth
(in m). It needs to be emphasised that (B.21) is suitable for carrier frequencies fc
between 3 and 500 kHz [3, p. 10].
The second part hDA(τ ′, t) and the third part hUA(τ ′, t) of the TVCIR h(τ ′, t) in
(B.10) are given by
hDA(τ ′, t) =
NS∑
s=1
s∑
b˘=s−1
Nsb˘∑
n=1
cDA
sb˘n
e j(2pif
DA
sb˘n
t+θDA
sb˘n
)δ(τ ′ − τ ′DAsb˘n) (B.22)
and
hUA(τ ′, t)=
NB∑
b=1
b∑
s˘=b−1
Mbs˘∑
m=1
cUAbs˘m e
j(2pifUAbs˘mt+θ
UA
bs˘m)δ(τ ′ − τ ′UAbs˘m) (B.23)
respectively. The gains cDA
sb˘n
and cUAbs˘m can be expressed by
cDA
sb˘n
=
√
ηS
2NSNsb˘(1 + cR)
As(D
DA
sb˘n
)Aa(D
DA
sb˘n
)Ab(ϕ
DA
sb˘n(K)
)b˘ (B.24)
and
cUAbs˘m=
√
ηB
2NBMbs˘(1 + cR)
As(D
UA
bs˘m)Aa(D
UA
bs˘m)Ab(ϕ
UA
bs˘m(K))
b (B.25)
respectively. The symbols ηS in (B.24) and ηB in (B.25) are used to balance the
contribution of the DA and UA macro-eigenrays to the total power of the UWA
channel model such that ηS + ηB = 1. Furthermore, each DA (UA) macro-eigenray
is represented as an average of Nsb˘ DA (Mbs˘ UA) micro-eigenrays. The symbols
DDA
sb˘n
and DUAbs˘m denote the total distances which the DA and UA micro-eigenrays
travel from Tx toRx given (s, b˘) and (s˘, b) surface-bottom interactions, respectively.
These two quantities can be computed as (B.55) and (B.56) (see (B.55) and (B.56) in
the Appendix A). The propagation delays τ ′DA
sb˘n
and τ ′UAbs˘m can be expressed as (B.57)
and (B.58), respectively (see (B.57) and (B.58) in the Appendix A). The parameters
ϕDA
sb˘n(k)
and ϕUAbs˘m(k) stand for the AOIs of DA and UA micro-eigenrays at layer k.
The phase shifts θDA
sb˘n
in (B.22) and θUAbs˘m in (B.23) are modelled by independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables, which are supposed to be uniformly
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distributed over the interval (−pi, pi]. The functionAb(·) in (B.24) and (B.25), which
denotes the impedance mismatch between the ocean water and the ocean bed, can
be expressed by [3, Eq. (3.1.14)]
Ab(ϕ) =
∣∣∣∣∣(ρb/ρK) cos(ϕ)−
√
(cK/cb)2 − sin2(ϕ)
(ρb/ρK) cos(ϕ) +
√
(cK/cb)2 − sin2(ϕ)
∣∣∣∣∣ (B.26)
where ρK (ρb) and cK (cb) stand for the density of the Kth layer of the ocean water
(ocean bed) and the speed of sound in the Kth layer of the ocean water (ocean bed),
respectively. The symbol ϕ in (B.26) denotes the AOI of the eigenrays at the ocean
bottom, which can be replaced by ϕDA
sb˘n(K)
and ϕUAbs˘m(K).
B. AOD, AOA, and Doppler frequencies
In this section, the analytical expressions for the AODs βDA
sb˘n
(βUAbs˘m) and the
AOAs αDA
sb˘n
(αUAbs˘m), which are necessary to compute the Doppler frequencies of the
micro-eigenrays are derived. The Doppler frequencies fDA
sb˘n
and fUAbs˘m presented in
(B.22) and (B.23), respectively, can be computed by using (B.13), if we replace
there β0 by βDAsb˘n (β
UA
bs˘m) and α0 by α
DA
sb˘n
(αUAbs˘m) which results in
fDA
sb˘n
= fTmax cos
(
βDA
sb˘n
− αTv
)
+ fRmax cos
(
αDA
sb˘n
− αRv
)
(B.27)
and
fUAbs˘m = f
T
max cos
(
βUAbs˘m − αTv
)
+ fRmax cos
(
αUAbs˘m − αRv
)
(B.28)
respectively. With reference to Figs. B.4 and B.5, the general expressions for the
AODs βDA
sb˘n
and βUAbs˘m can be written as
βDA
sb˘n
=
(
b˘− s+ 3
2
)
pi + (−1)(s−b˘)ϕDA
sb˘n(kT )
(B.29)
and
βUAbs˘m =
(
b− s˘+ 1
2
)
pi − (−1)(b−s˘)ϕUAbs˘m(kT ) (B.30)
respectively. Similarly, the general solutions for the AOAs αDA
sb˘n
and αUAbs˘m can be
found to be equal to
αDA
sb˘n
=
pi
2
+ ϕDA
sb˘n(kR)
(B.31)
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and
αUAbs˘m =
3pi
2
− ϕUAbs˘m(kR) (B.32)
respectively. By substituting (B.29) and (B.31) in (B.27), we obtain a new expres-
sion for the Doppler frequency fDA
sb˘n
as
fDA
sb˘n
=fTmax sin
(
ϕDA
sb˘n(kT )
− αTv
)
− fRmax sin
(
ϕDA
sb˘n(kR)
− αRv
)
. (B.33)
Analogously, by substituting (B.30) and (B.32) in (B.54), the Doppler frequency
fUAbs˘m can be expressed by
fUAbs˘m=f
T
max sin
(
ϕUAbs˘m(kT )− αTv
)
− fRmax sin
(
ϕUAbs˘m(kR)− αRv
)
. (B.34)
C. TVCTF
The TVCTF H(f ′, t) can be computed by taking the Fourier transform of the
TVCIR h(τ ′, t) w.r.t the propagation delay τ ′. From (B.10), (B.11), (B.22), and
(B.23), the TVCTF H(f ′, t) can obviously be written as
H(f ′, t) = HLOS(f ′, t) +HDA(f ′, t) +HUA(f ′, t). (B.35)
The function HLOS(f ′, t) represents the LOS part of the TVCTF H(f ′, t), which
can be written as
HLOS(f ′, t) = c0e j[2pi(f0t−f
′τ ′0)+θ0]. (B.36)
The second part HDA(f ′, t) and the third part HUA(f ′, t) of the TVCTF H(f ′, t) are
given by
HDA(f ′, t) =
NS∑
s=1
s∑
b˘=s−1
Nsb˘∑
n=1
cDA
sb˘n
e j[2pi(f
DA
sb˘n
t−f ′τ ′DA
sb˘n
)+θDA
sb˘n
] (B.37)
and
HUA(f ′, t) =
NB∑
b=1
b∑
s˘=b−1
Mbs˘∑
m=1
cUAbs˘me
j[2pi(fUAbs˘mt−f ′τ ′UAbs˘m)+θUAbs˘m] (B.38)
respectively. For ease of reference, the most important parameters presented in
Section III are listed in Table B.1.
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Table B.1: Definition and selected values of the channel model parameters.
Parameters Definitions Figs. 8–14 Figs. 18
DDA
sb˘n
, DUAbs˘m Total distances that the DA and UA micro-eigenrays travel from
Tx to Rx
- -
ϕDA
sb˘n(k)
, ϕUAbs˘m(k) AOIs of the DA and UA micro-eigenrays at layer k - -
µDA
sb˘(kT )
, µUAbs˘(kT ) Average of the AOI distributions for the DA and UA micro-
eigenrays transmitted from Tx
- -
yT1 Distance between Tx and the ocean surface 35 m 46 m
yT2 Distance between Tx and the ocean bottom 65 m 34 m
yR1 Distance between Rx and the ocean surface 55 m 29 m
yR2 Distance between Rx and the ocean bottom 45 m 51 m
h Water depth 100 m 80 m
D Total distance between Tx and Rx along the x-axis 5000 m 2000 m
K Number of water layers 1, 3, 6, 10,
20, and 30
16
ρK Density of the Kth layer of the ocean water 1000 kg/m3 1000 kg/m3
ρb Density of the ocean bed 1500 kg/m3 1500 kg/m3
cs Speed of sound for the case of isovelocity ocean environment 1500 m/s 1500 m/s
cb Speed of sound in the ocean bed 1600 m/s 1600 m/s
αTv Angle-of-motion of the transmitter 180
◦ -
αRv Angle-of-motion of the receiver 0
◦ -
fc Carrier frequency 10 kHz 17 kHz
fTmax Maximum Doppler frequency associated with the transmitter Tx 20 Hz 0 Hz
fRmax Maximum Doppler frequency associated with the receiver Rx 20 Hz 0 Hz
cR Rice factor 0.2 (arbi-
trary)
0.3
ηS Ratio of the power of DA macro-eigenrays to the total power of
the UWA channel model
0.5 0.5
ηB Ratio of the power of UA macro-eigenrays to the total power of
the UWA channel model
0.5 0.5
kT Transmitter layer index 4 ifK = 10 10
kR Receiver layer index 6 ifK = 10 6
∆yT1 Transmitter position in the layer with index kT 5 m if K =
10
1 m for K =
16
∆yT2 Transmitter position in the layer with index kT 5 m if K =
10
4 m for K =
16
∆yR1 Receiver position in the layer with index kR 5 m if K =
10
4 m for K =
16
∆yR2 Receiver position in the layer with index kR 5 m if K =
10
1 m for K =
16
NS Maximum number of interactions between each DA macro-
eigenray and the ocean surface
2 1
NB Maximum number of interactions between each UA macro-
eigenray and the ocean bottom
2 1
Nsb˘ Number of DA micro-eigenrays 1000 23
Mbs˘ Number of UA macro-eigenrays 1001 24
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IV. STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF THE UWA CHANNEL MODEL
In this section, we study the statistical properties of the developed UWA channel
model including the temporal ACF, FCF, and the PDP by means of the TVCTF.
A. Temporal ACF
By having the TVCTF H(f ′, t), we can compute the temporal ACF and FCF
of the channel. Assuming that the geometry-based UWA channel model is WSS in
time t, the temporal ACF rHH(τ) can be obtained by using the TVCTF H(f ′, t) as
rHH(τ) = E{H∗(f ′, t)H(f ′, t+ τ)} (B.39)
where (·)∗ represents the complex conjugate operation and E{·} is the statistical
expectation operator. The symbol τ denotes the time separation variable. After
averaging over the random phases θ0, θDAsb˘n, and θ
UA
bs˘m, the temporal ACF rHH(τ) of
the proposed UWA channel model is obtained as
rHH(τ) = c
2
0 e
j2pif0τ +
NS∑
s=1
s∑
b˘=s−1
Nsb˘∑
n=1
EϕDA
sb˘n(kT )
{
[cDA
sb˘n
]2 e j2pif
DA
sb˘n
τ
}
+
NB∑
b=1
b∑
s˘=b−1
Mbs˘∑
m=1
EϕUA
bs˘m(kT )
{
[cUAbs˘m]
2 e j2pif
UA
bs˘mτ
}
(B.40)
The operator Eϕ{·} is the statistical expectation operator w.r.t the random variable
ϕ. Note that the sets of random variables {cDA
sb˘n
, fDA
sb˘n
} and {cUAbs˘m, fUAbs˘m} can be ex-
pressed as functions of the random AOIs ϕDA
sb˘n(kT )
and ϕUAbs˘m(kT ), respectively. Recall
that the random AOIs ϕDA
sb˘n(kT )
and ϕUAbs˘m(kT ) are characterized by the von Mises
distributions pϕDA
sb˘n(kT )
(
ϕDA
sb˘n(kT )
)
and pϕUA
bs˘m(kT )
(
ϕUAbs˘m(kT )
)
presented in (B.6) and
(B.7), respectively. By averaging over the random AOIs ϕDA
sb˘n(kT )
and ϕUAbs˘m(kT ), the
temporal ACF rHH(τ) can be expressed as
rHH(τ) = c
2
0 e
j 2pif0τ
+
1
2piI0(κ)
 NS∑
s=1
s∑
b˘=s−1
Nsb˘∑
n=1
2pi∫
0
[cDA
sb˘n
]2 e
[
j 2pifDA
sb˘n
τ+κ cos
(
ϕDA
sb˘n(kT )
−µDA
sb˘(kT )
)]
dϕDA
sb˘n(kT )
+
NB∑
b=1
b∑
s˘=b−1
Mbs˘∑
m=1
2pi∫
0
[cUAbs˘m]
2 e
[
j 2pifUAbs˘mτ+κ cos
(
ϕUA
bs˘m(kT )
−µUA
bs˘(kT )
)]
dϕUAbs˘m(kT )

(B.41)
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In general, the integral in (B.41) has to be solved numerically. However, a closed-
form approximation for the temporal ACF rHH(τ) can be derived by replacing the
random gains cDA
sb˘n
(cUAbs˘m) by the gains c
DA
sb˘
(cUAbs˘ ). To compute the gains c
DA
sb˘
(cUAbs˘ ), the
random AOIsϕDA
sb˘n(kT )
(ϕUAbs˘m(kT )) have to be replaced by their mean values µ
DA
sb˘(kT )
(µUAbs˘(kT ))
of the von Mises distributions. In other words, the gains cDA
sb˘
and cUAbs˘ are functions
of µDA
sb˘(kT )
and µUAbs˘(kT ), respectively, i.e., c
DA
sb˘
= cDA
sb˘n
(µDA
sb˘(kT )
) and cUAbs˘ = c
UA
bs˘m(µ
UA
bs˘(kT )
).
The closed-form approximation rAPHH(τ) of the temporal ACF rHH(τ) in (B.41) can
be obtained as
rAPHH(τ) = c
2
0 e
j 2pif0τ +
1
I0(κ)
 NS∑
s=1
s∑
b˘=s−1
Nsb˘[c
DA
sb˘
]2I0
(√
[xDA
sb˘
]2 + [yDA
sb˘
]2
)
+
NB∑
b=1
b∑
s˘=b−1
Mbs˘[c
UA
bs˘ ]
2I0
(√
[xUAbs˘ ]
2 + [yUAbs˘ ]
2
)]
(B.42)
in which the functions xDA
sb˘
, yDA
sb˘
, xUAbs˘ , and y
UA
bs˘ are, respectively, given by
xDA
sb˘
= j2piτ
(
fRmax sinα
R
v − fTmax sinαTv
)
+ κ cosµDA
sb˘(kT )
(B.43)
yDA
sb˘
= j2piτ
(
fTmax cosα
T
v − fRmax(ckR/ckT ) cosαRv
)
+ κ sinµDA
sb˘(kT )
(B.44)
xUAbs˘ = j2piτ
(
fRmax sinα
R
v − fTmax sinαTv
)
+ κ cosµUAbs˘(kT ) (B.45)
and
yUAbs˘ = j2piτ
(
fTmax cosα
T
v − fRmax(ckR/ckT ) cosαRv
)
+ κ sinµUAbs˘(kT ). (B.46)
The proof to the expression (B.42) is provided in Appendix B. The quality of the
approximation rHH(τ) ≈ rAPHH(τ) depends on the concentration parameter κ that
controls the spread of the von Mises distributions in (B.6) and (B.7). To measure
the approximation error as a function of κ, we consider the following error function
E(κ) =
1
τmax
τmax∫
0
∣∣rHH(τ)− rAPHH(τ)∣∣2 dτ (B.47)
where τmax defines an appropriate time-lag interval [0, τmax] over which the approx-
imation of rHH(τ) is of importance. The evaluation of the error function E(κ) will
be discussed in the next section.
B. FCF
The geometry-based UWA channel model is also assumed to be WSS w.r.t. fre-
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quency f ′. Thus, we can compute the FCF rHH(ν ′) of the TVCTF H(f ′, t) by
using
rHH(ν
′) = E{H∗(f ′, t)H(f ′ + ν ′, t)} (B.48)
where the symbol ν ′ stands for the frequency separation variable. After averaging
over the random phases θ0, θDAsb˘n, and θ
UA
bs˘m, the FCF rHH(ν
′) of the proposed UWA
channel model results in
rHH(ν
′) = c20 e
−j2piν′τ ′0 +
NS∑
s=1
s∑
b˘=s−1
Nsb˘∑
n=1
EϕDA
sb˘n(kT )
{
[cDA
sb˘n
]2 e −j2piν
′τ ′DA
sb˘n
}
+
NB∑
b=1
b∑
s˘=b−1
Mbs˘∑
m=1
EϕUA
bs˘m(kT )
{
[cUAbs˘m]
2 e −j2piν
′τ ′UAbs˘m
}
. (B.49)
Analogously to Section IV-A, by averaging over the random AOIs ϕDA
sb˘n(kT )
and
ϕUAbs˘m(kT ), the FCF rHH(ν
′) can be written as
rHH(ν
′) = c20 e
−j 2piν′τ ′0
+
1
2piI0(κ)
 NS∑
s=1
s∑
b˘=s−1
Nsb˘∑
n=1
2pi∫
0
[cDA
sb˘n
]2 e
[
−j 2piν′τ ′DA
sb˘n
+κ cos
(
ϕDA
sb˘n(kT )
−µDA
sb˘(kT )
)]
dϕDA
sb˘n(kT )
+
NB∑
b=1
b∑
s˘=b−1
Mbs˘∑
m=1
2pi∫
0
[cUAbs˘m]
2 e
[
−j 2piν′τ ′UAbs˘m+κ cos
(
ϕUA
bs˘m(kT )
−µUA
bs˘(kT )
)]
dϕUAbs˘m(kT )
 .
(B.50)
C. PDP
The PDP Sτ ′(τ ′) can be obtained by taking the inverse Fourier transform of
the FCF rHH(ν ′) w.r.t. the variable ν ′, i.e., Sτ ′(τ ′) = IFT{rHH(ν ′)}. The PDP
Sτ ′(τ
′) also enables us to compute the average delay B(1)τ ′ , the delay spread B
(2)
τ ′ ,
and the coherence bandwidthBC of the channel. These characteristic quantities can
be expressed in closed form by means of the FCF. The average delay B(1)τ ′ and the
delay spread B(2)τ ′ are defined by the first moment and the square root of the second
central moment of the PDP Sτ ′(τ ′), respectively, i.e., [18, Eqs. (7.39)–(7.40)]
B
(1)
τ ′ =
+∞∫
−∞
τ ′Sτ ′(τ ′)dτ ′
+∞∫
−∞
Sτ ′(τ ′)dτ ′
= − 1
2pij
· r˙HH(ν
′)
rHH(ν ′)
∣∣∣∣∣
ν′=0
(B.51)
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and
B
(2)
τ ′ =
√√√√√√√√
+∞∫
−∞
(
τ ′ −B(1)τ ′
)2
Sτ ′(τ ′)dτ ′
+∞∫
−∞
Sτ ′(τ ′)dτ ′
=
1
2pi
√(
r˙HH(ν ′)
rHH(ν ′)
)2
− r¨HH(ν
′)
rHH(ν ′)
∣∣∣∣∣
ν′=0
(B.52)
where r˙HH(ν ′) and r¨HH(ν ′) are the first and second time derivative of the FCF
rHH(ν
′) w.r.t. the variable ν ′. The frequency separation interval ν ′ = BC which
fulfils the condition |rHH(BC)| = |rHH(0)|/2 is called coherence bandwidth. The
coherence bandwidth BC of the channel is also approximately the reciprocal of the
delay spread B(2)τ ′ , i.e., BC ≈ 1/B(2)τ ′ [18, p. 350] .
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we illustrate how the UWA channel model behaves in non-isovelocity
ocean environments. The main objective is to show the influence of the non-isovelocity
condition on the statistical properties of the UWA channel model. The results are
compared with those of the isovelocity UWA channel models presented in [5, 32].
In our simulation setup, we set the carrier frequency fc to 10 kHz and assume
that the transmitter Tx and the receiver Rx are moving at the same speed of 3 m/s.
This results in equal maximum Doppler frequencies of fTmax = f
R
max = 20 Hz. The
transmitter Tx and the receiver Rx are moving in opposite directions determined by
the AOMs αTv = 180
◦ and αRv = 0
◦. The position parameters of the transmitter Tx
and receiver Rx are set as follows: yT1 = 35 m, y
T
2 = 65 m, y
R
1 = 55 m, y
R
2 = 45 m,
and D = 5 km. The shallow water depth is assumed to be h = 100 m with different
number of layers K and consequently different layer depth ∆y. For instance, if
K = 10 layers is considered in the ocean water, this results in the layer depth
of ∆y = h/K = 10 m. With reference to (B.3), the SSP is modeled as ck =
cs + g · k ·∆y = 1500 + 4 · k (for k = 1, 2, . . . , 10, if K = 10) in which the speed
gradient g is set to 0.4 s−1. In our simulation setup, we have considered nine macro-
eigenrays, including one LOS macro-eigenray, four DA macro-eigenrays, and four
UA macro-eigenrays by assuming NS = NB = 2. The mean values µDAsb˘(kT ) of the
AOIs ϕDA
sb˘n(kT )
(if K = 10) associated with the DA micro-eigenrays are chosen as
µDA10(kT ) = 84.4
◦ and µDA11(kT ) = µ
DA
21(kT )
= 79.5◦, and µDA22(kT ) = 79.8
◦. Similarly,
for UA micro-eigenrays, the mean values µUAbs˘(kT ) of the AOIs ϕ
UA
bs˘m(kT )
are set as
follows: µUA10(kT ) = µ
UA
21(kT )
= 79.7 and µUA11(kT ) = µ
UA
22(kT )
= 78.6◦. The optimization
algorithm for obtaining the mean values µDA
sb˘(kT )
and µUAbs˘(kT ) has been explained in
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Appendix C. The remaining parameters of the UWA channel model are listed in the
third column of Table B.1.
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Figure B.6: LOS and DA macro-eigenrays in an isovelocity ocean environment (cs =
1500 m/s).
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Figure B.7: UA macro-eigenrays in an isovelocity ocean environment (cs = 1500 m/s).
Figs. B.6 and B.7 display the propagation of acoustic waves in an isovelocity
UWA ocean environment for LOS and DA macro-eigenrays (Fig. B.6) and UA
macro-eigenrays (Fig. B.7), respectively. As can be seen in these figures, the acous-
tic rays travel along straight lines. However, this phenomenon differs from the
propagation in non-isovelocity environments where the acoustic rays bend in the
water as illustrated in Figs. B.8 and B.9. In these two figures, two different parame-
ter sets are assumed. Fig. B.8 assumes K = 10 layers and g = 0.4 s−1, and Fig. B.9
assumes K = 30 layers and g = 0.2 s−1. As can be seen from these two figures,
by increasing the number of layers K and decreasing the gradient g eigenrays bend
smoothly and realistically. Moreover, by decreasing the gradient g from 0.4 s−1 to
0.2 s−1, the overlap of eigenrays decreases. Note that eigenrays are more distin-
guishable in reality as the x-axis, in this scenario, should be 50 times larger than
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Figure B.8: Macro-eigenrays in a non-isovelocity ocean environment modeled by K = 10
layers and g = 0.4 s−1 (cs = 1500 m/s).
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Figure B.9: Macro-eigenrays in a non-isovelocity ocean environment modeled by K = 30
layers and g = 0.2 s−1 (cs = 1500 m/s).
y-axis.
Fig. B.10 depicts a comparison between the absolute value of the normalized
temporal ACF rHH(τ) of the proposed non-isovelocity UWA channel model for the
gradient g = 0.4 s−1 and different numbers of layers K = 6, 10, 20, and 30 with
that of the isovelocity channel model presented in [5, 32]. As can be observed in
Fig. B.10, the temporal ACF of the non-isovelocity UWA channel model decays
faster than the isovelocity one. The time interval τ = TC which fulfils the condition
|rHH(TC)| = |rHH(0)|/2 is called coherence time [18, p. 351]. Thus, it can be
observed from this figure that the coherence time TC is significantly smaller in the
non-isovelocity model than that of the isovelocity one. The same phenomena can be
observed in Fig. B.11 where the gradient g equals 0.2 s−1. As can be seen, there is a
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good match between the theoretical results and the experimental simulation results.
The experimental simulation results have been obtained from the simulation of a
single sample function of the TVCTFH(f ′, t) of the UWA channel model presented
in (B.35) by fixing the random phases θ0, θDAsb˘n, and θ
UA
bs˘m.
The effect of the gradient g on the correlation functions of the UWA channel
model has been examined with two different values for the gradient g of 0.2 s−1
and 0.4 s−1. The obtained numerical results, presented in Figs. B.10 and B.11 show
that the correlation functions correspond to the a large gradient (g = 0.4 s−1) decay
rapidly compared to the small one (g = 0.2 s−1). The reason of decaying rapidly
for the greater parameter g is the influence of this parameter on the AOAs (makes
them more similar) and channel gains (causes a increase of the total distances that
eigenrays travel between the transmitter and receiver) of the eigenrays.
By comparing the graphs in Fig. B.10, we can conclude that the approximate
temporal ACF rAPHH(τ) (see (B.42)) fits to the exact results obtained by solving
(B.41) numerically for κ = 160. From the evaluation results of the error func-
tion E(κ) (see (B.47)) illustrated in Fig. B.12, we can conclude that the parameter
κ of the von Mises distribution has to be larger than 150 to keep E(κ) below 0.008;
otherwise, we have to compute the temporal ACF rHH(τ) of the proposed UWA
channel model by solving the integral in (B.41) numerically. Thus, in the simula-
tion setup, the parameter κ is set to 160.
Comparison between the absolute value of the normalized FCFs rHH(ν ′) of
the proposed UWA channel in non-isovelocity ocean environments and that of the
isovelocity case for g = 0.4 s−1 and different values of the layerK ∈ {6, 10, 20, and30}
is illustrated in Figs. B.13 (where g = 0.4 s−1) and Fig. B.14 (where g = 0.2 s−1).
As can be seen in these figures, the FCFs rHH(ν ′) of the non-isovelocity case de-
cay faster than that of the isovelocity one with increasing values of the frequency
separation ν ′. With reference to these figure, the coherence bandwidth BC of the
non-isovelocity model is notably smaller than that of the isovelocity one. Figs. B.13
and B.14 also demonstrate that the experimental simulation results of the FCF match
very well with the theoretical results.
Converging correlation functions depends on the number of layers, SSP, and the
water depth. In our numerical results assuming that the water depth h = 100 m,
correlation functions, presented in Figs. B.10–B.14 are very similar to each other
for higher values of the number of layers K (here K = 20 and K = 30). This
phenomena is more visible for the FCFs.
The PDPs Sτ ′(τ ′) of the UWA channel model for isovelocity and non-isovelocity
(for K = 10) ocean environments have been shown in Figs. B.15 and B.16, respec-
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Figure B.10: Absolute value of the normalized temporal ACF |rHH(τ)|/|rHH(0)| of the
UWA channel model (κ = 160).
tively. It needs to be mentioned that in Figs. B.15 and B.16 only macro-eigenrays,
obtained by averaging over microeigenrays, are considered. From the inspection
of Figs. B.15 and B.16, we can conclude that in non-isovelocity environments the
strongest ray is not necessarily the first ray which arrives at the receiver.
VI. COMPARISON WITH MEASUREMENT DATA
In this section, the main theoretical results introduced in Sections III and IV are
verified by measurement data. The comparison is assessed in terms of the FCF
rHH(ν
′), PDP Sτ ′(τ ′), average delay B
(1)
τ ′ , delay spread B
(2)
τ ′ , and the coherence
bandwidth BC of the UWA channel.
The experimental data, which was first presented in [33], was collected near the
New Jersey shore in May 2009 by a team from Naval Research LAB. The water
depth was about 80 m and the fixed transmitter was about 46 m below the surface
float (yT1 = 46 m). The fixed receiver was located at 29 m depth (y
R
1 = 29 m). The
receiver was 2000 m away from the transmitter. The UWA channel measurements
were performed at a carrier frequency of 17 kHz and a signal bandwidth of 4 kHz.
More details regarding the communication system, the signals that have been sent
and received, and the type of equipment (transducer and hydrophone) are available
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Figure B.11: Absolute value of the normalized temporal ACF |rHH(τ)|/|rHH(0)| of the
UWA channel model (g = 0.2 s−1 and κ = 160).
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Figure B.12: Evaluation of the error function E(κ) in (B.47) for the various values of the
number of layers K.
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Figure B.13: Absolute value of the normalized FCF |rHH(ν ′)|/|rHH(0)| of the UWA chan-
nel model.
in [33].
The SSP of the New Jersey shore has been reported in [4]. The model param-
eters based on the measurement scenario have been set as follows. The number of
layers K has been set to 16 with the corresponding layer width of ∆y = 5 m. Thus,
the transmitter and receiver are located in the layers with layer numbers kT = 10
and kR = 6, respectively. The quantized form of the given SSP, obtained by means
of the interpolation technique in [21], is illustrated in Fig. B.17. The values of the
other channel model parameters describing the measurement scenario are listed in
the fourth column of Table B.1.
The measured TVCIR hˇ(τ ′, t), illustrated in Fig.B.18, has been obtained by
M = 50 samples in the time domain over a time range of Tmes = 20 s. Thus, the
sampling interval ∆t in the time domain is equal to ∆t = Tmes/M = 0.4 s. In
the delay domain, the measurement equipment allows a path resolution of ∆τ ′ =
0.125 ms. The number of samples in the delay domain was L = 100 allowing
to measure propagation paths with a maximum path delay of τ ′max = 12.5 ms. In
other words, the TVCIR hˇ(τ ′, t) has been measured at discrete time instances tm =
m∆t ∈ [0, Tmes), m = 0, 1, . . . , M−1, and at discrete delay intervals τ ′l = l∆τ ′ ∈
[0, τ ′max), l = 0, 1, . . . , L− 1. Consequently, the measured TVCIR hˇ(τ ′, t) can be
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Figure B.14: Absolute value of the normalized FCF |rHH(ν ′)|/|rHH(0)| of the UWA chan-
nel model (g = 0.2 s−1 and κ = 160).
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Figure B.15: The PDP Sτ ′(τ ′) of the UWA channel model for the isovelocity case (cs =
1500 m/s) by considering only macro-eigenrays.
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Figure B.16: The PDP Sτ ′(τ ′) of the UWA channel model for the non-isovelocity case by
considering only macro-eigenrays.
represented as a discrete TVCIR hˇ[τ ′l , tm].
As the eigenrays with delays larger than 12.5 ms are not observed in the mea-
surement data (see Fig.B.18), we have to considered only double bounce scattering
(i.e., NS = NB = 1) on the surface and bottom of the ocean. Thus, the parameters
ηS and ηB are set to 0.5, i.e., ηS = ηS = 0.5. The discrete TVCTF Hˇ[f ′q, tm] of
the measurement data can be obtained by taking the discrete Fourier transform of
the TVCIR hˇ[τ ′l , tm] with respect to delays τ
′
l . The discrete frequencies f
′
q are given
by f ′q = −B/2 + q∆f ′ ∈ [−B/2, B/2), q = 0, 1, . . . , Q − 1 and B denotes
the measurement bandwidth. The discrete FCF rˇHH [ν ′] can be obtained from the
discrete TVCTF Hˇ[f ′q, tm] as follows
rˇHH [ν
′] =
1
M
M−1∑
m=0
Hˇ[f ′q, tm] Hˇ
∗[f ′q + ν
′, tm]. (B.53)
Note that a deterministic simulation model can be computed from the realization
of a sample function of the TVCTF H(f ′, t) of the UWA channel model presented
in (B.35) by fixing the random AOI ϕDA
sb˘n
and ϕUAbs˘m and the random phases θ0, θ
DA
sb˘n
,
and θUAbs˘m. For parametrization of the deterministic simulation model, we apply the
Lp-norm method (LPNM) [18, pp.189]. The application of the LPNM on the given
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Figure B.17: The quantized form of the given SSP.
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Figure B.18: Absolute value of the measured TVCIR |h(τ ′, t)|.
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parametrization problem requires the minimization of the following error function
Ep(ϕ) =
[
1
ν ′max
ν′max∫
0
|rˇHH [ν ′]− r˜HH(ν ′)|pdν ′
] 1
p
(B.54)
where ν ′max defines an appropriate frequency-lag interval [0, ν
′
max] over which the
approximation of rˇHH(ν ′) is of importance. The function r˜HH(ν ′) is the FCF of
the deterministic simulation model. By minimizing of Ep(ϕ) using numerical op-
timization techniques, we obtain a set of optimized values of the AOIs ϕ and the
parameters Nsb˘ and Mbs˘.
The discrete PDP Sˇτ ′ [τ ′l ] can be obtained by computing the inverse Fourier trans-
form of the discrete FCF rˇHH [ν ′] with respect to ν ′. The average delay Bˇ
(1)
τ ′ and the
delay spread Bˇ(2)τ ′ of the measured channel can be computed by replacing the con-
tinuous PDP Sτ ′(τ ′) in (B.51) and (B.52), respectively, by the discrete PDP Sˇτ ′ [τ ′l ].
The coherence bandwidth Bˇc of the measured channel can be obtained from the
delay spread Bˇ(2)τ ′ by using BˇC ≈ 1/Bˇ(2)τ ′ (see Section IV-C). The Rice factor cR of
the measured TVCIR hˇ[τ ′l , tm] is obtained by using the moment method presented
in [10].
Table B.2 provides a comparison between the proposed channel model and the
real-world UWA channel in terms of the characteristic quantities including the av-
erage delay, delay spread and the coherence bandwidth, where B˜(1)τ ′ (Bˇ
(1)
τ ′ ) and B˜
(2)
τ ′
(Bˇ(2)τ ′ ) denote the average delay and the delay spread of the simulation model (mea-
sured UWA channel), respectively. The quantity B˜C (BˇC) is the coherence band-
width of the simulation model (measured UWA channel). As can be seen in Ta-
ble B.2, a good agreement has been achieved between the simulation model and the
measured UWA channel w.r.t. the aforementioned characteristic quantities.
Fig. B.19 illustrates the FCF rˇHH [ν ′] of the measured UWA channel in compar-
ison with FCF r˜HH(ν ′) of the simulation model. The discrete FCF rˇHH [ν ′] is com-
puted by using (B.53). The values of the simulation model parameters are defined
in the fourth column of Table B.1. This figure shows that a good fitting between the
simulation model and the measured channel has been obtained. The PDP Sˇτ ′(τ ′)
of the measured channel and PDP S˜τ ′(τ ′) of the simulation model are shown in
Figs. B.20 and B.21, respectively.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new geometry-based UWA channel model has been developed under
the assumption that the ocean surface and bottom are rough. In addition, the ocean
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Table B.2: Characteristic quantities of the measured UWA channel and the corresponding
simulation model.
Characteristic quantities Measured UWA chan-
nel
Simulation model
Average delay Bˇ(1)τ ′ = 3 ms B˜
(1)
τ ′ = 3.05 ms
Delay spread Bˇ(2)τ ′ = 3.3 ms B˜
(2)
τ ′ = 3.304 ms
Coherence bandwidth BˇC ≈ 303 Hz B˜C ≈ 300 Hz
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Figure B.19: The absolute value of the normalized FCF of the measured UWA channel
compared to that of the simulation model.
water is assumed to be non-isovelocity. The influence of the non-isovelocity propa-
gation conditions on the statistical properties of the UWA channel has been studied.
The numerical results show that the non-isovelocity condition has a noticeable im-
pact on the properties of the UWA channel model. For instance, the coherence
bandwidth and the coherence time of the non-isovelocity UWA channel model are
considerably smaller than those of the isovelocity channel model. Moreover, it has
been shown that by taking these conditions into account, the UWA channel model
becomes more realistic. The validity of the main analytical results has been con-
firmed by measurement data.
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Figure B.20: The PDP Sˇτ ′(τ ′) of the measured UWA channel.
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Figure B.21: The PDP S˜τ ′(τ ′) of the simulation model.
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APPENDIX A: THE TOTAL DISTANCES DDA
sb˘n
AND DUAbs˘m AND PROPAGATION
DELAYS τ
′DA
sb˘n
AND τ
′UA
bs˘m
The total distances DDA
sb˘n
and DUAbs˘m which the DA and UA micro-eigenrays travel
from Tx to Rx given (s, b˘) and (s˘, b) surface-bottom interactions, respectively, can
be computed as
DDA
sb˘n
=(s− b˘)
[
∆y T1
cos(ϕDA
sb˘n(kT )
)
+
kT−1∑
k=1
∆y
cos(ϕDA
sb˘n(k)
)
]
+ (b˘− s+ 1)
[
∆yT2
cos(ϕDA
sb˘n(kT )
)
+
K∑
k=kT+1
∆y
cos(ϕDA
sb˘n(k)
)
]
+
K∑
k=1
(s+ b˘− 1)∆y
cos(ϕDA
sb˘n(k)
)
+
kR−1∑
k=1
∆y
cos(ϕDA
sb˘n(k)
)
+
∆yR1
cos(ϕDA
sb˘n(kR)
)
(B.55)
and
DUAbs˘m=(b− s˘)
[
∆yT2
cos(ϕUAbs˘m(kT ))
+
K∑
k=kT+1
∆y
cos(ϕUAbs˘m(k))
]
+ (s˘− b+ 1)
[
∆yT1
cos(ϕUAbs˘m(kT ))
+
kT−1∑
k=1
∆y
cos(ϕUAbs˘m(k))
]
+
K∑
k=1
(b+ s˘− 1)∆y
cos(ϕUAbs˘m(k))
+
K∑
k=kR+1
∆y
cos(ϕUAbs˘m(k))
+
∆yR2
cos(ϕUAbs˘m(kR))
. (B.56)
The propagation delays τ ′DA
sb˘n
and τ ′UAbs˘m can be expressed as
τ ′DAsb˘n = (s− b˘)
[
∆yT1
ckT cos(ϕ
DA
sb˘n(kT )
)
+
kT−1∑
k=1
∆y
ck cos(ϕDAsb˘n(k))
]
+ (b˘− s+ 1)
[
∆yT2
ckT cos(ϕ
DA
sb˘n(kT )
)
+
K∑
k=kT+1
∆y
ck cos(ϕDAsb˘n(k))
]
+
K∑
k=1
(s+ b˘− 1)∆y
ck cos(ϕDAsb˘n(k))
+
kR−1∑
k=1
∆y
ck cos(ϕDAsb˘n(k))
+
∆yR1
ckR cos(ϕ
DA
sb˘n(kR)
)
(B.57)
for s = 1, 2, ..., NS , and b˘ ∈ [s− 1, s] and
τ ′UAbs˘m = (b− s˘)
[
∆yT2
ckT cos(ϕ
UA
bs˘m(kT )
)
+
K∑
k=kT+1
∆y
ck cos(ϕ
UA
bs˘m(k))
]
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+ (s˘− b+ 1)
[
∆yT1
ckT cos(ϕ
UA
bs˘m(kT )
)
+
kT−1∑
k=1
∆y
ck cos(ϕ
UA
bs˘m(k))
]
+
K∑
k=1
(b+ s˘− 1)∆y
ck cos(ϕ
UA
bs˘m(k))
+
K∑
k=kR+1
∆y
ck cos(ϕ
UA
bs˘m(k))
+
∆yR2
ckR cos(ϕ
UA
bs˘m(kR)
)
(B.58)
for b = 1, 2, ..., NB, and s˘ ∈ [b− 1, b].
APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF (B.42)
This appendix presents the proof of (B.42). First, we replace the AOIs ϕDA
sb˘n(kR)
and
ϕUAbs˘m(kR) in (B.33) and (B.34), respectively, by equivalent ones obtained by using
(B.8) and (B.9). Then, by means of trigonometric transformations, such as sin(a±
b) = sin(a) cos(b) ± cos(a) sin(b) and cos(a ± b) = cos(a) cos(b) ∓ sin(a) sin(b),
we can express fDA
sb˘n
and fUAbs˘m as
fDA
sb˘n
= fTmax
[
sinϕDA
sb˘n(kT )
cosαTv − cosϕDAsb˘n(kT ) sinα
T
v
]
− fRmax
[
(ckR/ckT ) sinϕ
DA
sb˘n(kT )
cosαRv − cosϕDAsb˘n(kT ) sinα
R
v
]
(B.59)
fUAbs˘m = f
T
max
[
sinϕUAbs˘m(kT ) cosα
T
v − cosϕUAbs˘m(kT ) sinαTv
]
− fRmax
[
(ckR/ckT ) sinϕ
UA
bs˘m(kT )
cosαRv − cosϕUAbs˘m(kT ) sinαRv
]
. (B.60)
The closed-form approximation for the temporal ACF rHH(τ) in (B.41) can be de-
rived by replacing the random gains cDA
sb˘n
(cUAbs˘m), which are functions of random AOIs
ϕDA
sb˘n(kT )
(ϕUAbs˘m(kT )), by the gains c
DA
sb˘
(cUAbs˘ ). To compute the gains c
DA
sb˘
(cUAbs˘ ), the ran-
dom AOIsϕDA
sb˘n(kT )
(ϕUAbs˘m(kT )) have to be replaced by their mean values µ
DA
sb˘(kT )
(µUAbs˘(kT )).
Then, by substituting (B.59) and (B.60) in (B.41), the temporal ACF rHH(τ) can be
written as
rHH(τ) = c
2
0 e
j 2pif0τ
+
1
2piI0(κ)
 NS∑
s=1
s∑
b˘=s−1
[cDA
sb˘
]2
Nsb˘∑
n=1
2pi∫
0
e
[
xDA
sb˘
cosϕDA
sb˘n(kT )
+yDA
sb˘
sinϕDA
sb˘n(kT )
]
dϕDA
sb˘n(kT )
+
NB∑
b=1
b∑
s˘=b−1
[cUAbs˘ ]
2
Mbs˘∑
m=1
2pi∫
0
e
[
xUAbs˘ cosϕ
UA
bs˘m(kT )
+yUAbs˘ sinϕ
UA
bs˘m(kT )
]
dϕUAbs˘m(kT )
 . (B.61)
The expressions of xDA
sb˘
, yDA
sb˘
, xUAbs˘ , and y
UA
bs˘ represented in (B.61), can be found in
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(B.43)–(50). By exploiting the equality
∫ 2pi
0
e[a sin(c)+b cos(c)]dc = 2piI0(
√
a2 + b2)
[9, Eq. (3.338-4)], (B.61) can be simplified to (B.42).
APPENDIX C: COMPUTATION OF THE MEAN VALUES µDA
sb˘(kT )
AND µUAbs˘(kT )
This appendix presents the approach to optimize the mean value µDA
sb˘(kT )
and µUAbs˘(kT )
of the AOIs associated with DA and UA micro-eigenrays, respectively. To find the
optimized values of µDA
sb˘(kT )
and µUAbs˘(kT ), we need to minimize the error function
Ep(µ) = |R−D|2 (B.62)
where the parameter D stands for the distance between Tx and Rx along the x-axis.
The parameter R denotes the range of the distance that macro-eigenrays travel on
the x-axis, which can be replaced by ranges RDA
sb˘
and RUAbs˘ corresponding to DA and
UA micro-eigenrays. The ranges RDA
sb˘
and RUAbs˘ are given by
RDA
sb˘
= (s− b˘)
[
∆y T1 tan(µ
DA
sb˘(kT )
) +
kT−1∑
k=1
∆y tan(µDA
sb˘(k)
)
]
+ (b˘− s+ 1)
[
∆yT2 tan(µ
DA
sb˘(kT )
) +
K∑
k=kT+1
∆y tan(µDA
sb˘(k)
)
]
+
K∑
k=1
(s+ b˘− 1)∆y tan(µDA
sb˘(k)
) +
kR−1∑
k=1
∆y tan(µDA
sb˘(k)
) + ∆yR1 tan(µ
DA
sb˘(kR)
)
(B.63)
RUAbs˘ = (b− s˘)
[
∆yT2 tan(µ
UA
bs˘(kT )
) +
K∑
k=kT+1
∆y tan(µUAbs˘(k))
]
+ (s˘− b+ 1)
[
∆yT1 tan(µ
UA
bs˘(kT )
) +
kT−1∑
k=1
∆y tan(µUAbs˘(k))
]
+
K∑
k=1
(b+ s˘− 1)∆y tan(µUAbs˘(k)) +
K∑
k=kR+1
∆y tan(µUAbs˘(k)) + ∆y
R
2 tan(µ
UA
bs˘(kR)
).
(B.64)
Note that the mean values µDA
sb˘(k)
(µUAbs˘(k)) for k = 1, 2, . . . , K and k 6= kT , can be
obtained as functions of µDA
sb˘(kT )
(µUAbs˘(kT )) by using (B.8) ((B.9)). In other words,
ϕDA
sb˘n(kT )
and ϕDA
sb˘n(k)
in (B.8) have to be replaced by µDA
sb˘(kT )
and µDA
sb˘(k)
, respectively.
Analogously, ϕUAbs˘m(kT ) and ϕ
UA
bs˘m(k) in (B.9) have to be replaced by µ
UA
bs˘(kT )
and µUAbs˘(k),
respectively.
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A Geometry-Based Underwater Acoustic Channel
Model Allowing for Sloped Ocean Bottom Conditions
Meisam Naderi, Matthias Pa¨tzold, Rym Hicheri, and Ne´ji Youssef
Abstract — This paper proposes a new geometry-based channel model for
shallow-water ocean environments in which the ocean bottom can slope gen-
tly down/up. The need for developing such an underwater acoustic (UWA)
channel model is driven by the fact that the standard assumption of a flat
ocean bottom does not hold in many realistic scenarios. Starting from a ge-
ometrical model, we develop a stochastic channel model for wideband single-
input single-output vehicle-to-vehicle UWA channels using the ray theory as-
suming smooth ocean surface and bottom. We investigate the effect of the
ocean-bottom slope angle on the distribution of the channel envelope, instan-
taneous channel capacity, temporal autocorrelation function, frequency corre-
lation function, Doppler power spectral density, and the power delay profile.
Theoretical and simulation results show that even a relatively small slope an-
gle influences considerably the statistical properties of UWA channels. The
validation of the proposed UWA channel model has been performed by fitting
its main characteristic quantities (average delay, delay spread, and coherence
bandwidth) to measurement data. In comparison with the conventional UWA
channel model, which has been developed on the assumption of a flat ocean bot-
tom, it is shown that the proposed UWA channel model enables the modelling
of measured channels with higher precision.
Keywords—Shallow underwater acoustic channels, instantaneous channel ca-
pacity, Doppler power spectral density, power delay profile, temporal correlation
function.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, underwater acoustic (UWA) communication systems have received
considerable attention. UWA networks have been studied in various areas due
to their potential applications in oceanography that involve the exploration of the
ocean [3], support for underwater robots [22], offshore oil industry exploration [7],
and pollution monitoring [24], just to name a few examples. Owing to the fact
that electromagnetic waves and laser beams suffer from high path loss in ocean
water, acoustic signals are being used, especially, in medium- and long-range un-
derwater communications. For the design, test, and performance analysis of UWA
communication systems, realistic channel models are required. This calls for the
statistical analysis of UWA channels in terms of the channel envelope distribution,
instantaneous channel capacity, correlation functions, Doppler power spectral den-
sity (PSD), and power delay profile (PDP).
UWA wave propagation in the ocean is described by the wave equation, but the
development of a proper propagation model by solving the wave equation is well
known to be a difficult problem [6]. To circumvent this problem, approximations
by means of the ray theory are often used to model the acoustic wave propagation
phenomena in ocean environments [5]. By invoking the ray theory, the energy of
sound propagates in shallow-water environments along straight lines like light rays,
where the speed of sound is assumed to be constant (isovelocity assumption) [6, 8,
26].
Moreover, several stochastic channel models have been developed for UWA
communication systems under the assumption that the ocean bottom is flat [1,6,14,
19, 20, 30]. For example, in [6] and [30], the total distances that macro-eigenrays
travel between the transmitter and the receiver have been computed by using the
method of image projections, which has first been introduced in [5]. In both afore-
mentioned papers, the reference channel models have been developed by combin-
ing the deterministic ray-tracing concept with statistical methods to account for the
randomness of the propagation environment. However, the ocean bottom is not
necessarily flat and most parts of the ocean bottom slope gradually from the shore
to the high and deep ocean. This natural feature motivated us to develop a new
geometrical model which we call the sloped-ocean-bottom (SOB) model. The ob-
jective of this paper is to start from the geometrical SOB model and to develop
a general stochastic UWA channel model that accounts for SOB conditions. It is
shown that the flat-ocean-bottom (FOB) model, which is widely used in the litera-
ture [1, 6, 14, 19, 20, 30], can be obtained as a special case of the proposed model if
the slope angle is zero.
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In this context, several studies have been conducted to investigate the proba-
bility density functions (PDFs) of the UWA channel gains and the corresponding
instantaneous capacity [4, 11, 21]. The study of these statistical characteristics is
of great importance as it allows us to gain a deeper insight into the dynamical and
temporal behavior of UWA channels.
In this paper, we develop a geometry-based UWA channel model assuming ray
propagation in shallow-water ocean environments by taking macro-scattering ef-
fects, which are caused by specular reflections at the surface and bottom of the
ocean, into account. The randomness of the UWA channel as a result of micro-
scattering (diffuse scattering) effects will not be discussed in this paper. Starting
from the geometrical SOB model, we derive the time-variant channel impulse re-
sponse (TVCIR) of the UWA channel model. Expressions are derived for the total
distances that the macro-eigenrays travel from the transmitter to the receiver by as-
suming multiple-bounce scattering in shallow-water environments. We also study
the angles-of-departure (AODs) and the angles-of-arrival (AOAs) of the macro-
eigenrays. Furthermore, we investigate the effect of the ocean-bottom slope an-
gle on the PDF of the UWA channel envelope and the PDF of the instantaneous
channel capacity. Moreover, the statistical quantities of the proposed SOB-UWA
channel model, such as the temporal autocorrelation function (ACF), frequency cor-
relation function (FCF), Doppler PSD, and the PDP, are compared with those of the
FOB-UWA channel model. The influence of the slope angle on the Doppler spread,
average Doppler shift, coherence time, average delay, delay spread, and the coher-
ence bandwidth of the UWA channel model are also studied. It is shown that the
ocean-bottom slope angle considerably influences the statistical properties of UWA
channels. The key theoretical results are illustrated by computer simulations.
In addition, the main statistical properties of the proposed UWA channel model,
such as the FCF, average delay, delay spread, and the coherence bandwidth have
been matched to real-world measurement data of UWA channels. The observed
excellent agreement between model prediction and experimental measurement con-
firms the validity of the proposed SOB-UWA model. Moreover, the superiority of
the SOB model over the FOB model is shown regarding the modelling of character-
istic quantities (such as the delay spread and coherence bandwidth) of the measure-
ment data, which are useful quantities for designing UWA communication systems,
especially when orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) techniques
are used.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the geometrical
UWA channel model is presented. Section III studies the stochastic UWA channel
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model from the geometrical UWA model. Section IV focuses on the statistical prop-
erties of the proposed UWA channel model. The numerical results are illustrated in
Section V. The validation of the main theoretical results through measurement data
is outlined in Section VI. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section VII.
II. THE GEOMETRICAL SOB-UWA MODEL
In this section, we present a new geometrical model for a wideband single-input
single-output (SISO) shallow-water ocean environment under the assumption that
the ocean surface and ocean bottom are smooth. In addition, it is assumed that the
ocean bottom declines (inclines) with a slope angle denoted by φ. The shallow-
water ocean environment is considered as an isovelocity environment. This paper
considers medium- and long-range shallow UWA communication links under line-
of-sight (LOS) propagation conditions. The UWA channel is also assumed to be
wide-sense stationary in time and frequency.
Fig. C.1 presents the geometrical model of a SOB-UWA channel in a shallow-
water ocean environment. As can be seen, the two-dimensional geometrical SOB
model is bounded by the ocean surface and bottom. These natural boundaries
act as reflectors for acoustic waves such that several macro-eigenrays can travel
from the transmitter Tx to the receiver Rx. With reference to Fig. C.1, there are
three kinds of macro-eigenrays. They can be grouped into downward arriving
(DA) macro-eigenrays, upward arriving (UA) macro-eigenrays, and a LOS macro-
eigenray. Each of the DA macro-eigenrays for which the last reflection originates
from the ocean surface can have a different number of s surface reflections and b˘
bottom reflections. Let NS be the maximum number of surface interactions that a
DA macro-eigenray can have with the ocean surface, then s and b˘ are limited by
1 ≤ s ≤ NS and s − 1 ≤ b˘ ≤ s, respectively. At any time instance t, the receiver
Rx receives 2NS DA macro-eigenrays. The UA macro-eigenrays for which the last
reflection originates from the ocean bottom can have a different number of b bot-
tom reflections and s˘ surface reflections. Analogously, let NB denote the maximum
number of bottom interactions that a UA macro-eigenray can have with the ocean
bottom, then b and s˘ are limited by 1 ≤ b ≤ NB and b − 1 ≤ s˘ ≤ b, respectively.
Similarly, at the time instance t, the receiverRx receives 2NB UA macro-eigenrays.
For instance, if a UA macro-eigenray has only one interaction with the ocean bot-
tom, i.e., NB = 1, then there are two possible paths which this macro-eigenray can
travel from the transmitter Tx to the receiver Rx. The first path arrives at Rx after
a single bounce on the bottom of the ocean, i.e., b = 1, and s˘ = 0. The second
path is a double-bounce path if a UA macro-eigenray starts upward. This means the
macro-eigenray first interacts with the ocean surface and then, after interacting with
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the ocean bottom, arrives at Rx, i.e., b = 1 and s˘ = 1. It should be mentioned that
experimental results obtained for medium- and long-range shallow UWA channels
have shown that the number of macro-eigenrays arriving at Rx rarely exceeds 8,
i.e., 2NS + 2NB = 8 [6, 28–30].
The exact positions of the macro-scatterers are computable and depend on the
waveguide geometry and the number of macro-eigenrays [5]. In [5], the total dis-
tances which macro-eigenrays travel in FOB models after their interactions with
macro-scatterers, located at the ocean surface and bottom, have been derived by
using the method of images. Micro-scatterers, which can be clustered around the
positions of macro-scatterers will not be considered in our paper. In other words, we
limit our study to the propagation of deterministic macro-eigenrays by considering
only the specular (mirror-like) reflections of the ocean surface and bottom.
Moreover, we assume that the transmitter Tx and the receiver Rx are moving
with velocities ~vT and ~vR in the directions determined by the angles-of-motion
(AOMs) αTv and α
R
v , respectively. As shown in Figs. C.1 and C.2, the transmit-
ter Tx (receiver Rx) is located at the distances yT1 (y
R
1 ) and y
T
2 (y
R
2 ) from the ocean
surface and ocean bottom, respectively. The distance along the x-axis between Tx
andRx is denoted by D. As can be seen in Fig. C.2, the symbol βDAsb˘ (α
DA
sb˘
) stands for
the AODs (AOAs) of the DA macro-eigenrays associated with the number of sur-
face interactions s and bottom interactions b˘. Analogously, the symbol βUAbs˘ (α
UA
bs˘ )
also denotes the AODs (AOAs) of UA macro-eigenrays associated with the number
of bottom interactions b and surface interactions s˘. The symbol β0 (α0) stands for
the AOD (AOA) of the LOS component.
III. THE GEOMETRY-BASED SOB-UWA CHANNEL MODEL
In this section, we develop a mathematical model for the macro-eigenray propaga-
tion through shallow-water environments, where it is assumed that the ocean bot-
tom slopes down or up. We first present the TVCIR of the proposed geometry-based
channel model for a vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) UWA wideband fading channel under
LOS propagation conditions. Then, we drive the expressions of the total distances
which macro-eigenrays travel from Tx to Rx after their interactions with the surface
and bottom of the ocean. The AODs and the AOAs, which are required for com-
puting the Doppler frequencies, are also studied. We show that the proposed UWA
channel model includes the well-known model in [30], where the ocean bottom is
flat, as a special case.
A. TVCIR
According to the geometrical model shown in Fig. C.2, the TVCIR h(τ ′, t) can
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Figure C.1: Illustration of the LOS macro-eigenray and several DA and UA macro-
eigenrays which travel from Tx to Rx in a shallow UWA channel (NS = 2, NB = 1)
with the slope angle φ < 0.
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Figure C.2: The geometrical SOB model of a UWA channel in a shallow-water ocean envi-
ronment with the slope angle φ < 0.
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be split into three parts. The first part hLOS(τ ′, t) describes the LOS component,
whereas the second part hDA(τ ′, t) and the third part hUA(τ ′, t) comprise the DA
macro-eigenrays and the UA macro-eigenrays, respectively. Hence, the TVCIR
h(τ ′, t) can be written as
h(τ ′, t) = hLOS(τ ′, t) + hDA(τ ′, t) + hUA(τ ′, t). (C.1)
The LOS part hLOS(τ ′, t) of the TVCIR is described by the expression
hLOS(τ ′, t) = c0 e j(2pif0t+θ0)δ(τ ′ − τ ′0) (C.2)
in which the gain c0 is given by
c0 =
√
cR/(1 + cR)As(D0)Aa(D0). (C.3)
The parameter cR is the Rice factor, and τ ′0 denotes the propagation delay of the LOS
component. The symbols f0 and θ0 represent the Doppler frequency and phase shift
of the LOS component, respectively. The Doppler frequency f0 in (C.2) is defined
by
f0 = f
T
max cos(β0 − αTv ) + fRmax cos(α0 − αRv ) (C.4)
where fTmax (f
R
max) denotes the maximum Doppler frequency associated with the
transmitter Tx (receiver Rx), which is given by fTmax = vTfc/cs (f
R
max = vRfc/cs).
Therein, vT = |~vT | (vR = |~vR|) denotes the speed of the transmitter (receiver), fc
indicates the carrier frequency (in Hz), and cs is the speed of sound in water, which
is assumed to be 1500 m/s (isovelocity environment). With reference to Fig. C.2,
the AOD β0 and the AOA α0 of the LOS component can be computed by
β0 = arctan
(
yT1 − yR1
D
)
(C.5)
and
α0 = pi + β0 (C.6)
respectively. The propagation delay τ ′0 can be expressed by
τ ′0 =
D0
cs
(C.7)
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where the total distance D0 between Tx and Rx is given by
D0 =
√
D2 + (yT1 − yR1 )2 . (C.8)
The functions As(·) and Aa(·) introduced in the gain c0 [see (C.3)] denote the prop-
agation loss coefficients due to spherical spreading and absorbtion, respectively. We
assume that the transmitter is equipped with an omnidirectional hydrophone, which
generates spherical waveforms in the isovelocity environment. The propagation loss
coefficient due to spherical spreading can be written as [13, Eq. (2.16)]
As(d) =
1
d
(C.9)
where the variable d stands for the total propagation distance in meters. The ab-
sorption loss coefficient Aa(·) is given by [30, Eq. (4)]
Aa(d) = 10
− dβ
20000 . (C.10)
In (C.10), which is suitable for carrier frequencies between 3 and 500 kHz, the
parameter β (in dB/km) is computed as follows [5, Eq. (1.3.1)]
β = 8.68× 103
(
SafTf
2
cA
f 2T + f
2
c
+
Bf 2c
fT
)
× (1− 6.54× 10−4P ) (C.11)
where A = 2.34× 10−6 and B = 3.38× 10−6. The symbol Sa denotes the salinity
(in parts per thousand), fc is the carrier frequency (in kHz), fT is the relaxation
frequency (in kHz) determined by fT = 21.9× 106−(1520/(T+273)), and the quantity
T denotes the water temperature (in ◦C). The symbol P stands for the hydrostatic
pressure (in kg/cm2), which is determined by P = 1.01 × (1 + 0.1h), where h
denotes the water depth (in m).
The second part hDA(τ ′, t) and the third part hUA(τ ′, t) of the TVCIR h(τ ′, t) in
(C.1) are given by
hDA(τ ′, t) =
NS∑
s=1
s∑
b˘=s−1
cDA
sb˘
e j(2pif
DA
sb˘
t+θDA
sb˘
)δ(τ ′ − τ ′DA
sb˘
) (C.12)
and
hUA(τ ′, t) =
NB∑
b=1
b∑
s˘=b−1
cUAbs˘ e
j(2pifUAbs˘ t+θ
UA
bs˘ )δ(τ ′ − τ ′UAbs˘ ) (C.13)
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respectively. The gains cDA
sb˘
and cUAbs˘ are expressed by
cDA
sb˘
=
√
ηS
2NS(1 + cR)
As(D
DA
sb˘
)Aa(D
DA
sb˘
)Ab(ϕ
DA
sb˘
+(2b˘− 1)φ)b˘ (C.14)
and
cUAbs˘ =
√
ηB
2NB(1 + cR)
As(D
UA
bs˘ )Aa(D
UA
bs˘ )Ab(ϕ
UA
bs˘ )
(b−1)Ab(ϕUAbs˘ + 2(b− 1)φ)
(C.15)
respectively. The propagation delays τ ′DA
sb˘
and τ ′UAbs˘ are determined by τ
′DA
sb˘
=
DDA
sb˘
/cs (s = 1, 2, ..., NS and b˘ ∈ [s − 1, s]) and τ ′UAbs˘ = DUAbs˘ /cs (b = 1, 2, ..., NB
and s˘ ∈ [b − 1, b]), respectively. The symbols DDA
sb˘
and DUAbs˘ denote the total dis-
tances which the DA and UA macro-eigenrays travel form Tx to Rx given (s, b˘) and
(s˘, b) surface-bottom interactions, respectively. It is shown in the Appendix that
the total distances DDA
sb˘
and DUAbs˘ can be computed by using the method of images
which results in
DDA
sb˘
=
√
(D − fDA(φ))2 + ((2s− 1)gDA(φ)yT1 + 2b˘hDA(φ)yT2 + yR1 )2 (C.16)
DUAbs˘ =
√
(D/ cos(φ)−fUA(φ))2 +(2s˘gUA(φ)yT1 + (2b− 1)hUA(φ)yT2 + yR2 cos(φ))2.
(C.17)
The functions fDA(φ)
(
fUA(φ)
)
, gDA(φ)
(
gUA(φ)
)
, and hDA(φ)
(
hUA(φ)
)
in (C.16)
((C.17)) are presented in the Appendix.
The symbols ηS in (C.14) and ηB in (C.15) are used to balance the contribution
of the DA and UA macro-eigenrays to the total power of the UWA channel model,
respectively, such that ηS+ηB = 1. The phase shifts θDAsb˘ in (C.12) and θ
UA
bs˘ in (C.13)
are modelled by independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables,
which are supposed to be uniformly distributed over the interval (−pi, pi].
The function Ab(·) in (C.14) and (C.15) denotes the reflection coefficient due
to the impedance mismatch between the ocean water and the ocean bed. It should
be mentioned that the impedance mismatch between the ocean water and air causes
the sea surface to be a very good reflector. If the sea surface is smooth, the reflec-
tion coefficient has a magnitude that is close to one but the phase shift is pi radians,
i.e., the reflection coefficient is close to −1 [2, 5, 6]. In the area of underwater
acoustic channel modelling, the ocean bed is definitely the most complex bound-
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ary, exhibiting vastly different reflectivity characteristics in different geographical
locations [9,12]. The impedance mismatch between the ocean water and ocean bed
causes the ocean bed to reflect some parts of an incident wave. For a smooth ocean
bed, the reflection coefficient Ab(·) is given by [5, Eq. (3.1.12)]
Ab(ϕ) =
∣∣∣∣∣(ρb/ρs) cos(ϕ)−
√
(cs/cb)2 − sin2(ϕ)
(ρb/ρs) cos(ϕ) +
√
(cs/cb)2 − sin2(ϕ)
∣∣∣∣∣ (C.18)
where ρs (ρb) and cs (cb) stand for the density of the ocean water (ocean bed) and
the speed of sound in the ocean water (ocean bed), respectively. The symbol ϕ in
(C.18) denotes the angle-of-incidence (AOI) of the macro-eigenrays of the specular
reflections at the ocean bottom.
B. Derivation of the AOD and AOA
In this section, we derive analytical expressions for the AODs βDA
sb˘
(βUAbs˘ ) and the
AOAs αDA
sb˘
(αUAbs˘ ), which are necessary to compute the Doppler frequencies of the
macro-eigenrays. The Doppler frequencies fDA
sb˘
and fUAbs˘ presented in (C.12) and
(C.13), respectively, can be computed by using (C.4), if we replace β0 by βDAsb˘ (β
UA
bs˘ )
and α0 by αDAsb˘ (α
UA
bs˘ ). Note that the slope angle φ influences in our model the AOIs
at the ocean surface and bottom as shown in Figs. C.3 and C.4. This is in contrast
for the FOB environment, where the AOIs at the ocean bottom are fixed for each
macro-eigenray. With reference to Figs. C.3 and C.4, the general solutions for the
AODs βDA
sb˘
and βUAbs˘ can be obtained as
βDA
sb˘
=
(
b˘− s+ 3
2
)
pi + (−1)(s−b˘)
(
ϕDA
sb˘
+ 2b˘ φ
)
(C.19)
and
βUAbs˘ =
(
b− s˘+ 1
2
)
pi − (−1)(b−s˘) [ϕUAbs˘ + (2b− 1)φ] (C.20)
respectively. Similarly, the general-form expressions for the AOAs αDA
sb˘
and αUAbs˘
can be written as
αDA
sb˘
=
pi
2
+ ϕDA
sb˘
(C.21)
and
αUAbs˘ =
3pi
2
− (ϕUAbs˘ − φ) (C.22)
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Figure C.3: The effect of the slope angle φ < 0 on the AOIs ϕDA
sb˘
of the DA macro-eigenray
at the ocean surface/bottom for s = 2 and b˘ = 1.
respectively. According to Figs. C.3 and C.4, the AOIs ϕDA
sb˘
and ϕUAbs˘ at Rx play a
key role in the determination of the AODs and AOAs presented in (C.19)–(C.22).
The AOIs ϕDA
sb˘
and ϕUAbs˘ can be expressed by
ϕDA
sb˘
=arctan
(
D − fDA(φ)
(2s− 1)gDA(φ)yT1 + 2b˘hDA(φ)yT2 + yR1
)
(C.23)
and
ϕUAbs˘ =arctan
(
D/ cos(φ)− fUA(φ)
2s˘gUA(φ)yT1 + (2b− 1)hUA(φ)yT2 + yR2 cos(φ)
)
(C.24)
respectively. The proof of the expression in (C.23) is presented in the Appendix.
C. FOB Case
In this section, we will show that the proposed geometry-based SOB-UWA
channel model includes the FOB-UWA model as a special case if φ = 0. Recall
that the FOB model has been widely used in the literature on UWA channel mod-
elling [1, 6, 14, 19, 20, 30]. From now on, we underline the symbols, which are
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Figure C.4: The effect of the slope angle φ < 0 on the AOIs ϕUAbs˘ of the UA macro-eigenray
at the ocean surface/bottom for b = s˘ = 1.
specific for the FOB model. The TVCIR h(τ ′, t) in (C.1) will be written as
h(τ ′, t) = hLOS(τ ′, t) + hDA(τ ′, t) + hUA(τ ′, t) (C.25)
where the first part hLOS(τ ′, t) is the same as in (C.2), whereas the second part
hDA(τ ′, t) and the third part hUA(τ ′, t) of h(τ ′, t) are given by
hDA(τ ′, t) =
NS∑
s=1
s∑
b˘=s−1
cDA
sb˘
e j(2pif
DA
sb˘
t+θDA
sb˘
)δ(τ ′ − τ ′DA
sb˘
) (C.26)
and
hUA(τ ′, t) =
NB∑
b=1
b∑
s˘=b−1
cUAbs˘ e
j(2pifUA
bs˘
t+θUAbs˘ )δ(τ ′ − τ ′UAbs˘ ) (C.27)
respectively. The gains cDA
sb˘
and cUAbs˘ can be expressed by
cDA
sb˘
=
√
ηS
2NS(1 + cR)
As(D
DA
sb˘
)Aa(D
DA
sb˘
)Ab(ϕ
DA
sb˘
)b˘ (C.28)
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and
cUAbs˘ =
√
ηB
2NB(1 + cR)
As(D
UA
bs˘ )Aa(D
UA
bs˘ )Ab(ϕ
UA
bs˘
)b (C.29)
respectively. The phase shifts θDA
sb˘
and θUAbs˘ are again modelled by i.i.d. random
variables, which are uniformly distributed over the interval (−pi, pi]. For φ = 0,
the total distances DDA
sb˘
and DUAbs˘ in (C.16) and (C.17), respectively reduce to that
in [5, Eq. (5.1.7)], namely
DDA
sb˘
=
√
D2 + ((2s− 1)yT1 + 2b˘yT2 + yR1 )2 (C.30)
DUAbs˘ =
√
D2 + (2s˘yT1 + (2b− 1)yT2 + yR2 )2 . (C.31)
The propagation delays τ ′DA
sb˘
in (C.26) and τ ′UAbs˘ in (C.27) can be computed by
τ
′DA
sb˘
= DDA
sb˘
/cs (s = 1, 2, ..., NS and b˘ ∈ [s − 1, s]) and τ ′UAbs˘ = DUAbs˘ /cs (b =
1, 2, ..., NB and s˘ ∈ [b − 1, b]), respectively. Similar to Section III-A, the Doppler
shifts fDA
sb˘
and fUA
bs˘
can be computed by using (C.4), if we replace there β0 by βDAsb˘
(βUA
bs˘
) and α0 by αDAsb˘ (α
UA
bs˘ ). The expressions of the AODs β
DA
sb˘
and βUA
bs˘
in (C.19)
and (C.20) reduce to
βDA
sb˘
=
(
b˘− s+ 3
2
)
pi + (−1)(s−b˘)ϕDA
sb˘
(C.32)
and
βUA
bs˘
=
(
b− s˘+ 1
2
)
pi − (−1)(b−s˘)ϕUA
bs˘
(C.33)
respectively. The corresponding AOAs αDA
sb˘
and αUAbs˘ are given by
αDA
sb˘
=
pi
2
+ ϕDA
sb˘
(C.34)
and
αUAbs˘ =
3pi
2
− ϕUA
bs˘
(C.35)
respectively. By means of (C.30) and (C.31), the AOIs ϕDA
sb˘
and ϕUA
bs˘
can be deter-
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mined as
ϕDA
sb˘
= arctan
(
D
(2s− 1)yT1 + 2b˘yT2 + yR1
)
(C.36)
and
ϕUA
bs˘
= arctan
(
D
2s˘yT1 + (2b− 1)yT2 + yR2
)
(C.37)
respectively. Note that the special solutions in (C.36) and (C.37) are identical with
the known results in [30, Eqs. (11) and (12)].
IV. STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF THE SOB-UWA CHANNEL MODEL
In this section, we study the statistical properties of the developed SOB-UWA chan-
nel model including the distribution of the channel envelope, instantaneous channel
capacity, temporal ACF, FCF, Doppler PSD, and PDP.
A. Distribution of the Channel Envelope
Starting from the TVCIR h(τ ′, t), we can obtain the time-variant channel trans-
fer function (TVCTF) H(f ′, t) by computing the Fourier transform of the TVCIR
h(τ ′, t) with respect to the propagation delay τ ′. From (C.1), (C.2), (C.12), and
(C.13), it follows that the TVCTF H(f ′, t) can be written as
H(f ′, t) = HLOS(f ′, t) +HDA(f ′, t) +HUA(f ′, t) (C.38)
where the function HLOS(f ′, t) represents the LOS part of the TVCTF H(f ′, t),
which is given by
HLOS(f ′, t) = c0e j[2pi(f0t−f
′τ ′0)+θ0]. (C.39)
The second part HDA(f ′, t) and third part HUA(f ′, t) of the TVCTF H(f ′, t) can be
represented as
HDA(f ′, t) =
NS∑
s=1
s∑
b˘=s−1
cDA
sb˘
e j[2pi(f
DA
sb˘
t−f ′τ ′DA
sb˘
)+θDA
sb˘
] (C.40)
and
HUA(f ′, t) =
NB∑
b=1
b∑
s˘=b−1
cUAbs˘ e
j[2pi(fUAbs˘ t−f ′τ ′UAbs˘ )+θUAbs˘ ] (C.41)
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respectively. Using the results presented in [18] regarding the statistics of the en-
velope of sum-of-cisoids (SOC)-based multipath fading channel models, the PDF
p|H|(z) of the channel envelope |H(f ′, t)| can be written as
p|H|(z) = 4pi2z
∞∫
0
[
N∏
n=1
J0 (2pi|cn|x)
]
J0(2pizx)J0(2pic0x)x dx (C.42)
where (c1, ..., cN)=(cDA1,0, c
DA
1,1, c
DA
2,1, c
DA
2,2, ..., c
DA
NS ,NS−1, c
DA
NS ,NS
,
cUA1,0, c
UA
1,1, c
UA
2,1, c
UA
2,2, ..., c
UA
NB ,NB−1, c
UA
NB ,NB
) and N = 2NS + 2NB.
B. Distribution of the Instantaneous Channel Capacity
According to E. Telatar [27] and G. E. Shannon [23], the channel capacity
C(f ′, t) can be written as
C(f ′, t) = log2
(
1 +
S(f ′)
N(f ′)
|H(f ′, t)|2
)
(C.43)
where f ′ is a tone frequency within the bandwidth of the transmit signal. In (C.43),
S(f ′) is the PSD of the transmit signal and N(f ′) represents the PSD of the total
underwater coloured noise component, which is given by
N(f ′) = Nt(f ′) +Ns(f ′) +Nw(f ′) +Nth(f ′). (C.44)
Here,Nt(f ′),Ns(f ′),Nw(f ′), andNth(f ′) are the noise PSDs resulting from the tur-
bulence, shipping, waves, and thermal noise, respectively [25]. It should be pointed
out that the noise in underwater propagation environments is strongly frequency
dependent. This characteristic is usually taken into account for the selection of
appropriate frequency bands for UWA communications. From (C.43), the instan-
taneous channel capacity C(t) can be obtained by integrating over the frequency
variable f ′ within the transmit bandwidth B, i.e.,
C(t) =
fc+
B
2∫
fc−B2
log2
(
1 +
S(f ′)
N(f ′)
|H(f ′, t)|2
)
df ′. (C.45)
The PDF pC(r) of the instantaneous channel capacity C(t) can be directly obtained
from the PDF p|H|(z) of the channel envelope |H(f ′, t)| in (C.42) by applying the
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concept of transformation of random variables [16, pp. 130], which results in
pC(r) =
2r−1 log(2)
γ
√
γ
2r − 1p|H|
(√
2r − 1
γ
)
(C.46)
where γ is the average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) viewed at the receive-hydrophone
side.
C. Temporal ACF, FCF, Doppler PSD, and PDP
In the following, we study the temporal ACF, FCF, Doppler PSD, and the PDP
of the proposed UWA channel model. The knowledge of the TVCTF H(f ′, t) en-
ables us to compute the time-frequency correlation function (TFCF) of the channel.
Assuming that the geometry-based SOB-UWA channel model is wide-sense sta-
tionary in time t and frequency f ′, we can compute the TFCF rHH(ν ′, τ) of the
TVCTF H(f ′, t) by using
rHH(ν
′, τ) = E{H∗(f ′, t)H(f ′ + ν ′, t+ τ)} (C.47)
where (·)∗ represents the complex conjugate operation, and E{·} is the statistical
expectation operator. The symbols ν ′ and τ denote the frequency and the time
separation variables, respectively. After averaging over the random phases θDA
sb˘
and
θUAbs˘ , the TFCF rHH(ν
′, τ) of the proposed UWA channel model results in
rHH(ν
′, τ) = c20e
j2pi(f0τ−ν′τ ′0) +
NS∑
s=1
s∑
b˘=s−1
[cDA
sb˘
]2 e j2pi(f
DA
sb˘
τ−ν′τ ′
sb˘
)
+
NB∑
b=1
b∑
s˘=b−1
[cUAbs˘ ]
2 e j2pi(f
UA
bs˘ τ−ν′τ ′bs˘). (C.48)
It should be noted that the temporal ACF rHH(τ) and the FCF rHH(ν ′) are obtained
from the TFCF rHH(ν ′, τ) by setting ν ′ and τ to zero, respectively, can be computed
by
rHH(τ) = rHH(0, τ) = c
2
0e
j2pif0τ +
NS∑
s=1
s∑
b˘=s−1
[cDA
sb˘
]2 e j2pif
DA
sb˘
τ
+
NB∑
b=1
b∑
s˘=b−1
[cUAbs˘ ]
2 e j2pif
UA
bs˘ τ (C.49)
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rHH(ν
′)= rHH(ν ′, 0) = c20e
−j2piν′τ ′0 +
NS∑
s=1
s∑
b˘=s−1
[cDA
sb˘
]2 e −j2piν
′τ ′
sb˘
+
NB∑
b=1
b∑
s˘=b−1
[cUAbs˘ ]
2 e −j2piν
′τ ′bs˘ . (C.50)
From (C.48), we can obtain the total power σ2HH of the UWA channel model as
σ2HH = rHH(0, 0). Moreover, the Doppler PSD SHH(f) can be obtained by com-
puting the Fourier transform of the temporal ACF rHH(τ) in (C.49) with respect
to the variable τ . The PDP Sτ ′(τ ′) can be obtained by taking the inverse Fourier
transform of the FCF rHH(ν ′) in (C.50) with respect to the variable ν ′.
D. Characteristic Quantities
The Doppler PSD SHH(f) enables us to compute the average Doppler shift
B
(1)
HH , the Doppler spread B
(2)
HH , and the coherence time TC of the channel. These
characteristic quantities can also be expressed in closed form by using the temporal
ACF rHH(τ). The average Doppler shift B
(1)
HH and the Doppler spread B
(2)
HH are
defined by the first moment and the square root of the second central moment of the
Doppler PSD SHH(f), respectively, i.e., [17, Eqs. (3.28) and (3.29)]
B
(1)
HH =
+∞∫
−∞
fSHH(f)df
+∞∫
−∞
SHH(f)df
=
1
2pij
· r˙HH(τ)
rHH(τ)
∣∣∣∣∣
τ=0
(C.51)
and
B
(2)
HH =
√√√√√∫ +∞−∞ (f −B(1)HH)2 SHH(f)df∫ +∞
−∞ SHH(f)df
=
1
2pi
√(
r˙HH(τ)
rHH(τ)
)2
− r¨HH(τ)
rHH(τ)
∣∣∣∣∣
τ=0
, (C.52)
where r˙HH(τ) and r¨HH(τ) are the first and second time derivative of the temporal
ACF rHH(τ) with respect to the variable τ . The coherence time TC of the channel
is approximately the reciprocal of the Doppler spread B(2)HH , i.e., TC ≈ 1/B(2)HH .
Analogously, the PDP Sτ ′(τ ′) enables us to compute the average delay B
(1)
τ ′ ,
the delay spread B(2)τ ′ , and the coherence bandwidth BC of the channel. These
characteristic quantities can be expressed in closed form by means of the FCF. The
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average delayB(1)τ ′ and the delay spreadB
(2)
τ ′ are defined by the first moment and the
square root of the second central moment of the PDP Sτ ′(τ ′), respectively, i.e., [17,
Eqs. (7.39)–(7.40)]
B
(1)
τ ′ =
+∞∫
−∞
τ ′Sτ ′(τ ′)dτ ′
+∞∫
−∞
Sτ ′(τ ′)dτ ′
= − 1
2pij
· r˙HH(ν
′)
rHH(ν ′)
∣∣∣∣∣
ν′=0
(C.53)
and
B
(2)
τ ′ =
√√√√√∫ +∞−∞ (τ ′ −B(1)τ ′ )2 Sτ ′(τ ′)dτ ′∫ +∞
−∞ Sτ ′(τ
′)dτ ′
=
1
2pi
√(
r˙HH(ν ′)
rHH(ν ′)
)2
− r¨HH(ν
′)
rHH(ν ′)
∣∣∣∣∣
ν′=0
, (C.54)
where r˙HH(ν ′) and r¨HH(ν ′) are the first and second time derivative of the FCF
rHH(ν
′) with respect to the variable ν ′. The coherence bandwidthBC of the channel
is approximately the reciprocal of the delay spread B(2)τ ′ , i.e., BC ≈ 1/B(2)τ ′ .
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we illustrate the theoretical results presented in the previous sections.
One of our main objectives is to show how much the slope angle φ influences the
statistical properties of UWA channels. Note that the ocean-bottom slope angle
φ = −1◦ (φ = 1◦) results in an increase (or decrease) of the water depth of 17.4
meter per kilometer. In our simulation setup, we set the carrier frequency fc to
10 kHz and assume that the transmitter Tx and the receiver Rx are moving at the
same speed of 3 m/s, which results in maximum Doppler frequencies of 20 Hz (i.e.,
fTmax = f
R
max = 20 Hz). The transmitter Tx and the receiver Rx are moving in
opposite directions determined by αTv = 180
◦ and αRv = 0
◦. The Tx andRx location
parameters have been set as follows: yT1 = 40 m, y
T
2 = 60 m, y
R
1 = 15 m, and
D = 1.6 km. The remaining parameters of the UWA channel model are listed in
the third column of Table C.1.
Fig. C.5 displays the PDF p|H|(z) of the UWA channel model envelope |H(f ′, t)|
for slope angles φ = −3◦, ..., 0◦, ..., 3◦. A good fitting between theory and simula-
tion can be observed. Moreover, this figure shows that the average and the spread
of the UWA channel model envelope distribution decrease if φ decreases. Fig. C.6
illustrates the effect of the slope angle φ on the PDF pC(r) of the instantaneous
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capacity of the UWA channel model for an average SNR γ set to 17 dB. In fact, a
relatively small decrease of φ results in a considerable decrease of both the aver-
age and the spread of the instantaneous capacity of the UWA channel model. For
example, compared to the FOB case (φ = 0◦), a slope angle φ of -3◦ results approx-
imately in an average capacity loss of 0.15 bits/s/Hz. Here again, a good agreement
between the theoretical results and the corresponding simulation results can be seen.
Figs. C.7 and C.8 show the influence of the slope angle φ on the absolute value
of the normalized temporal ACF |rHH(τ)| and FCF |rHH(ν ′)| of the UWA channel
model, respectively. The results illustrate that both quantities decay rapidly with τ
and ν ′ by decreasing the value of φ from +3◦ to −3◦. It can be seen from Fig. C.7
that the slope angle φ influences significantly the curvature of the temporal ACF
|rHH(τ)| at the origin. From this figure we notice that the graph that corresponds
to the slope angle φ = −3◦ descends at a faster rate than other graphs. The same
results are obtained for the FCF |rHH(ν ′)| shown in Fig. C.8. As can be seen in
Figs. C.7 and C.8, there is a good match between the theoretical results and the
corresponding simulation results.
Fig. C.9 depicts the Doppler PSD SHH(f) of the UWA channel model for the
FOB case. The Doppler PSD SHH(f) of the UWA channel model for the SOB
case has been illustrated in Fig. C.10 by assuming slope angles φ of +3◦ and −3◦.
From the inspection of Figs. C.9 and C.10, we can conclude that the path gains are
influenced by the slope angle φ, and that its effect is also noticeable in the range of
the Doppler frequencies. It is obvious that the slope angle φ remarkably affects the
AOAs and consequently the Doppler frequencies.
Figs. C.11 and C.12 show the PDP Sτ ′(τ ′) of the UWA channel model for the
FOB and SOB cases, respectively. Based on the results depicted in Figs. C.11 and
C.12, the time range in the propagation delay axis is extended by decreasing the
value of φ from +3 to −3. The only reason for the extension is the effect of the
slope angle φ on increasing the total distance which each macro-eigenray travels
from the transmitter to the receiver.
The effect of the slope angle φ on the average Doppler shift B(1)HH , Doppler
spread B(2)HH , and the coherence time TC of the UWA channel model is shown in
Fig. C.13. According to the results, one can conclude that the slope angle φ does
have a considerable impact on the average Doppler shift and Doppler spread of the
UWA channel model. Moreover, the coherence time TC of the UWA channel model
is almost quadrupled by increasing φ from −3◦ to 3◦.
Fig. C.14 shows the influence of the slope angle φ on the average delay B(1)τ ′ ,
delay spread B(2)τ ′ , and the coherence bandwidth BC of the UWA channel model.
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Figure C.5: The PDF of the channel envelope.
It can be seen from this figure how the aforementioned characteristic functions of
the UWA channel model vary w.r.t. the slope angle φ. According to Fig. C.14,
by increasing φ from −3◦ to 3◦, the average delay B(1)τ ′ decreases from 25 ms to
3 ms, and also there is a noticeable fall in the delay spread B(2)τ ′ of the UWA channel
model from 22 ms to 3 ms. The coherence bandwidth BC experiences a remarkable
rise from 45 Hz to 335 Hz by increasing φ. For ease of reference, some parameters
presented in Section III and associated values used for the computer simulations are
defined in Table C.1.
According to the simulation results, a gradual slope in the ocean bottom changes
the statistical properties of the UWA channel, thus, this parameter plays a key role
in the modelling of UWA channels. Notice that the proposed UWA channel model
has been studied by only considering the deterministic macro-eigenrays.
VI. COMPARISON WITH MEASUREMENT DATA
In this section, the main theoretical results presented in Sections III and IV are
verified by measurement data, which was first presented in [15]. The comparison is
assessed in terms of the FCF rHH(ν ′), average delay B
(1)
τ ′ , delay spread B
(2)
τ ′ , and
the coherence bandwidth BC of the UWA channel.
The experimental data was collected near the New Jersey shore in May 2009
by a team from Naval Research LAB. The water depth was about 80 m and the
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Table C.1: Definition and selected values of the channel parameters.
Parameters Definitions Figs. 5–14 Figs. 16–19
DDA
sb˘
, DUAbs˘ Total distances that the DA and UA macro-
eigenrays travel from Tx to Rx
- -
ϕDA
sb˘
, ϕUAbs˘ AOIs of the DA and UA macro-eigenrays at the re-
ceiver Rx
- -
yT1 Distance between Tx and the ocean surface 40 m 45.5 m
yR1 Distance between Rx and the ocean surface 15 m 44 m
yT1 + y
T
2 Water depth at the transmitter side 100 m 80 m
D Total distance between Tx and Rx along the x-axis 1600 m 1500 m
φ Ocean-bottom slope angle Various Fig.16:0◦
Figs. 17–18:
Various
Fig. 19: 0◦ and
−0.2◦
ρs Density of the ocean water 1000 kg/m3 1000 kg/m3
ρb Density of the ocean bed 1500 kg/m3 1500 kg/m3
cs Speed of sound in the ocean water 1500 m/s 1440 m/s
cb Speed of sound in the ocean bed 1600 m/s 1600 m/s
αTv Angle of motion of the transmitter 180
◦ -
αRv Angle of motion of the receiver 0
◦ -
fc Carrier frequency 10 kHz 17 kHz
fTmax Maximum Doppler frequency associated with the
transmitter Tx
20 Hz 0 Hz
fRmax Maximum Doppler frequency associated with the
receiver Rx
20 Hz 0 Hz
cR Rice factor 0.2 0.3
ηS Ratio of the power of DA macro-eigenrays to the
total power
0.5 0.5
ηB Ratio of the power of UA macro-eigenrays to the
total power
0.5 0.5
NS Maximum number of interactions between each
DA macro-eigenray and the ocean surface
2 2 in Fig. 16, 1 in
Figs. 17–19
NB Maximum number of interactions between each
UA macro-eigenray and the ocean bottom
2 2 in Fig. 16, 1 in
Figs. 17–19
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Figure C.6: The PDF of the instantaneous channel capacity.
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Figure C.7: Absolute value of the normalized temporal ACF |rHH(τ)| of the UWA channel
model.
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Figure C.8: Absolute value of the normalized FCF |rHH(ν ′)| of the UWA channel model.
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Figure C.9: The Doppler PSD SHH(f) of the UWA channel model for the FOB case.
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Figure C.10: The Doppler PSD SHH(f) of the UWA channel model for the SOB case
(slope angles φ = 3◦ and φ = −3◦).
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Figure C.11: The PDP Sτ ′(τ ′) of the UWA channel model for the FOB case.
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Figure C.13: The effect of the slope angle φ on the average Doppler shift B(1)HH , Doppler
spread B(2)HH , and the coherence time TC of the UWA channel model.
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Figure C.14: The effect of the slope angle φ on the average delay B(1)τ ′ , delay spread B
(2)
τ ′ ,
and the coherence bandwidth BC of the UWA channel model.
sediment was a silty clay. The fixed transmitter was about 45.5 m below the sur-
face float (yT1 = 45.5 m). The fixed receiver hydrophone was located at 44 m depth
(yR1 = 44 m). The receiver was 1500 m away from the transmitter. Fig. C.15 demon-
strates the measurement scenario of the underwater propagation scenario. The speed
of sound in that shallow water environment was about 1440 m/s and the weather was
rainy and windy. The channel measurements were performed at a carrier frequency
of 17 kHz and a signal bandwidth of 4 kHz. More details regarding the communica-
tion system, what was sent and received, and the type of equipment (transducer and
hydrophone) can be found in [31].
We start from the measured TVCIR hˇ(τ ′, t) which has been obtained byM = 20
samples in the time domain over a time range of Tmes = 8 s. Hence, the sampling
interval ∆t in the time domain is ∆t = Tmes/M = 0.4 s. In the delay domain, the
measurement equipment allows a path resolution of ∆τ ′ = 0.125 ms. The number
of samples in the delay domain was equal to L = 90. In other words, the TVCIR
hˇ(τ ′, t) has been measured at discrete time instances tm = m∆t ∈ [0, Tmes), m =
0, 1, . . . , M − 1, and at the discrete delay interval τ ′l = l∆τ ′, l = 0, 1, . . . , L−
1. Consequently, the measured TVCIR hˇ(τ ′, t) can be represented as a discrete
TVCIR hˇ[τ ′l , tm]. The discrete TVCTF Hˇ[f
′
q, tm] can be obtained by computing the
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discrete Fourier transform of the TVCIR hˇ[τ ′l , tm] with respect to delays τ
′
l . The
discrete frequencies f ′q are given by f
′
q = −B/2 + q∆f ′ ∈ [−B/2, B/2), q =
0, 1, . . . , Q − 1 and B denotes the measurement bandwidth. The discrete FCF
rˇHH [ν
′] can be obtained from the discrete TVCTF Hˇ[f ′q, tm] as follows
rˇHH [ν
′] =
1
M
M−1∑
m=0
Hˇ[f ′q, tm] Hˇ
∗[f ′q + ν
′, tm]. (C.55)
The discrete PDP Sˇτ ′ [τ ′l ] of the measurement data can be computed by taking the
inverse Fourier transform of the discrete FCF rˇHH [ν ′] with respect to ν ′. The aver-
age delay Bˇ(1)τ ′ and the delay spread Bˇ
(2)
τ ′ of the measured channel can be computed
by replacing the Continuous PDP Sτ ′(τ ′) in (C.53) and (C.54), respectively, by the
discrete PDP Sˇτ ′ [τ ′l ]. As mentioned in Section IV-C, the coherence bandwidth Bˇc of
the measured channel can be obtained from the channel delay spread Bˇ(2)τ ′ , which is
determined by BˇC ≈ 1/Bˇ(2)τ ′ . The Rice factor cR of the measured TVCIR hˇ[τ ′l , tm]
is obtained by using the moment method presented in [10].
In our simulation setup, we have considered nine macro-eigenrays including
one LOS macro-eigenray, four DA macro-eigenrays, and four UA macro-eigenrays
by assuming NS = NB = 2. Other model parameters based on the measurement
scenario are defined in the forth column of Table C.1. Fig. C.16 illustrates the PDP
Sˇτ ′ [τ
′
l ] of the measured UWA channel and that of the simulation model. Note that in
case of the simulation model seen in Fig. C.16, four macro-eigenrays which reach
the receiver with delays of more than 10 ms, correspond to triple- and quadruple-
bounced macro-eigenrays on the surface and bottom of the ocean. Such delayed
macro-eigenrays are unobserved in the measurement data. Therefore, in our sim-
ulation model, we should consider only macro-eigenrays with single and double
bounces on the surface and bottom of the ocean (i.e., NS = NB = 1). With ref-
erence to Fig. C.16, the number of macro-eigenrays captured from the measured
UWA channel for single- and double-bounced macro-eigenrays is higher than those
for the simulation model. Therefore, matching the PDP of the simulation model to
that of the measured UWA channel is meaningless. For comparison purposes, we
choose other statistical properties of the UWA channel, such as the FCF, average
delay, delay spread, and the coherence bandwidth. Our proposed channel model
has the ocean slope angle φ as an extra degree of freedom compared with the FOB
model. This feature can help us to achieve a better fitting between our proposed
UWA channel model and the measurement data w.r.t. the statistical properties of
the UWA channel. To find the optimum value of the ocean slope angle φ, we con-
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sider the error function
E(φ) = w1
∣∣∣Bˇ(1)τ ′ − B˜(1)τ ′ ∣∣∣2 + w2 ∣∣∣Bˇ(2)τ ′ − B˜(2)τ ′ ∣∣∣2 (C.56)
where B˜(1)τ ′ (Bˇ
(1)
τ ′ ) and B˜
(2)
τ ′ (Bˇ
(2)
τ ′ ) denote the average delay and the delay spread of
the deterministic simulation model (measured UWA channel), respectively. Note
that the deterministic simulation model can be computed from the realization of
a sample function of the TVCTF H(f ′, t) of the UWA channel model presented
in (C.38) by fixing the random phases θ0, θDAsb˘ , and θ
UA
bs˘ . The parameters w1 and
w2 are weighting factors for the normalization which have been set to 0.5, i.e.,
w1 = w2 = 0.5. The values of other channel model parameters are listed in the
fourth column of Table C.1. We have also considered another error function to
optimize the parameter φ for the coherence bandwidth BC , which is given by
EBC (φ) =
∣∣∣BˇC − B˜C∣∣∣2 (C.57)
where B˜C (BˇC) is the coherence bandwidth of the deterministic simulation model
(measured UWA channel). From the results shown in Figs. C.17 and C.18, we can
conclude that the minima of the error functions E(φ) and EBC (φ) are reached at
φ = −0.2◦. As can be seen in Figs. C.17 and C.18, the error functions E(φ) and
EBC (φ) at the slope angle φ = 0
◦ result in 0.09× 10−3 and 1.21, respectively.
Table C.2 provides a comparison between the proposed channel model and the
real-world UWA channel in terms of the average delay, delay spread, and the coher-
ence bandwidth. With reference to Table C.2, a good agreement has been achieved
between the simulation model (if φ = −0.2◦) and the measured UWA channel w.r.t.
the aforementioned characteristic quantities. As our available measurement data
was obtained in a mild SOB environment, where the slope angle φ was low, the
obtained characteristic quantities associated with the SOB model (with φ = −0.2◦)
are close to those of the FOB model (with φ = 0◦). The superiority of the SOB
case over the FOB case is more distinguishable under harsh SOB ocean conditions
as discussed in Section V.
Fig. C.19 illustrates the FCF of the measured UWA channel in comparison with
those of the simulation model for the FOB case and the SOB case by assuming
φ = −0.2◦. The values of the remaining channel model parameters are defined in
the fourth column of Table C.1. As can be seen from Fig. C.19, three curves are
similar to each other in terms of the curvature at the origin and trend. However,
the SOB case demonstrates a better performance in approximating the FCF of the
measurement data. It should be mentioned that the superiority of the SOB model
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Figure C.15: The measurement scenario of the experiment.
Table C.2: Characteristic quantities of the measured UWA channel and the corresponding
simulation model.
Characteristic quantities Measured UWA
channel
Simulation model
(φ = −0.2◦)
Simulation model
(φ = 0◦)
Average delay Bˇ(1)τ ′ = 1.5 ms B˜
(1)
τ ′ = 1.495 ms B˜
(1)
τ ′ = 1.491 ms
Delay spread Bˇ(2)τ ′ = 2.4 ms B˜
(2)
τ ′ = 2.405 ms B˜
(2)
τ ′ = 2.41 ms
Coherence bandwidth BˇC = 416 Hz B˜C = 415.8 Hz B˜C = 414.9 Hz
(over the FOB model) in approximating the FCF of the measurement data should
be even more evident for ocean environments with considerable slope angles. To
obtain a better fitting, we can consider clusters of micro-scatterers around macro-
scatterers which results in having different eigenrays like the PDP of the measured
UWA channel shown in Fig. C.16. In other words, to make the proposed channel
model more realistic, it should be developed by taking micro-scattering effects into
account.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new geometry-based UWA channel model has been developed un-
der the assumption that the ocean surface and bottom are smooth and also that the
ocean bottom slopes gently up/down. We have studied the waveguide model in the
general form by considering the SOB case. The influence of the ocean-bottom slope
angle on the statistical properties of the UWA channel model has been studied. The
validity of the main analytical results is confirmed by measurement data. It has been
shown that the slope angle has a considerable impact on the quantities of the UWA
channel and has to be considered in the area of UWA channel modelling.
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Figure C.17: Evaluation of the error function E(φ) in (C.56) to find the optimum value of
the slope angle φ.
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Figure C.18: Evaluation of the error function EBC (φ) in (C.57) to find the optimum value
of the slope angle φ.
Figure C.19: The absolute value of the normalized FCF of the measured UWA channel
against to those of the simulation model.
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APPENDIX
This appendix presents the proofs of (C.16) and (C.23). For brevity, we only fo-
cus on the double-bounce scattering scenario shown in Fig. C.20, in which the DA
macro-eigenray arrives at the transmitter Rx after a single bounce on the bottom
followed by a single bounce on the surface of the ocean, i.e, NS = 1, s = 1, and
b˘ = 1. According to Fig. C.20, the transmitter Tx and the receiver Rx are located at
the points T and R, respectively. As can be seen, the reflected macro-eigenray may
be considered as emitted from the image source T ′x located at the point T
′ obtained
by the specular reflection of the source Tx at the ocean bottom. In Fig. C.20, we
also observe the image source T ′′x at the point T
′′, which is obtained by the specular
reflection of the image source T ′x at the ocean surface. The total distance that the DA
macro-eigenray travels from Tx to Rx is thus equal to the side length T ′′R, which
can be computed from the side lengths RI and T ′′I by
T ′′R =
√
(RI)2 + (T ′′I)2 . (C.58)
Thus, we need to compute the lengths of the sides RI and T ′′I as a function of the
parameters of the geometrical channel model, namely yT1 , y
T
2 , y
R
1 , y
R
2 , φ, andD. The
length of the left side T ′′I is T ′′I = T ′′F + FI , where FI = yR1 and T
′′F = FT ′.
The length of FT ′ is given by FT ′ = yT1 + ET
′, where ET ′ is the right side of
the triangle ETT ′. Thus, ET ′ = TT ′ cos(φ), where the side TT ′ is the left side
of the triangle TT ′B. With TT ′ = TB cos(φ) and TB = 2yT2 it then follows
ET ′ = 2yT2 cos
2(φ). Now, the length of the side T ′′I in (C.58) can be expressed by
T ′′I = yT1 + 2y
T
2 cos
2(φ) + yR1 . With reference to Fig. C.20, the length of the right
side RI is equal to RG+GI , where RG = D and GI = TE. The side TE is given
by TE = TT ′ sin(φ), where TT ′ = 2yT2 cos(φ). Thus, TE = 2y
T
2 cos(φ) sin(φ).
Now, the side RI can be obtained as RI = D+2yT2 cos(φ) sin(φ). Finally, the total
distance T ′′R can be computed by substituting the obtained expressions for T ′′I and
RI in (C.58) as
T ′′R=
√
(D+2yT2 cos(φ) sin(φ))
2+(yT1 +2y
T
2 cos
2(φ)+yR1 )
2 . (C.59)
Notice that the same results follows from (C.16), if we set there s = 1 and b˘ = 1,
i.e., DDA11 = T
′′R. The AOI ϕDA11 at Rx can be computed by applying the tangent law
to the triangle T ′′IR, which results in
ϕDA11 = arctan
(
D + 2yT2 cos(φ) sin(φ)
yT1 + 2y
T
2 cos
2(φ) + yR1
)
. (C.60)
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Figure C.20: Double-bounce scattering scenario for a DA macro-eigenray (NS = 1, s = 1,
and b˘ = 1).
The expression above is exactly the same as the result obtained by setting s = 1 and
b˘ = 1 in (C.23). Similarly, we can compute all total distances DDA
sb˘
and DUAbs˘ and the
corresponding AOIs ϕDA
sb˘
and ϕUAbs˘ by using the same procedure for all values of s,
b˘, b, and s˘. The total distances DDA
sb˘
and DUAbs˘ can be computed as
DDA
sb˘
=
√
(D − fDA(φ))2 + ((2s− 1)gDA(φ)yT1 + 2b˘hDA(φ)yT2 + yR1 )2 (C.61)
DUAbs˘ =
√
(D/ cos(φ)−fUA(φ))2+(2s˘gUA(φ)yT1 + (2b−1)hUA(φ)yT2 + yR2 cos(φ))2
(C.62)
respectively. The functions fDA(φ), gDA(φ), and hDA(φ) in (C.61) are given by
fDA(φ) =
{
4(s− 1)yT1 + 2b˘
[
2 cos4(φ)
](1+sb˘−s−b˘)
yT2
}
× cos(φ) sin(φ) (C.63a)
gDA(φ) =
[
4
3
cos2(φ)− 1
3
](s−1)
(C.63b)
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hDA(φ) = cos2(φ)
[
2 cos2(φ)− 1](1+sb˘−s−b˘) . (C.63c)
The functions fUA(φ), gUA(φ), and hUA(φ) in (C.62) can be expressed by
fUA(φ) =
{
2s˘
[
2 cos2(φ)
](1+bs˘−s˘−b)
yT1
+
[
4 cos2(φ) + 1
](b−1)
yT2 − yR2
}
sin(φ) (C.64a)
gUA(φ) =
[
2 cos2(φ)− 1](1+bs˘−b−s˘) cos(φ) (C.64b)
hUA(φ) =
[
4
3
cos2(φ)− 1
3
](b−1)
cos(φ). (C.64c)
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The Design of Measurement-Based Underwater
Acoustic Channel Simulators Using the INLSA
Algorithm
Meisam Naderi, Matthias Pa¨tzold, and Alenka G. Zajic
Abstract — This paper utilizes the iterative nonlinear least square approx-
imation (INLSA) algorithm for designing measurement-based wideband shal-
low underwater acoustic (UWA) channel simulators. Measurement-based chan-
nel simulators are essential for the test, optimization, and performance analysis
of UWA communication systems. The aim is to fit the time-variant channel im-
pulse response (TVCIR) of the simulation model to that of the measured UWA
channel. The performance of the designed UWA channel simulator is assessed
by comparing the time-frequency correlation function (TFCF), the power de-
lay profile (PDP), and the probability density function (PDF) of the channel en-
velope with the corresponding quantities of the measured channel. The results
of the assessment show an excellent match between the statistical properties of
the UWA channel simulator, designed by the INLSA method, and those of the
real-world UWA channel. It is also shown that the distribution of the channel
envelope of our measurement data, which is collected from a shallow-water en-
vironment, follows closely the Rayleigh distribution.
Keywords—Measurement-based channel modelling, shallow underwater acous-
tic channels, iterative optimization, underwater acoustic communications, wideband
channels, power delay profile, time-frequency correlation function.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Underwater acoustic (UWA) communication systems have been receiving notice-
able attention in the past decade. UWA networks have been studied in various areas
due to their potential applications in oceanography. For the design, test, and per-
formance analysis of UWA communication systems, realistic channel models are
required. This calls for the statistical analysis of UWA channels in terms of cor-
relation functions, distribution of the channel envelope, and power delay profiles
(PDPs). For the performance analysis of UWA communication systems, one usu-
ally resorts to computer simulations, which provide a powerful means to assess the
system performance. They can also be used to confirm the correctness of theoretical
results obtained analytically.
Recently, some few reference models for UWA channel have been developed
in [8, 11, 16], however, none of them can precisely capture all physical properties
of UWA channels. For instance, a stochastic reference channel model for wide-
band MIMO mobile-to-mobile (M2M) UWA channels has been proposed in [16].
Therein, the reference model has been developed by combining the deterministic
ray-tracing concept with statistical methods to account for the randomness of the
propagation environment. In the absence of a standardized model for UWA chan-
nels, measurement-based channel modelling is an alternative approach to model
the behavior of real-world UWA channels. However, it is a scenario-specific ap-
proach. For the design of a measurement-based channel simulator, we need to es-
timate the model parameters, including the path gains, Doppler frequencies, propa-
gation delays, and phase shifts. Hence, sophisticated and efficient parameter com-
putation methods are required to precisely estimate these model parameters from
real-world measurement data. In the literature, many powerful parameter compu-
tation methods have been proposed. For example, an application of the estima-
tion of signal parameters via rotational invariance techniques (ESPRIT) algorithm
to design a measurement-based wideband channel model is presented in [6]. The
space-alternating generalized expectation-maximization (SAGE) algorithm is an-
other parameter computation method, which is widely used because of its high
performance [5]. Furthermore, the iterative nonlinear least square approximation
(INLSA) algorithm has been proposed in [15] to design measurement-based wide-
band channel simulators. Therein, the authors showed that the INLSA algorithm
has lower complexity and better performance compared with the SAGE algorithm.
The INLSA has further been developed and refined in [1, 2, 4]. It has been shown
in [3] that the INLSA outperforms the SAGE and ESPRIT algorithms with respect
to their fitting accuracy to the autocorrelation function (ACF) of a given reference
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model.
There are numerous studies focussing on the modelling of UWA channels, which
are based on measured acoustic channel data collected in specific scenarios. For ex-
ample, the probability density function (PDF) of the UWA channel envelope has
been shown to be Rayleigh distributed in [13], [7]; while the authors of [10], [12]
have reported that the envelope follows the Rice distribution. Besides these dis-
tributions, the channel envelope may also follow the lognormal distribution or the
K-distribution as claimed in [14] and [17], respectively. These controversial studies
demonstrate that there is a need for a realistic UWA channel simulator.
In this paper, we propose a sum-of-cisoids uncorrelated scattering (SOCUS)
channel simulator based on shallow UWA measurement data. To obtain the ex-
periment data, we launched a campaign to measure a shallow UWA channel. The
measured data was used as a starting point for computing the TVCIR of the UWA
channel. The objective is to design a channel simulator that emulates the TVCIR of
the measured channel. Starting from the measurement-based channel simulator, we
derive the time-variant channel transfer function (TVCTF), time-frequency corre-
lation function (TFCF), PDP, and the channel envelope PDF. To determine the pa-
rameters of the simulation model, we employ the INLSA method developed in [4].
It needs to mention that the INLSA algorithm has not been applied to UWA com-
munications. We will present a procedure that allows us to easily use it for the area
of measurement-based UWA channel modelling. It will be shown that the INLSA
algorithm estimates precisely the simulation model parameters and results in an ex-
cellent match to the statistical properties of real-world channels. Our numerical
results show that a good fitting between the measured channel and the simulation
model can be achieved with respect to the TVCIR, TFCF, PDP, and the channel
envelope distribution.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the wideband SO-
CUS channel simulation model is presented. Section III describes the utilized pa-
rameter computation method. Sections IV and V focus on the measurement scenario
and the measurement results, respectively. The numerical results are illustrated in
Section VI. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section VII.
II. THE WIDEBAND CHANNEL SIMULATION MODEL
A measured UWA TVCIR hˇ(τ ′, t) of a single snapshot measurement scenario is
usually limited in the time domain and the delay domain. Given a measured UWA
TVCIR hˇ(τ ′, t), our aim is to develop a channel simulation model such that the
statistical properties of the simulation model are as close as possible to those of the
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measured real-world channel.
A. TVCIR
In this section, we adopt a channel simulation model with TVCIR h˜(τ ′, t) based
on the SOCUS model, which is an appropriate model for a large class of wideband
measured channels under non-isotropic scattering conditions. The TVCIR h˜(τ ′, t)
of the SOCUS model is given by [9, Eq. (7.138)]
h˜(τ ′, t) =
L−1∑
l=0
Nl∑
n=1
cn,l e
j(2pifn,lt+θn,l)δ(τ ′ − τ ′l ) (D.1)
where L stands for the number of propagation paths which experience different
propagation delays τ ′l . It should be mentioned that the propagation delays τ
′
l and
the number of paths L are obtained directly from the measured data. The symbol
Nl denotes the number of paths having the same propagation delay. The nth compo-
nent of the lth path is characterized by its path gain cn,l, Doppler frequency fn,l, and
phase shift θn,l. Since the propagation delays τ ′l are achieved from the measured TV-
CIR hˇ(τ ′, t), we need to determine the set of parameters P = {Nl, cn,l, fn,l, θn,l}.
In this case, instead of computing the TVCIR h˜(τ ′, t), we compute the model pa-
rameters of the time-variant complex channel gains µ˜l(t) having the form
µ˜l(t) =
Nl∑
n=1
µ˜n,l(t) =
Nl∑
n=1
cn,l e
j(2pifn,lt+θn,l) (D.2)
where µ˜n,l(t) denotes the complex channel gain of the nth path corresponding to
the delay τ ′l .
B. TVCTF
To analyze the performance of the channel simulator, we need to compare the
statistical properties of the channel simulator, such as the TFCF, PDP, and the chan-
nel envelope PDF with those of the measured channel. For the computation of the
TFCF, we first need to derive the TVCTF H˜(f ′, t), which is obtained by taking the
Fourier transform of the TVCIR h˜(τ ′, t) with respect to propagation delays τ ′. This
results in
H˜(f ′, t) =
L−1∑
l=0
Nl∑
n=1
µ˜n,l(t)e
−j2pif ′τ ′l =
L−1∑
l=0
µ˜l(t)e
−j2pif ′τ ′l . (D.3)
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C. TFCF
As discussed in the previous section, the TVCTF enables us to compute the
TFCF. Under the assumption that the UWA channel simulator is wide-sense sta-
tionary in frequency f ′ and time t, the TFCF r˜HH(ν ′, τ) is given by [9, Eq. (7.145)]
r˜HH(ν
′, τ) =
L−1∑
l=0
Nl∑
n=1
c2n,l e
j2pi(fn,lτ−ν′τ ′l ) (D.4)
where the symbols ν ′ and τ denote the frequency and time separation variables,
respectively.
D. PDP
The PDP S˜τ ′(τ ′) of the SOCUS channel simulator can be expressed by [9, Eq.
(7.151)]
S˜τ ′(τ
′) =
L−1∑
l=0
Nl∑
n=1
c2n,lδ(τ
′ − τ ′l ). (D.5)
Note that the behavior of the PDP S˜τ ′(τ ′) is fully determined by the model parame-
ters L, Nl, cn,l, and τ ′l . The average delay B˜
(1)
τ ′ and the delay spread B˜
(2)
τ ′ are defined
by the first moment of the PDP S˜τ ′(τ ′) and the square root of the second central mo-
ment of the PDP S˜τ ′(τ ′), respectively. According to [9, Eqs. (7.152) and (7.153)],
the average delay B˜(1)τ ′ and the delay spread B˜
(2)
τ ′ of the SOCUS channel simulation
model are given by
B˜
(1)
τ ′ =
∑L−1
l=0
∑Nl
n=1 c
2
n,lτ
′
l∑L−1
l=0
∑Nl
n=1 c
2
n,l
(D.6)
and
B˜
(2)
τ ′ =
√√√√∑L−1l=0 ∑Nln=1(cn,lτ ′l )2∑L−1
l=0
∑Nl
n=1 c
2
n,l
−
(
B˜
(1)
τ ′
)2
(D.7)
respectively. The coherence bandwidth B˜C of the channel simulator is approxi-
mately reciprocally proportional to the delay spread B˜(2)τ ′ , i.e., B˜C ≈ 1/B˜(2)τ ′ [9, p.
350].
E. PDF of the Channel Envelope
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In this section, we analyze the PDF p|H|(x) of the absolute value of the TVCTF
|H˜(f ′, t)|. Following the analytics in [9, Sect. (4.5.2)], it can be shown that the PDF
of the envelope process |H˜(f ′, t)| = |∑L−1l=0 ∑Nln=1 µ˜n,l(t)e−j2pif ′τ ′l | of the SOCUS
channel simulator is completely determined by the number of cisoids L × Nl and
the choice of the gains cn,l according to
p˜|H|(x) = (2pi)2x
∫ ∞
0
[
L−l∏
l=0
Nl∏
n=1
J0(2pi|cn,l|y)
]
J0(2pixy)ydy (D.8)
where J0(·) denotes the zeroth-order Bessel function of the first kind.
III. THE UTILIZED PARAMETER COMPUTATION METHOD
In this section, we briefly explain the parameter computation method used in this
paper. For the parametrization of the channel simulator, the latest version of INLSA
algorithm is used, as described in [4]. According to [4, Eq. (4)], the channel pa-
rameters are computed in L independent steps, each of which corresponds to the
estimation of the parameters of the channel gain µ˜l(t) by minimizing the following
error norm
εl = |µˇl(t)− µ˜l(t)| ∀ l = 0, 1, . . . , L− 1 (D.9)
where µˇl(t) is the lth channel gain of the measured TVCIR hˇ(τ ′, t) at τ ′ = τ ′l , i.e.,
µˇl(t) = hˇ(τ
′
l , t). To solve each of theLminimization problems formulated by (D.9),
the authors of [4] proposed an iterative parameter computation method according to
the following steps
• Step 1: Set the iteration index q to zero.
• Step 2: Select the initial values c(0)n,l , f
(0)
n,l , and θ
(0)
n,l for all l = 0, 1, . . . , L− 1
and n = 1, 2, . . . , Nl.
• Step 3: Compute the auxiliary error function y(q)n,l (tm) as
y
(q)
n,l (tm) = µˇl(tm)−
Nl∑
p=1,p 6=n
c
(q)
p,l e
j(2pif
(q)
p,l t+θ
(q)
p,l ) (D.10)
where tm = m∆t (m = 0, 1, . . . , M − 1) is the discrete time, and ∆t is the
measurement time sampling interval.
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• Step 4: Determine the value of gain c(q+1)n,l as follows
c
(q+1)
n,l =
Re
{
y
(q)
n,l
}T
Re
{
s
(q)
n,l
}
+ Im
{
y
(q)
n,l
}T
Im
{
s
(q)
n,l
}
(
s
(q)
n,l
)H
s
(q)
n,l
(D.11)
where the column vectors y(q)n,l and s
(q)
n,l contain the stacked values of y
(q)
n,l (tm) and
the exponential function ej(2pif
(q)
n,l t+θ
(q)
n,l), respectively. The operators {·}T and {·}H
denote the transpose and the complex-conjugate transpose, respectively.
• Step 5: The Doppler frequency f (q+1)n,l is obtained as follows
f
(q+1)
n,l = arg min
fn,l
∥∥∥y(q)n,l − c(q+1)n,l s(q)n,l∥∥∥2
2
. (D.12)
• Step 6: The phase θ(q+1)n,l can be computed as
θ
(q+1)
n,l = arg min
θn,l
∥∥∥y(q)n,l − c(q+1)n,l s(q)n,l∥∥∥2
2
. (D.13)
The parameter computation procedure defined in Steps 3–6 is applied to each of
the Nl paths, which corresponds to one iteration. The error norm εl in (D.9) is
re-evaluated at the end of each iteration. In case of a noticeable change of εl, the
iteration index q is increased by one, i.e., q + 1 → q. The parameter computation
procedure is carried out again starting from Step 3. The iteration algorithm is ter-
minated if the relative change in the error norm εl is below a given threshold , i.e,
|ε(q+1)l − ε(q)l | < .
IV. MEASUREMENT SCENARIO
The experimental data was collected near the New Jersey shore in May 2009 by a
team from the School of Electrical and Computer Engineering at the Georgia Insti-
tute of Technology. The water depth was about 80 m and the sediment was a silty
clay. Two stationary vertical arrays were placed near the water column. The station-
ary vertical transmit array named ASRA was about 45.57 m below the surface float
(yT1 = 45.57 m). However, only the highest hydrophone had been used for transmis-
sion. On the receiver side, an acoustic communications and data storage (ACDS)
stationary array named ACDS3, equipped with eight hydrophones with an aperture
of 2.06 m was used. The first hydrophone was at 41.96 m depth (yR1 = 41.96 m),
and all other hydrophones were lower with a hydrophone spacing of 2.06 m. The
ACDS3 receiver was 1500 m away from the ASRA transmitter. The speed of sound
in that shallow water environment was about 1440 m/s and the weather was rainy
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and windy. The 1 × 8 single-input multiple-output (SIMO) channel measurements
were performed at a carrier frequency of 17 kHz and a signal bandwidth of 4 kHz.
The signal, used for channel sounding, was an inverse linear frequency modulation
(LFM) chirp. Fig. D.1 demonstrates the measurement configuration of the under-
water propagation scenario.
V. MEASUREMENT RESULTS
In this section, we analyse the measured data by computing the statistical properties
of the measured UWA channel.
A. Measured TVCIR
We start from the TVCIR hˇ(τ ′, t) which has been measured byM = 20 samples
in the time domain over a time range of Tmes = 8 s. Hence, the sampling interval ∆t
in the time domain is ∆t = Tmes/M = 0.4 s. In the delay domain, the measurement
equipment allows a path resolution of ∆τ ′ = 0.125 ms. The number of samples in
the delay domain was equal to L = 90. In other words, one can say that the TVCIR
hˇ(τ ′, t) has been measured at discrete time instances tm = m∆t ∈ [0, Tmes), m =
0, 1, . . . , M−1, and at the discrete delay interval τ ′l = l∆τ ′, l = 0, 1, . . . , L−1.
Consequently, the TVCIR hˇ(τ ′, t) can be represented as a discrete TVCIR hˇ[τ ′l , tm].
B. Measured TVCTF
The discrete TVCTF Hˇ[f ′k, tm] can be obtained by computing the discrete Fourier
transform of the TVCIR hˇ[τ ′l , tm] with respect to τ
′, which results in
Hˇ[f ′k, tm] =
∑L−1
l=0 hˇ[τ
′
l , tm] e
−j2piτ ′lf ′k (D.14)
where the discrete frequencies f ′k are given by f
′
k = −B/2+k∆f ′ ∈ [−B/2, B/2), k =
0, 1, . . . , K − 1 and B stands for the measurement bandwidth.
C. Measured TFCF
The discrete TFCF rˇHH [ν ′p, τq] can be obtained from the discrete TVCTF Hˇ[f
′
k, tm]
and can be expressed by
rˇHH [ν
′, τ ] =
1
MK
K−1∑
k=0
M−1∑
m=0
Hˇ[f ′k, tm] Hˇ
∗[f ′k + ν
′, tm + τ ] (D.15)
where the discrete frequency separation ν ′ and the discrete time separation τ are
given by ν ′ = 0, ∆f ′, . . . , (K − 1) ∆f ′, and τ = 0, ∆t, . . . , (M − 1) ∆t, respec-
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tively.
D. Measured PDP
The discrete PDP Sˇτ ′ [τ ′l ] of the measurement data can be computed from the
discrete TVCIR hˇ[τ ′l , tm] as follows
Sˇτ ′ [τ
′
l ] =
1
M
M−1∑
m=0
|hˇ[τ ′l , tm]|2. (D.16)
The average delay Bˇ(1)τ ′ is defined by the first moment of the PDP Sˇτ ′ [τ
′
l ], and the
delay spread Bˇ(2)τ ′ is defined by the square root of the second central moment of the
PDP Sˇτ ′ [τ ′l ] which are given by [9, p. 348]
Bˇ
(1)
τ ′ =
∑L−1
l=0 pˇτ ′ [τ
′
l ] τ
′
l∑L−1
l=0 pˇτ ′ [τ
′
l ]
(D.17)
and
Bˇ
(2)
τ ′ =
√∑L−1
l=0 pˇτ ′ [τ
′
l ] τ
′ 2
l∑L−1
l=0 pˇτ ′ [τ
′
l ]
−
(
Bˇ
(1)
τ ′
)2
(D.18)
respectively. As mentioned in Section II-D, the coherence bandwidth Bˇc of the
measured channel can be obtained from the channel delay spread Bˇ(2)τ ′ , which is
determined by BˇC ≈ 1/Bˇ(2)τ ′ .
E. PDF of the Measured Channel Envelope
The PDF pˇ|H|(x) of the measured channel envelope |Hˇ(f ′, t)| can be obtained
first by using the command hist in MATLABr, which creates a histogram contain-
ing a number of equally spaced bins. Then, the histogram is normalized by dividing
the number of events in each bin by the total number of events. The candidate dis-
tributions can then be fitted to the obtained PDF pˇ|H|(x) of the measured channel
envelope by means of the command fitdist.
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we illustrate and verify the simulation results presented in the pre-
vious sections. For brevity, we focus here only on the single-input single-output
(SISO) case. The performance of the channel simulator has been compared with
that of the measured channel by analyzing the TVCIR and the statistical properties,
including the TFCF, PDP, and the PDF of the channel envelope. After implementing
the INLSA algorithm in MATLABr and determining the UWA simulation model
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Figure D.1: The measurement configuration of the experiment for SIMO fixed-to-fixed
(F2F) communication.
parameter set P = {Nl, cn,l, fn,l, θn,l}, we are able to compute the channel gains
µ˜l(t). The TVCIR h˜(τ ′, t) of the simulation model can be computed by taking into
account that the corresponding propagation delay τ ′l of each channel gain µ˜l(t) and
the number of the Paths L are obtained directly from the measurement data.
Figs. D.2 and D.3 show the absolute value of the baseband measurement TVCIR
|hˇ(τ ′, t)| and the resulting TVCIR |h˜(τ ′, t)| of the simulation model, represented
in (D.1), respectively. As can be seen, there is an excellent match between these
two figures. This excellent match can be expected for other statistical properties
of the UWA channel. Fig. D.4 depicts the absolute value of the normalized TFCF
|rˇHH(ν ′, τ)| of the measured channel. The absolute value of the normalized TFCF
|r˜HH(ν ′, τ)| of the simulation model is shown in Fig. D.5. From the inspection of
Figs. D.4 and D.5, we can conclude that the TFCF of the simulation model is well
fitted to that of the measurement data.
Fig. D.6 depicts a comparison between the PDP Sˇτ ′(τ ′) of the measurement
data and the corresponding PDP S˜τ ′(τ ′) of the simulation model designed by us-
ing the INLSA algorithm. As can be seen, a good match can be achieved between
the measurement data and the simulation model. Table D.1 shows the characteristic
quantities of the UWA channel obtained from the measurement data and the simula-
tion model. With reference to Table D.1, there is a good match between the values
obtained from the real-world data and the simulation model by using the INLSA
parameter computation method. According to the simulation results, the value of
the coherence bandwidth is about 420Hz, which is very small compared to terres-
trial wireless channels. This small value is caused by the large value of the UWA
channel delay spread, which is common for UWA channels.
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Figure D.2: Absolute value of the TVCIR |hˇ(τ ′, t)| of the measured UWA channel.
Table D.1: Characteristic quantities of the UWA channel.
R Channel parameter Measured channel Simulation model
1 Average delay B(1)τ ′ 1.5 ms 1.46 ms
2 Delay spread B(2)τ ′ 2.4 ms 2.35 ms
3 Coherence bandwidth BC ≈ 416 Hz ≈ 424 Hz
Fig. D.7 illustrates a comparison between the channel envelope PDF by using
the approaches represented in Sections II-E and V-E. The results show that there is
a good fitting between the channel envelope PDF of the measurement data provided
by numerical computations and that of the analytical results represented in (D.8).
We can also observe that all distributions follow the Rayleigh distribution.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have used the latest version of the INLSA algorithm for designing
measurement-based UWA channel simulators. The algorithm has been applied to
UWA measurement data to estimate the parameters of the channel simulator. The
TVCIR, TFCF, PDP, and the channel envelope distribution of the channel simulator
have been matched to corresponding quantities of the measured channel. It has been
shown that the INLSA algorithm precisely estimates the channel model parameters
and provides an excellent fitting to measured UWA channels. We have also shown
that the distribution of the UWA channel envelope follows closely the Rayleigh
distribution.
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Figure D.3: Absolute value of the TVCIR |h˜(τ ′, t)| of the simulation model.
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channel.
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Figure D.5: Absolute value of the normalized TFCF |r˜HH(ν ′, τ)| of the simulation model.
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Modelling the Doppler Power Spectrum of
Non-Stationary Underwater Acoustic Channels Based
on Doppler Measurements
Meisam Naderi, Do Viet Ha, Van Duc Nguyen, and Matthias Pa¨tzold
Abstract — This paper proposes a non-stationary time-continuous simulation
model for wideband shallow underwater acoustic (UWA) channels based on
measured Doppler power spectrums (DPSs). Measurement-based channel sim-
ulators are essential for the test, optimization, and performance analysis of
UWA communication systems. The aim is to fit the DPS of the simulation
model to that of the measured UWA channel. The performance of the designed
UWA channel simulator is assessed by comparing the average Doppler shift
and Doppler spread of the channel simulator with the corresponding quanti-
ties of the measured UWA channel. The results of the assessment show a good
match between the statistical quantities of the UWA channel simulator and
those of the real-world UWA channel.
Keywords—Measurement-based channel modelling, shallow underwater acous-
tic channels, underwater acoustic communications, wideband channels, Doppler
power spectrum, Doppler spread.
I. INTRODUCTION
Underwater acoustic (UWA) communication systems have been widely used in
various applications in oceanography. For the test, design, and performance anal-
ysis of UWA communication systems, the statistical properties of UWA channels
in terms of correlation functions, Doppler power spectrum (DPS), and power delay
profile (PDP) play an important role. For the performance analysis of UWA com-
munication systems, one usually resorts to computer simulations, which provide a
cost-effective and powerful tool to assess the system performance. They can also
be used to confirm the correctness of theoretical results obtained analytically.
While many researchers are concerned with the PDPs, the DPS have been less
developed for UWA channels [12, 13]. This motivates us to analyze and model
the DPS of UWA channels based on Doppler measurements. The Doppler effect
in UWA channels is more severe than that in mobile radio channels due to the low
speed of sound (1500 m/s), large Doppler frequency shifts with respect to the carrier
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frequency, and the time-variant characteristics of the surface motion [9]. Therefore,
the Doppler effect is indeed a critical issue that affects the performance of UWA
communication systems.
In the absence of a standardized model for UWA channels, measurement-based
channel modelling is an alternative approach to model the behavior of real-world
UWA channels. However, it is a scenario-specific approach. There are a large
number of studies related to the modelling of measurement-based UWA channels.
For instance, the distribution of a UWA channel envelope has been reported in [2,
8] to match the Rayleigh distribution, while in [6, 7], it has been shown that the
envelope follows the Rice distribution. In addition, the channel envelope may also
follow the lognormal distribution as claimed in [10]. These controversial studies
show that a realistic UWA channel simulator is necessarily required.
Under the standard assumption of wide-sense stationary uncorrelated scatter-
ing (WSSUS), the DPS of UWA channels can be computed by taking the Fourier
transform of the autocorrelation function (ACF) of the received signal [1,11]. How-
ever, the WSSUS assumption may not be valid due to the non-stationary behavior
of UWA channels [12].
This paper presents a non-stationary time-continuous simulation model for UWA
channels with given DPS obtained from measurements. To obtain the experimental
data, we launched a campaign to measure a shallow UWA channel, which was used
as a starting point for computing the DPS. The proposed channel simulator has been
developed such that its statistical properties (average Doppler shift and Doppler
spread) match as close as possible those of the measured real-world channel. For
the design of measurement-based channel simulators, we need to determine the
model parameters, including the path gains, Doppler frequencies, and phase shifts.
Our numerical results show that a good fitting between the measured channel and
the simulation model can be achieved with respect to the DPS, average Doppler
shifts and Doppler spread.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the time-continuous
channel simulation model is presented. Section III describes the measurement sce-
nario. The numerical results are illustrated in Section IV. Finally, the conclusions
are drawn in Section V.
II. NON-STATIONARY TIME-CONTINUOUS CHANNEL SIMULATION MODEL
In this section, we develop a non-stationary time-continuous simulation model for
UWA channels using a given DPS. First, the given DPS is presented and then the
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complex channel gain of the channel simulator is proposed.
A. Given DPS
In the measurement, we assume that the received signal has been stored after
each snapshot interval. It is also assumed that the UWA channel is quasi-stationary
during each snapshot interval. For the kth snapshot interval of duration Ts, the DPS
Sˇ
(k)
yy (f, t) of the measured UWA channel can be computed as
Sˇ(k)yy (f, t) =
N∑
n=1
[
c(k)n
]2
δ(f − f (k)n ) (E.1)
for t ∈ [tk, tk+1) and k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , K − 1. The time interval tk is defined as
tk = t0+kTs and t0 equals Ts/2. The parameterK denotes the number of snapshots
intervals, and thus, the measurement duration Tmes is determined by Tmes = KTs.
The parameters c(k)n and f
(k)
n denote, respectively, the path gain and Doppler shift of
the nth received multipath component for the kth snapshot. The quantity N stands
for the number of multipath components in each snapshot. The proof of (E.1) is
provided in the Appendix.
B. Complex Channel Gain
In this paper, we adopt a channel simulation model with complex channel gain
µ˜(t) based on a sum-of-cisoids uncorrelated scattering (SOCUS) model [4], which
is an appropriate channel model for a large class of wideband measured channels un-
der non-isotropic scattering conditions. However, unlike the conventional SOCUS
model, the channel gains are time-variant. In the proposed simulation model, for
each Doppler shift fn, we compute time-continuous gains c
(k)
n (t) between two con-
secutive snapshot intervals. The complex channel gain µ˜(t) of the non-stationary
simulation model can be obtained by µ˜(t) =
∑K−1
k=0 µ˜
(k)(t), where the kth complex
channel gain µ˜(k)(t) is given by
µ˜(k)(t) =
N ′∑
n=1
c(k)n (t)e
j(2pifnt+θn) (E.2)
for t ∈ [tk, tk+1), where the range of Doppler frequencies fn are obtained from the
measurement data, and the phase shifts θn are unknown and will consequently be
modelled as random variables with uniform distribution over (0, 2pi]. The parameter
N ′ denotes the number of cisoids in the simulation model. The time-variant path
gain c(k)n (t) corresponds to the kth snapshot and interpolates the values between two
consecutive and constant gains c(k)n and c
(k+1)
n , which can be computed by [3, Eq.
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(6.207)]
c(k)n (t) =
c
(k)
n + c
(k+1)
n
2
+
c
(k)
n − c(k+1)n
2
cos
(
pi(t− tk)
Ts
)
(E.3)
for t ∈ [tk, tk+1). Note that if t = tk, then c(k)n (t) = c(k)n and if t = tk+1, then
c
(k)
n (t) = c
(k+1)
n .
C. The Spectrogram of the Simulation Model
The spectrogram S˜yy(f, t) of the simulation model can be obtained by applying
the concept of the spectrogram presented in [5]. The spectrogram has been widely
used for analyzing time-variant signals and both stationary and non-stationary pro-
cesses. In addition, the spectrogram provides variation of the spectral density of a
signal (or stochastic process) over time. The spectrogram of a time-varying signal
is computed by dividing the signal into overlapping shorter signals and then com-
puting the squared absolute value of the Fourier transform of the short-time signal.
However, the spectrogram suffers from a term named cross-term, which is time-
variant and depends on the phases. More detailed analysis of the spectrogram can
be found in [5]. Let h(t) denote an even and positive window function of the form
h(t) =
1√
T
rect
(
t
T
)
=
{
1√
T
, if − T
2
≤ t ≤ T
2
,
0, otherwise,
(E.4)
where the parameter T stands for the window length and the function rect(·) is the
rectangular function. The energy of the window function h(t) has been normalized
to unity, i.e.,
∫∞
−∞ h
2(t)dt = 1. The short-time Fourier transform (STFT) Y˜ (f, t) of
y˜(t′, t) = µ˜(t′)h(t′ − t) is given by
Y˜ (f, t) =
∞∫
−∞
y˜(t′, t)e−j2pift
′
dt′=
∞∫
−∞
µ˜(t′)h(t′ − t)e−j2pift′dt′
=
1√
T
∞∫
−∞
K−1∑
k=0
N ′∑
n=1
c(k)n (t
′)e−j[2pi(f−fn)t
′−θn]rect
(
t′ − t
T
)
dt′
=
√
T
K−1∑
k=0
N ′∑
n=1
c(k)n (f) ∗ sinc[(f − fn)T ] e−j[2pi(f−fn)t−θn] (E.5)
in which the function sinc(·) is the sinc function and the symbol (∗) denotes the
convolutional operator. Note that the window function h(t′) is centred at time t.
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The spectrogram S˜yy(f, t) of the simulation model is finally obtained as
S˜yy(f, t) =
∣∣∣Y˜ (f, t)∣∣∣2 = T K−1∑
k=0
N ′∑
n=1
[
c(k)n (f)
]2 ∗ sinc2[(f − fn)T ]
+ T
K−1∑
k=0
N ′∑
n=1
K−1∑
l=1
l 6=k
N ′∑
m=1
c(k)n (f)c
(l)
m (f) ∗ sinc[(f − fn)T ]
· sinc[(f − fm)T ] e−j[2pi(fn−fm)t+θn−θm] (E.6)
The spectrogram S˜yy(f, t) in (E.6) reduces to [5, Eq. (11)] if T → ∞ and channel
gains are constant, i.e., c(k)n (t) = cn.
D. Characteristic Quantities
In analogy to [3, Eqs. (7.155) and (7.156)], the time-variant average Doppler
shift B˜(1)yy (t) and the time-variant delay spread B˜
(2)
yy (t) of the SOCUS simulation
model are defined by the first moment of the spectrogram S˜yy(f, t) and the square
root of the second central moment of the spectrogram S˜yy(f, t) as
B˜(1)yy (t) =
∞∫
−∞
f S˜yy(f, t) df
∞∫
−∞
S˜yy(f, t) df
(E.7)
and
B˜(2)yy (t) =
√√√√√√√√
∞∫
−∞
f 2 S˜yy(f, t) df
∞∫
−∞
S˜yy(f, t) df
−
(
B˜
(1)
yy (t)
)2
(E.8)
respectively. Analogously, the time-variant average Doppler shift Bˇ(1)yy (t) and the
time-variant delay spread Bˇ(2)yy (t) of the measured UWA channel can be computed
by
Bˇ(1)yy (t) =
∑N
n=1 f
(k)
n
[
c
(k)
n
]2
∑N
n=1
[
c
(k)
n
]2 (E.9)
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and
Bˇ(2)yy (t) =
√√√√√√
∑N
n=1
[
f
(k)
n c
(k)
n
]2
∑N
n=1
[
c
(k)
n
]2 − (Bˇ(1)yy (t))2 (E.10)
respectively for t ∈ [tk, tk+1). To study the influence of the parameter N ′ on the
performance of the channel simulator, two error functions E(1)(N ′) and E(2)(N ′)
are considered as
E(1)(N ′) =
1
Tmes
Tmes∫
0
∣∣∣B˜(1)yy (t)− Bˇ(1)yy (t)∣∣∣2 dt (E.11)
and
E(2)(N ′) =
1
Tmes
Tmes∫
0
∣∣∣B˜(2)yy (t)− Bˇ(2)yy (t)∣∣∣2 dt (E.12)
respectively.
III. MEASUREMENT SCENARIO
To obtain the experimental data, we launched a measurement campaign in West
Lake, Hanoi, Vietnam, in June 2016. The measured data was used as a starting
point for computing the time-variant DPS Sˇyy(f, t) of UWA channel. The water
depth was about 2.5 m and the transducer and hydrophone were secured at a depth
of 1.5 m. The single-input single-output (SISO) channel measurements were per-
formed at a carrier frequency of 12 kHz and a signal bandwidth of 4 kHz. The
measurement data was collected for two different scenarios. In the first measure-
ment scenario, the initial distance between the receiver and the transmitter was
50 m. Then, the receiver moved away from the fixed transmitter at a speed of about
vR = 0.5 m/s and stopped after travelling 50 m. In the second measurement sce-
nario, the receiver was 100 m away from the fixed transmitter. Then, the receiver
moved towards the transmitter at a speed of about vR = 0.5 m/s and stopped after
passing 50 m.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we analyse the statistical properties of the measured UWA channel.
Our aim is to develop a non-stationary channel simulation model based on measured
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DPSs. The performance of the channel simulator has been analyzed by comparing
its statistical quantities, including the time-variant average Doppler shift and time-
variant Doppler spread, with the corresponding statistical quantities of the measured
UWA channel.
The UWA channel has been measured byK = 20 snapshots for the first scenario
with a snapshot interval of Ts = 5 s. Hence, the measurement duration Tmes of
the first scenario was 100 s. In the second scenario, the channel was measured by
K = 24 snapshots, each one again with the snapshot interval of Ts = 5 s, i.e., the
measurement duration was equal to Tmes = 120 s.
From the results shown in Figs. E.1 and E.2, we can conclude that by increasing
the number of cisoids N ′, the error functions in (E.11) and (E.12) decrease. As a
trade-off between complexity and accuracy, the number of cisoids N ′ in the simu-
lation setup has been set to 80 . The window size T of the spectrogram has been set
to 5 s.
Fig. E.3 shows the obtained DPS Sˇµµ(f, t) =
∑K−1
k=0 Sˇ
(k)
µµ (f, t) of the first sce-
nario, where negative Doppler frequencies can be observed as expected, because the
receiver moves away from the transmitter. As can be seen in this figure, there are
strong variations of the gains c(k)n from one snapshot interval to the next. To address
this non-stationary behavior, as stated in Sect. II-B, we propose time-continuous
channel gains for the simulation model. Fig. E.4 shows the spectrogram S˜µµ(f, t)
of the non-stationary time-continuous simulation model for the first scenario, where
a similar trend as for the DPS Sˇµµ(f, t) of the measured UWA channel can be ob-
served. Similar results have been achieved by comparing the DPS of the mea-
sured UWA channel and the spectrogram of the simulation model of the second
scenario, which have been presented in Figs. E.5 and E.6, respectively, where posi-
tive Doppler shifts can be observed.
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Figure E.1: Evaluation of the error function E(1)(N ′) in (E.11) as a function of the number
of cisoids N ′.
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Figure E.2: Evaluation of the error function E(2)(N ′) in (E.12) as a function of the number
of cisoids N ′.
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Figure E.3: Time-variant DPS Sˇµµ(f, t) of the measured UWA channel (first scenario).
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Figure E.4: The spectrogram S˜µµ(f, t) of the simulation model (first scenario).
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Figure E.5: Time-variant DPS Sˇµµ(f, t) of the measured UWA channel (second scenario).
Figure E.6: The spectrogram S˜µµ(f, t) of the simulation model (second scenario).
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Figure E.7: Time-variant average Doppler shift (first scenario).
The results of the assessment show an excellent match between the measured
UWA channel and the corresponding simulation model with respect to the time-
variant average Doppler shifts B(1)yy (t) obtained for the first scenario and second
scenario, as illustrated in Figs. E.7 and E.8, respectively. As can be seen, unlike sta-
tionary channels, the average Doppler shifts change considerably during the mea-
surement duration Tmes.
Fig. E.9 shows a comparison between the time-variant Doppler spread B˜(2)yy (t)
of the simulation model and that of the measured UWA channel of the first scenario
according to (E.8) and (E.10), respectively. With reference to this figure, the time-
variant Doppler spread of the simulation model follows closely that of the measured
UWA channel.
We also analysed the time-variant Doppler spread of the UWA channel for the
second scenario as depicted in Fig. E.10. As can be seen, a good match has been
achieved between the measured UWA channel and the simulation model.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a non-stationary time-continuous simulation model
for UWA channels by means of measured DPS. We have used an approach to com-
pute time-continuous path gains for the simulation model. The DPS, time-variant
average Doppler shift, and time-variant Doppler spread of the channel simulator
have been matched to the corresponding quantities of the measured UWA channel.
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Figure E.8: Time-variant average Doppler shift (second scenario).
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Figure E.9: Time-variant Doppler spread (first scenario).
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Figure E.10: Time-variant Doppler spread (second scenario).
It has been shown that the new channel model provides an excellent fit to measured
UWA channels.
APPENDIX A
This Appendix presents the proof of (E.1). The UWA channel is excited by the
signal x(t) described by an amplitude A, a carrier frequency fc, and a phase θ as
x(t) = Ae j(2pifct+θ). (E.13)
We assume that the UWA channel is quasi-stationary during each snapshot, and its
time-variant channel impulse response hˇ(k)(τ ′, t) can be presented by
hˇ(k)(τ ′, t) =
N∑
n=1
c(k)n e
j(2pif
(k)
n t+θn)δ(τ ′ − τ ′n) (E.14)
for k = 0, 1, . . . , K − 1. The parameter τ ′n stands for the propagation delay of the
nth received component. The received signal y(k)(t) of the kth snapshot can be
computed as
y(k)(t) =
∞∫
0
x(t− τ ′)hˇ(k)(τ ′, t)dτ ′
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= A
∞∫
0
e j[2pifc(t−τ
′)+θ]
N∑
n=1
c(k)n e
j(2pif
(k)
n t+θn)δ(τ ′ − τ ′n)dτ ′
= Ae j(2pifct+θ)
N∑
n=1
c(k)n e
j(2pif
(k)
n t+θn)
∞∫
0
e −j2pifcτ
′
δ(τ ′ − τ ′n)dτ ′
= x(t) ·
N∑
n=1
c(k)n e
j(2pif
(k)
n t+θn)e −j2pifcτ
′
n . (E.15)
The ACF rˇ(k)yy (τ) of y(k)(t) can be computed by
rˇ(k)yy (τ) =< y
(k)∗(t)y(k)(t+ τ) >
=< x∗(t)x(t+ τ) ·
N∑
n=1
c(k)n e
−j(2pif (k)n t+θn)e +j2pifcτ
′
n
×
N∑
m=1
c(k)m e
j[2pif
(k)
m (t+τ)+θm]e −j2pifcτ
′
m > (E.16)
where the operator < · > denotes the time average operator. If n 6= m, then the
ACF rˇ(k)yy (τ) = 0, and if n = m, then the ACF rˇ
(k)
yy (τ) can be obtained as
rˇ(k)yy (τ) = |A|2 e j2pifcτ
N∑
n=1
[
c(k)n
]2
e j2pif
(k)
n τ = |A|2
N∑
n=1
[
c(k)n
]2
e j2pi(fc+f
(k)
n )τ .
(E.17)
The DPS Sˇ(k)yy (f) of the measured channel of the kth snapshot can be obtained by
taking the Fourier transform of the ACF rˇ(k)yy (τ) with respect to τ which results in
Sˇ(k)yy (f) = |A|2
N∑
n=1
[
c(k)n
]2
δ(f − fc − f (k)n ) . (E.18)
Finally, the time-variant DPS of the measured UWA channel after normalizing with
respect to the amplitude squared |A|2 and the carrier frequency fc can be presented
by
Sˇ(k)yy (f, t) =
N∑
n=1
[
c(k)n
]2
δ(f − f (k)n ) (E.19)
for t ∈ [tk, tk+1).
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Design and Analysis of a One-Dimensional Sea
Surface Simulator Using the Sum-of-Sinusoids
Principle
Meisam Naderi and Matthias Pa¨tzold
Abstract — Simulators for sea surface waves are useful for many prac-
tical applications, such as the construction of offshore structures and ocean
surface animations. This paper studies three methods for the design of one-
dimensional sea surface waves simulators with given wave spectra using the
sum-of-sinusoids (SOS) principle. The wave spectrum provides insight into
important statistical properties of the sea surface waves, such as the autocor-
relation function (ACF) of the sea surface waves, significant wave height, and
the moments of the spectrum. The sea surface simulator is designed by ap-
plying the concept of deterministic channel modelling on two main classical
wave spectra, namely the Pierson-Moskowitz (PM) model and JOint North Sea
WAve Project (JONSWAP) model. For the parametrization of the sea surface
simulator, we adopt three well-known parameter computation methods: the
Lp-norm method (LPNM), method of equal distances (MED), and the method
of equal areas (MEA). A good match between the given sea surface models
and the corresponding simulation model is achieved with respect to the main
statistical properties of the sea surface waves. It is shown that for a given num-
ber of sinusoids, the LPNM and the MEA have almost the same performance,
whereas the MED results in a sea surface waves simulator that suffers from a
relatively small period.
Keywords—Sea surface modelling, Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum, JONSWAP
spectrum, sea surface waves simulator, spectral moments.
I. INTRODUCTION
Sea surface simulation is a popular research topic in ocean engineering [10] and
computer graphics [5]. Sea surface waves greatly enhance the flux of energy and
momentum between the atmosphere and the sea. A detailed knowledge of the statis-
tics of the sea waves is important for the construction of coastal works like offshore
structures [9] and for animating games and movies [7]. Thus, a realistic simulation
model for sea surface waves is of great interest.
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Moreover, the temporal elevation of the sea surface causes backscatterer sig-
nals influencing the Doppler frequency spectrum of acoustic underwater waves. To
design more realistic channel models for acoustic underwater communications, ac-
curate simulation models for the sea surface dynamics are required, which capture
the temporal elevation of the sea surface. A proper approach is to model the sea
surface waves by a random process with a specified wave spectrum, such as the
Pierson-Moskowitz (PM) spectrum [17] and JOint North Sea WAve Project (JON-
SWAP) spectrum [6].
The kinetic energy of random waves is represented by the wave spectrum, which
plays a key role in the analysis of the statistical properties of sea surface wave
processes. The energy contained in the waves is defined by the energy density per
unit area of the horizontal sea surface. The wave spectrum is of central importance
for the characterization of ocean waves and gives insight into the distribution of the
wave energy as a function of the wave frequencies. One source of irregularity of
sea surface waves is the local wind. The wind-generated waves mix with the swell
on the sea surface, which can be identified in the wave spectrum.
A few approaches exist in the literature to simulate the sea surface waves. The
approaches can be classified as physical and parametric/spectral methods. In gen-
eral, physical approaches (e.g., [1,4,21]) aiming to solve the wave equations are too
complex to find analytical solutions. In contrast, parametric/spectral approaches
(e.g., [3, 5]) are appropriate to model the periodic motion of the sea surface eleva-
tion in deep water environments.
In [5], a method has been presented in which an adaptive spectrum sampling
technique has been applied for determining the sea surface model parameters. This
study considered only a limited frequency range and selected waves that are the
most typical representatives of the wave spectrum. A real-time additive sound syn-
thesis method applied to the sea surface wave modelling has been described in [20].
In this paper, the sea waves have been considered as partials of a sound by transpos-
ing the frequency and time domains to the wavenumber domain. In [8], a real-time
simulation model has been proposed based on the sum-of-sinusoids (SOS) principle
for the simulation of sea surface waves characterized by a given wave spectrum.
In this paper, we present three methods to design a one-dimensional sea sur-
face waves simulator based on the SOS principle. This paper aims to exploit some
techniques used in the area of the mobile radio channel modelling for simulating
sea surface waves. For the design of a sea surface simulator, we need to compute
the model parameters, which are the wave amplitudes, wave frequencies, and phase
shifts. In this paper, parameters of the sea surface waves simulator have been deter-
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mined by means of the Lp-norm method (LPNM) [15], method of equal distances
(MED) [14], and the method of equal areas (MEA) [14]. Assuming the PM and
JONSWAP spectra, the main statistical properties of the sea surface waves refer-
ence model are compared with those of the sea surface waves simulator. A good
fitting between the reference model and the simulation model has been achieved
with respect to the ACF, distribution of the sea surface elevation, and the moments
of the PM and JONSWAP spectra.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the PM and JON-
SWAP spectra are presented. Section III describes the proposed simulation model
for sea surface waves. The statistical properties of the reference model and the
simulation model are derived in Section IV. In Section V, the utilized parameter
computation methods are briefly reviewed and applied on the PM and JONSWAP
spectra. The numerical results are illustrated in Section VI. Finally, the conclusions
are drawn in Section VII.
II. PARAMETRIC SEA SURFACE SPECTRA
The PM and JONSWAP models are two non-symmetric parametric models of
the sea surface spectrum. From systems theory, it follows that the sea surface spec-
trum must be real and even, i.e., Sµµ(ω) = S∗µµ(−ω) to obtain real-valued sea
surface waves. However, non-symmetric spectra are preferred in experimental prac-
tice [11]. In this paper, we introduce a symmetrical PM (JONSWAP) spectrum by
mirroring the original PM (JONSWAP) model with respect to the y-axis. To have
the same energy level as the one for the non-symmetric spectra, we divide the sym-
metrical spectra by two.
In the PM model, the wave spectrum is a function of the wind speed and the
wave frequency. For a fully-developed sea, the symmetrical PM spectrum model is
given by
Sµµ(ω) =
αg2
2 |ω|5 e
−β
( g
ωU
)4
, −∞ < ω < +∞ (F.1)
where α = 0.0081, β = 0.74 and the symbol ω stands for the sea wave frequency
(in rad·Hz). The parameters U and g denote the wind speed (in m/s) and the gravity
acceleration (in m/s2), respectively. Fig. F.1 illustrates the PM spectrum for positive
frequencies ω in terms of different wind speeds.
The JONSWAP spectrum is an empirical model, which was established during
the joint research project called the joint north sea wave project. The JONSWAP
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Figure F.1: The symmetrical PM spectrum Sµµ(ω) for ω > 0.
spectrum is an extension of the PM spectrum for fetch-limited seas. The symmetri-
cal JONSWAP spectrum is given by
Sµµ(ω) =
αJg
2
2 |ω|5 e
− 5
4(
ωp
ω )
4
γ e
− (|ω|−ωp)
2
2σ2Jω
2
p
, −∞ < ω < +∞ (F.2)
where αJ = 0.076 (U2/Fg)
0.22, in which F is the fetch defined as the distance over
which the wind blows with constant velocity. The symbol ωp = 22 (g2/FU)
1/3 is
the peak wave frequency, which is also called the modal frequency. The parameter
γ is the so-called peak enhancement factor. Its default value is γ = 3.3. The symbol
σJ is a measure of the width of the spectral peak. Typical values of the parameter σJ
are 0.07 on the low frequency side (|ω| ≤ ωp) and 0.09 on the high side (|ω| > ωp).
The JONSWAP spectrum is shown in Fig. F.2 for different wind speeds.
From systems theory, it follows that the sea surface spectrum must be real and
even, i.e., Sµµ(ω) = S∗µµ(−ω) to obtain real-valued sea surface waves. However,
non-symmetric spectra are preferred in experimental practice [11].
III. PROPOSED SEA SURFACE MODEL
By using Rice’s SOS [18, 19], the sea surface waves can be modeled as a superpo-
sition of sine waves. In this paper, we propose a simulation model for sea surface
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Figure F.2: The symmetrical JONSWAP spectrum Sµµ(ω) for ω > 0.
waves described by a stochastic SOS process µˆ(t) of the form
µˆ(t) =
N∑
n=1
cn cos(ωnt+ θn) (F.3)
where N is the number of sinusoids. The symbol cn stands for the nth wave ampli-
tude (in m). The symbols ωn and θn denote the wave frequency (in rad·Hz) and the
phase shift of the nth sea surface wave, respectively. In Section. V, three methods
are described for the computation of constant values for the wave amplitudes cn
and the wave frequencies ωn. The phase shifts θn are modelled by independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables, which are supposed to be uniformly
distributed over the interval (0, 2pi].
IV. THE STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF THE SEA SURFACE WAVES
In this section, we study the main statistical properties of the PM and JONSWAP
spectra, which serve as reference models, and those of the corresponding simulation
model.
A. Statistical Properties of the Reference Model
The ACF rµµ(τ) is obtained by taking the inverse Fourier transform of the (sym-
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metrical) spectrum Sµµ(ω) with respect to the wave frequency ω, i.e,
rµµ(τ) =
1
pi
∫ ∞
0
Sµµ(ω) cos(ωτ) dω (F.4)
where the symbol τ denotes the time separation variable. In this paper, the sea
surface sea process is considered to be a narrowband process, meaning that the
energy of the waves spectrum is concentrated within a narrow frequency range. In
analogy to [12], the symmetrical PM spectrum can be formulated as
Sµµ(ω) =
A
2 |ω|5 e
−
B
ω4 , −∞ < ω < +∞ (F.5)
where A = αg2 and B = β(g/U)4. By using the wave spectrum given in (F.5), the
moments mj can be expressed by
mj =
∫ ∞
−∞
ωjSµµ(ω)dω (F.6a)
m0 =
A
4B
(F.6b)
m1 = 0 (F.6c)
m2 =
√
piA
4
√
B
(F.6d)
where the zeroth moment m0 is the area under the spectrum, which is related to the
significant wave height Hs. For a narrowband spectrum, the significant wave height
Hs is approximately four times the square root of the zeroth moment, i.e.,
Hs = 4
√
m0 = 2
√
A
B
. (F.7)
For a narrowband spectrum, the maximum wave height H follows approximately
the Rayleigh distribution [2]. Therefore, the distribution pH(x) of the maximum
wave height H can be approximated by [12, Eq. (2.71)]
pH(x) =
2x
R
e−x
2/R, if x > 0 (F.8)
in which R = 8m0. The average wave height H¯ can be determined as [12, Eq.
(2.72)]
H¯ =
∫ ∞
0
x
(
2x
R
e−x
2/R
)
dx =
√
piR
2
. (F.9)
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Hence, by using R = 8m0 = 2A/B, the average wave height H¯ equals H¯ =√
pi A/(2B). The ratio of the significant waveHs height to the average wave height
H¯ can be computed as
Hs/H¯ =
√
8
pi
= 1.6 . (F.10)
The modal frequency ωp of the PM spectrum is given by [12, Eq. (2.63)]
ωp = 0.4
√
g
Hs
. (F.11)
The JONSWAP spectrum cannot be formulated like the PM spectrum in (F.5). Thus,
we have to compute the corresponding characteristic quantities numerically. The
numerical results are presented in Table. F.2. However, the total energy of the JON-
SWAP spectrum can be expressed in closed form by
m0 = 1.67× 10−7U
2F
g
. (F.12)
B. Statistical Properties of the Sea Surface Waves Simulator
The ACF rˆµµ(τ) of the stochastic SOS process µˆ(t) can be computed as
rˆµµ(τ) = E {µˆ∗(t)µˆ(t+ τ)} =
N∑
n=1
c2n
2
cos(ωnτ) (F.13)
where E{·} denotes the expected value operator, which has to be applied on the
random phases θn. It should be noted that the ACF rˆµµ(τ) in (F.13) depends on
the number of sinusoids N , the wave amplitudes cn, and the wave frequencies ωn,
but not on the phases θn. The spectral density Sˆµµ(ω) of the sea surface waves
simulator is obtained computed by taking the Fourier transform of the ACF rˆµµ(τ)
with respect to the variable τ , which results in
Sˆµµ(ω) =
pi
2
N∑
n=1
c2n [δ(ω − ωn) + δ(ω + ωn)] . (F.14)
Analogously to (F.6a), the moments mˆj of the spectrum Sˆµµ(ω) can be computed
by using
mˆj =
∫ ∞
−∞
ωjSˆµµ(ω)dω . (F.15)
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For instance, the first three moments of the spectrum Sˆµµ(ω) are given by
mˆ0 = pi
N∑
n=1
c2n (F.16a)
mˆ1 = 0 (F.16b)
mˆ2 = pi
N∑
n=1
(ωncn)
2 . (F.16c)
By replacing m0 by mˆ0 in (F.7) and (F.9), the significant wave height Hˆs and the
average wave height ˆ¯H of the sea surface simulator can be expressed as
Hˆs = 4
√√√√pi N∑
n=1
c2n (F.17)
and
ˆ¯H =
√√√√2 pi2 N∑
n=1
c2n (F.18)
respectively.
The distribution pˆµ(x) of the stochastic process µˆ(t) with random phases θn is
given by [16, Eq. (32)]
pˆµ(x) = 2
∫ ∞
0
[
N∏
n=1
J0(2picnν)
]
cos(2piνx)dν (F.19)
where J0(·) denotes the zeroth-order Bessel function of the first kind. It should be
mentioned that the distribution pˆµ(x) depends only on the number of sinusoids N
and the gains cn. If the gain cn are chosen as cn =
√
m0/(piN), then it follows
from the central limit theorem that the distribution pˆµ(x) approaches the normal
distribution with zero mean and variance σˆ2 = mˆ0/(2pi) if N tends to infinity.
V. THE UTILIZED PARAMETER COMPUTATION METHODS
In this section, we represent the three utilized parameter computation methods,
namely the LPNM [15], MED [14], and the MEA [14]. The objective is to compute
the wave amplitudes cn and the wave frequencies ωn such that the ACF rˆµµ(τ) of
the sea surface waves simulator matches the ACF rµµ(τ) of the reference model
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described by the PM and JONSWAP spectra.
A. LPNM
For the parametrization of the sea surface waves simulator, we first apply the
LPNM [15], which is widely used in the area of mobile radio channel modelling.
The application of the LPNM on the given parametrization problem requires the
minimization of the following error function
Ep =
 1
τmax
τmax∫
0
|rµµ(τ)− rˆµµ(τ)|pdτ

1
p
(F.20)
where p is a positive integer, and τmax defines an appropriate time-lag interval
[0, τmax] over which the approximation of rµµ(τ) is of interest. After the mini-
mization of Ep by using numerical optimization techniques, we obtain a set {ωoptn }
of optimized wave frequencies. In the literature, the sea surface waves have been re-
ported to follow a zero-mean Gaussian process in deep water [12]. For a given finite
value of N , it was shown in [16] that the closest match to the Gaussian distribution
can be achieved if all wave amplitudes cn have the same value cn =
√
m0/(pi N).
Therefore, we only need to compute the parameters ωn by sunstituting (F.4) and
(F.13) in (F.20) and optimizing ωn such that the error norm Ep results in a mini-
mum.
B. MED
By using the MED [14], any pair of adjacent discrete wave frequencies ωn have
the same Euclidean distance, which can be achieved by defining ωn as
ωn =
∆ω
2
(2n− 1), n = 1, 2, ..., N (F.21)
where ∆ω = ωmax/N denotes the distance between two adjacent discrete wave
frequencies, i.e., ∆ω = ωn − ωn−1 for n = 2, 3, ..., N . The parameter ωmax stands
for the maximum wave frequency, where the wave spectrum is unequal to zero. The
wave amplitudes cn are determined as
cn =
√
1
pi
∫
ω∈In
Sµµ(ω) dω (F.22)
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in which the frequency intervals In are defined as
In =
[
ωn − ∆ω
2
, ωn +
∆ω
2
)
, n = 1, 2, ..., N. (F.23)
By substituting (F.22) in (F.13), one can easily prove that rˆµµ(τ) −→ rµµ(τ) holds
as N −→ ∞. Concerning the periodicity property of µˆ(t) [13, p. 151], we need to
compute the greatest common divisor (gcd) of the discrete wave frequencies, which
is equal to
ω0 = gcd{ωn}Nn=1 =
∆ω
2
=
ωmax
2N
. (F.24)
Thus, by using the MED, µˆ(t) is periodic with period T0 = 2pi/ω0 = 4piN/ωmax.
The fact that the period T0 is proportional to N is the major disadvantage of the
MED.
C. MEA
The MEA, which was first presented in [14], chooses the wave frequencies ωn
such that the area under the wave spectrum Sµµ(ω) is equal to m0/(2N) within the
wave frequency range ωn−1 < ω ≤ ωn, i.e.,∫ ωn
ωn−1
Sµµ(ω) dω =
m0
2N
for n = 1, 2, ..., N (F.25)
where ω0 = 0. To compute the discrete wave frequencies ωn, we define an auxiliary
function Gµ(ωn) as
Gµ(ωn) =
∫ ωn
−∞
Sµµ(ω) dω. (F.26)
In the case of a symmetrical wave spectrum, Gµ(ωn) can be expressed in the form
Gµ(ωn) =
m0
2
(
1 +
n
N
)
. (F.27)
If the inverse function of Gµ, denoted by G−1µ , exists, the wave frequencies ωn can
be computed as
ωn = G
−1
µ
[m0
2
(
1 +
n
N
)]
. (F.28)
In [13, p. 205], it is shown that by replacing n by n − 1/2, we can improve the
performance of the MEA. Thus, by applying the substitution n→ n− 1/2, we can
rewrite (F.28) as
ωn = G
−1
µ
[
m0
2
(
1 +
2n− 1
2N
)]
. (F.29)
Like the LPNM, the wave amplitudes cn have the same value, which are given by
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cn =
√
m0/(pi N).
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In the following we compute the sets of the model parameter P = {cn, ωn, N}
by applying the three parameter computation methods presented in Section V. In
our simulation setup, the number of sinusoids has been set to N = 40. For the
JONSWAP spectrum, the fetch F and the peak enhancement factor γ have been set
to F = 100 km and γ = 3.3, respectively.
Figs. F.3 and F.4 show the resulting ACFs rˆµµ(τ) of the sea surface waves sim-
ulator designed by the MEA for the symmetrical PM and JONSWAP spectra, re-
spectively. As can be seen, there is an excellent fitting between the ACFs of the
reference models and those of the simulation model.
Sample functions of the sea surface process µˆ(t), which have been generated us-
ing the sea surface waves simulator designed by using the MEA for the PM and the
JONSWAP spectra with U = 10 m/s are illustrated in Figs. F.5 and F.6, respectively.
Figs. F.7 and F.8 show the distribution pˆµ(x) of the sea surface wave process
µˆ(t) designed by using the MEA for the given PM and JONSWAP spectra. Our
results show that a good fitting between the analytical model and the simulation
model can be achieved with respect to the distribution of the sea surface elevation.
The individual curves can hardly be distinguished from each other in Figs. F.7 and
F.8. As can be seen from both figures, the distribution of the simulated sea surface
elevation follows closely the Gaussian distribution.
The distribution pH(x) of the maximum wave heightH of the sea surface waves
simulator designed by using the MEA assuming the PM spectrum is shown in
Fig. F.9. With reference to the results illustrated in Fig. F.9, one can see that the
distribution pH(x) of the maximum wave height H follows closely the Rayleigh
distribution for large values of x. The reason for the poor fitting between theory
and simulation for medium and low values of x is that the analytical expression pre-
sented in (F.8) is an approximation for the distribution of the maximum sea-wave
heights.
In case of the PM spectrum, Table F.1 compares the statistical properties of
the sea surface waves, such as the moments, significant wave height Hs, average
wave height H¯ , and the period T0 of the reference model with the corresponding
statistical quantities of the simulation model designed by the different parameter
computation methods. The same comparison is shown in Table F.2 assuming the
JONSWAP spectrum. Although all methods have a relatively good performance in
terms of the metrics presented in the tables, they have some specific advantages and
disadvantages. As mentioned in Section V-B, the relatively low period T0 of µˆ(t),
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Figure F.3: The ACF rˆµµ(τ) of sea surface waves simulator assuming the PM spectrum
designed by the MEA (N = 40) in comparison with the ACF rµµ(τ) of the reference
model.
which increases linearly withN , is the main drawback of the MED. Nevertheless, it
must be noted that the MED has a low computational complexity, and can be easily
adopted to determine the sea surface model parameters. The main disadvantage of
the MEA is the computation of the inverse function G−1µ in (F.28), which does not
exist for the PM and JONSWAP spectra. Thus, we have to determine the wave
frequencies ωn numerically. As can be observed from the tables, the performance
of the LPNM is slightly better than that of the other methods, but, the price to be
paid for this achievement is a considerable increase in numerical complexity.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed three methods for the design of a sea surface waves
simulator based on the SOS concept. We have employed three well-known param-
eter computation methods, namely the LPNM, MED, and the MEA, which have
widely been used in the area of mobile radio channel modelling. These methods
have been applied to compute the parameters of a sea surface waves simulator for
the case of the PM and JONSWAP spectra. The results of the assessment show an
excellent agreement between the main statistical properties of the sea surface waves
simulator designed by the three parameter computation methods and those of the
given reference model. It has been shown that the LPNM and the MEA have almost
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Figure F.5: Sample function of the sea surface waves process µˆ(t) designed by using the
MEA (N = 40) assuming the PM spectrum (U = 10 m/s).
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Figure F.6: Sample function of the sea surface waves process µˆ(t) designed by using the
MEA (N = 40) assuming the JONSWAP spectrum (U = 10 m/s).
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Figure F.7: The distribution pˆµ(x) of the sea surface waves process µˆ(t) designed by using
the MEA (N = 40) assuming the PM spectrum in comparison with the Gaussian distribu-
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Table F.1: Comparison of the sea surface wave properties of the simulation model designed
by the LPNM, MED, and MEA by using the PM spectrum (U = 15m/s).
Parameters PM spec-
trum
Simulation
model, LPNM
(N = 40)
Simulation
model, MED
(N = 40, ωmax =
8 rad·Hz)
Simulation
model, MEA
(N = 40)
Zeroth moment, m0 1.4405 1.4405 1.4405 1.4405
First moment, m1 0 0 0 0
Second moment,
m2
0.9388 0.9380 0.9366 0.9327
Forth moment, m4 1.8970 1.8990 1.9149 1.9189
Significant wave
height, Hs
4.8008 m 4.8008 m 4.8008 m 4.8008 m
Average wave
height, H¯
3.0084 m 3.0084 m 3.0084 m 3.008 m
Ratio of the signif-
icant wave height
to the average wave
height, Hs/H¯
1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6
Modal frequency ωp 0.5717 rad·Hz 0.5717 rad·Hz 0.5717 rad·Hz 0.5717 rad·Hz
Period, T0 ∞ Quasi∞ 4pi/∆ω = 62.84 s Quasi∞
Table F.2: Comparison of the sea surface wave properties of the simulation model designed
by the LPNM, MED, and MEA by using the JONSWAP spectrum (U = 15 m/s, F = 10 km,
γ = 3.3).
Parameters JONSWAP
spectrum
Simulation
model, LPNM
(N = 40)
Simulation
model, MED
(N = 40, ωmax =
8 rad·Hz)
Simulation
model, MEA
(N = 40)
Zeroth moment, m0 1.9794 1.9794 1.9794 1.9794
First moment, m1 0 0 0 0
Second moment,
m2
1.5882 1.5888 1.5894 1.5896
Forth moment, m4 3.6413 3.6464 3.6626 3.6665
Significant wave
height, Hs
5.6276 m 5.6276 m 5.6276 m 5.6276 m
Average wave
height, H¯
3.5266 m 3.5266 m 3.5266 m 3.5266 m
Ratio of the signif-
icant wave height
to the average wave
height, Hs/H¯
1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6
Modal frequency ωp 0.7056 rad·Hz 0.7056 rad·Hz 0.7056 rad·Hz 0.7056 rad·Hz
Period, T0 ∞ Quasi∞ 4pi/∆ω = 62.84 s Quasi∞
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the same performance, whereas the MED results in a sea surface waves simulator
that has a relatively small period.
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Performance Analysis of Alamouti-Coded OFDM
Systems Over Spatio-Temporally Correlated
Underwater Acoustic Channels
Meisam Naderi, Gulzaib Rafiq, and Matthias Pa¨tzold
Abstract — In this paper, we analyze the performance of Alamouti-coded
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) systems over time-varying
underwater acoustic (UWA) channels. A realistic UWA channel model has
been considered, which can be correlated in either time or space or simulta-
neously in both domains. An exact analytical expression for the bit error prob-
ability (BEP) is necessary to analyze accurately the performance of Alamouti-
coded OFDM systems over the spatio-temporally correlated UWA channel model.
Hence, by using this UWA channel model, an expression has been derived for
the BEP of Alamouti-coded OFDM systems assuming that the receiver knows
perfectly the channel state information. The BEPs of two special cases are also
studied, where the UWA channel is only correlated in either time or space. The
performance of the Alamouti-coded OFDM system over UWA channels has
been assessed for different maximum Doppler frequencies and antenna spac-
ings. All theoretical results are validated by system simulations.
Keywords—Underwater acoustic channels, bit error probability, Alamouti scheme,
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing, space time block coding.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multiple-input multiple-output orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (MIMO
OFDM) systems, which are very advantageous for band-limited underwater acous-
tic (UWA) channels, have been thoroughly investigated in recent years [6, 14].
Space-time block coding (STBC) techniques such as the Alamouti scheme [2] cou-
pled with OFDM provides more reliable communications with high data rate trans-
missions [3]. The application of the simple Alamouti scheme in UWA communica-
tion systems has been extensively studied in the literature [4, 7, 16]. For example,
in [7], a detection algorithm has been proposed for UWA communication systems
exploiting the Alamouti STBC scheme. In contrast, two different detection algo-
rithms have been proposed in [16] and [4] for UWA communication systems by
employing Alamouti space-frequency block coding (SFBC) techniques.
Manuscript submitted March 21, 2016.
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It is shown in [15] that the Alamouti scheme performs well if the channel re-
mains constant over the duration of an Alamouti codeword. Owing to the fact that
UWA channels cannot be assumed to be constant over the duration of two consecu-
tive OFDM blocks [7], there is a need to study the degradation effect of the temporal
correlation of UWA channels on the performance of Alamouti-coded OFDM sys-
tems for UWA communications. This effect has been investigated in [8–10] for
mobile radio communications over Rayleigh fading channels. It has been shown
in [8] by simulation and in [10] and [9] by theory that the performance of Alamouti
STBC OFDM systems depends on both the temporal correlation and the spatial cor-
relation of the 2-by-1 channel. For an accurate performance analysis of communica-
tion systems over spatio-temporally correlated UWA channels, the exact theoretical
expression for the bit error probability (BEP) is required.
In this paper, we first extend the UWA channel model developed in [11] with
respect to spatial selectivity. Then, we study the performance of Alamouti-coded
OFDM systems over the proposed UWA channel model, which is correlated in time
and space. The performance is assessed by taking into account that the UWA chan-
nel varies during two consecutive transmission time slots. Starting from the instan-
taneous output signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR), we derive a general
exact expression for the BEP. This expression is then used to study the performance
for several specific cases, where the channel is correlated in time or space or even in
both domains. The general expression is not limited to UWA channels. In fact, it can
also be used for analyzing the performance of any time-varying multipath Rayleigh
fading channel. It needs to mention that the detection scheme used in this paper is
different from those of the aforementioned in [8–10]. The obtained results allow us
to study the influence of the antenna spacing and maximum Doppler frequency on
the system performance. It will be shown that the performance of Alamouti-coded
OFDM systems depends greatly on the statistics of the UWA channel assessed at
the antenna spacing and symbol duration.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Sections II and III represent
the geometrical model and the therefrom derived UWA channel model, respec-
tively. In Section IV, the Alamouti scheme and the symbol detection method are
reviewed. The performance of Alamouti-coded OFDM systems over the proposed
UWA channel model is studied in Section V. In Section VI, some numerical results
are presented. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section VII.
II. THE GEOMETRICAL UWA MODEL
In this paper, we first extend the 1-by-1 UWA channel model presented in [11]
to a 2-by-1 channel to make it readily available for systems with two transmit
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Figure G.1: A geometrical scattering model for a UWA channel with NSi randomly dis-
tributed scatterers Si,n(•) (n = 1, 2, . . . , NSi ) on the surface (i = 1) and bottom (i = 2) of
the ocean.
antennas and one receiver antenna. Fig. G.1 presents the geometrical scattering
model for UWA communication channels assuming that the scatterers Si,n (n =
1, 2, . . . , NSi and i = 1, 2) are uniformly distributed on the surface (i = 1) and
bottom (i = 2) of the ocean between the transmitter and the receiver. Moreover,
single-bounce scattering is assumed, i.e., each transmitted acoustic signal arrives
at the receiver after a single bounce on the surface or bottom of the ocean. The
fixed transmitter Tx is positioned at yT1 and y
T
2 seen from the surface and bottom
of the ocean, respectively. Moreover, the transmitter Tx is equipped with two om-
nidirectional acoustic antennas separated by the antenna distance δT . The single
hydrophone receiver Rx is located at the distance yR1 and y
R
2 from the surface and
bottom of the ocean, respectively. We assume that the receiver Rx is moving with
constant velocity~vR in the direction determined by the angle-of-motion (AOM) αRv .
According to Fig. G.1, the distance along the x-axis between Tx and Rx is denoted
byD. The symbol αi,n(βi,n) denotes the angle-of-arrival (AOA) (angle-of-departure
(AOD)) of the nth path associated with the ocean’s surface (i = 1) and the bottom
(i = 2). The symbol α0 (β0) stands for the AOA (AOD) of the line-of-sight (LOS)
component. Finally, the parameter D0 denotes the total distance which the LOS
component travels from Tx to Rx.
III. UWA CHANNEL MODEL
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In this section, we present first the complex space-time variant channel transfer
function (STVCTF) of the UWA channel model, and then we study the correla-
tion functions of the UWA channel model required for the performance analysis of
MIMO-OFDM UWA communication systems.
A. The STVCTF of the UWA Channel Model
The function Hk1(f ′, yk, tm) represents the STVCTF of the transmission link
between the kth transmit antenna located at yk (k = 1, 2) and the single receive
antenna at the time slot tm (m = 1, 2). We assume that the real and imaginary parts
of Hk1(f ′, yk, tm) are uncorrelated, each having the variance σ20 . The STVCTFs
Hk1(f
′, yk, tm) can be presented by their envelopes Rp = |Hk1(f ′, yk, tm)| and
phases Θp = arg{Hk1(f ′, yk, tm)} for p = 1, 2, 3, and 4 as follows
H11(f
′, y1, t1) = R1ejΘ1 , H11(f ′, y1, t2) = R2ejΘ2
H21(f
′, y2, t1) = R3ejΘ3 , H21(f ′, y2, t2) = R4ejΘ4 . (G.1)
According to the geometrical model illustrated in Fig. G.1, the STVCTFHk1(f ′, yk, tm)
can be split into three parts. The first partH0,k(f ′, yk, tm) is associated with the LOS
component, whereas the second partH1,k(f ′, yk, tm) and the third partH2,k(f ′, yk, tm)
are determined by the scattered components from the surface and bottom of the
ocean, respectively. Thus, the STVCTF Hk1(f ′, yk, tm) can be expressed by
Hk1(f
′, yk, tm) =
2∑
i=0
Hi,k(f
′, yk, tm) (G.2)
where k = 1, 2 and m = 1, 2.
The LOS part H0,k(f ′, yk, tm) of the STVCTF is given by
H0,k(f
′, yk, tm) =
√
cR
1 + cR
c0 e
j[2pi(f0tm−f ′τ ′0)+θ0]e−j[
2pi
λ
D0,k] (G.3)
in which cR is the Rice factor, and the quantities c0, τ ′0, and θ0 denote the gain, delay,
and the phase shift of the LOS component, respectively. The parameter λ designates
the wavelength, which is determined by λ = cs/fc, where cs and fc are the speed
of sound and the central carrier frequency, respectively. The symbol D0,k stands for
the total distance which the transmitted signal travels from the kth transmit acoustic
antenna to the receiver hydrophone. This quantity is given by
D0,k = D0 − δT (3− 2k)
2
sin(β0), k = 1, 2. (G.4)
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The Doppler frequency f0 in (G.3) is determined by
f0 = f
R
max cos(α0 − αRv ) (G.5)
where fRmax is the maximum Doppler frequency associated with the receiver Rx.
The second partH1,k(f ′, yk, tm) and the third partH2,k(f ′, yk, tm) of the STVCTF
Hk1(f
′, yk, tm) in (G.2) are given by
Hi,k(f
′, yk, tm) =
1√
1 + cR
NSi∑
n=1
ci,n e
j[2pi(fi,ntm−f ′τ ′i,n)+θi,n]e−j[
2pi
λ
Di,n,k] (G.6)
for i = 1, 2, where ci,n, fi,n, τ ′i,n and θi,n, denote, respectively, the gains, Doppler
shifts, delays, and the phase shifts of the nth received component from the surface
(i = 1) and bottom (i = 2) of the ocean. The parameter Di,n,k stands for the total
distance which the transmitted signal travels from the kth transmit antenna to the
receive antenna after the interaction with the nth scatterer on the surface (i = 1)
and bottom (i = 2) of the ocean. This parameter can be expressed by
Di,n,k =
(−1)(i−1)yTi
sin(βi,n)
+
(−1)(i−1)yRi
sin(αi,n)
− δT (3− 2k)
2
sin(βi,n) (G.7)
for i, k = 1, 2 and n = 1, 2, . . . , NSi .
B. Correlation Functions of the UWA Channel Model
In this section, we define the correlation functions of the UWA channel model,
such as the space-time cross-correlation function (CCF), temporal autocorrelation
function (ACF), and the space CCF. The space-time CCF rHH(δT , τ) of the sub-
channels H11(f ′, y1, t1) and H21(f ′, y2, t2) is defined by
rHH(δT , τ) = E{H∗11(f ′, y1, t1) ·H21(f ′, y2, t2)} (G.8)
where ()∗ and E{·} represent the complex conjugate operation and the statistical
expectation operator, respectively. The quantity τ = t2 − t1 denotes the time sep-
aration variable and δT = y2 − y1 denotes the antenna spacing. According to the
generalized principle of deterministic channel modelling [13, pp. 418], a stochastic
simulation model can be derived by using only a finite number of scatterers Si,n and
placing them at fixed positions on the surface (i = 1) and the bottom (i = 2) of the
ocean. Without proof, we mention that the resulting space-time CCF rˆHH(δT , τ) of
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the simulation UWA channel model can be computed as
rˆHH(δT , τ)=
cR
1 + cR
c20e
j2pi[f0τ− δTλ sin(β0)] +
1
1 + cR
2∑
i=1
NSi∑
n=1
c2i,n e
j2pi[fi,n τ− δTλ sin(βi,n)].
(G.9)
For the parametrization of the channel simulator, i.e., obtaining the channel simula-
tor parameters including ci,n, fi,n, βi,n, and αi,n, we employ the parameter computa-
tion method, which is called the method of equally spaced scatterers (MESS) [11].
It should be noted that the temporal ACF rˆHH(τ) and the space CCF rˆHH(δT ) are
obtained from the space-time CCF rˆHH(δT , τ) by setting τ and δT to zero, respec-
tively, i.e., rˆHH(τ) = rˆHH(0, τ) and rˆHH(δT ) = rˆHH(δT , 0).
IV. REVIEW OF THE ALAMOUTI-CODED OFDM SYSTEM
As mentioned in Section II, in this paper, an OFDM system equipped with two
transmit antennas and one receive antenna is considered. A complex data symbol
pair (S1, S2) is encoded first by means of the Alamouti scheme, and then it is trans-
mitted over a UWA channel. The received symbols Y1 and Y2 at the time slots t1
and t2, respectively, can be expressed in matrix form as[
Y1
Y ∗2
]
=
[
H11(f
′, y1, t1) H21(f ′, y2, t1)
H∗21(f
′, y2, t2) −H∗11(f ′, y1, t2)
][
S1
S2
]
+
[
N1
N∗2
]
. (G.10)
where Nm denotes a zero-mean additive underwater noise component at the time
slot tm (m = 1, 2). Thus, we have equivalently
Y = HS+N (G.11)
in which H denotes the 2-by-2 channel matrix, and N is the noise vector. The
symbol S and Y are the transmitted symbol vector and received symbol vector,
respectively. Under the assumption that the receiver knows perfectly the channel
state information and there is no synchronization error, the symbol vector S can be
estimated as [1]
Sˆ = HHY = HHHS+HHN (G.12)
where HH is the conjugate transpose of the channel matrix H. Thus, the estimated
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symbols Sˆ1 and Sˆ2 at the output of the combiner can be expressed
Sˆ1 = [|H11(f ′, y1, t1)|2 + |H21(f ′, y2, t2)|2]S1 + [H∗11(f ′, y1, t1)H21(f ′, y2, t1)
−H∗11(f ′, y1, t2)H21(f ′, y2, t2)]S2 +H∗11(f ′, y1, t1)N1 +H21(f ′, xT2 , t2)N∗2
(G.13a)
Sˆ2 = [|H11(f ′, y1, t2)|2 + |H21(f ′, y2, t1)|2]S2 + [H11(f ′, y1, t1)H∗21(f ′, y2, t1)
−H11(f ′, y1, t2)H∗21(f ′, y2, t2)]S1 +H∗21(f ′, y2, t1)N1 −H11(f ′, y1, t2)N∗2
(G.13b)
As can be seen from (G.13a) and (G.13b), each estimated symbol experiences
intersymbol-interference (ISI). But, due to the fact that the space CCFs
E{H∗11(f ′, y1, t1)H21(f ′, y2, t1)} andE{H∗11(f ′, y1, t2)H21(f ′, y2, t2)} are equal,
no diversity order is lost in the system [1].
V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF ALAMOUTI-CODED OFDM SYSTEMS
In this section, we first analyze the instantaneous output SINR, and then we study
the BEP of the Alamouti-coded OFDM system over UWA channels.
A. The Instantaneous Output SINR
Due to the fact that the system model is symmetrical, the BEPs of S1 and S2
are equal. Thus, it is sufficient if we only focus on analyzing the BEP of S1. From
(G.13a), the instantaneous output SINR γΣ of S1 can be expressed as
γΣ =
(R21 +R
2
4)
2
(R1R3)2+(R2R4)2 − 2R1R2R3R4 cos(Θ3−Θ1+Θ2−Θ4)+2σ2n ·(R21 +R24)
(G.14)
in which 2σ2n represents the variance of the noise.
B. The Joint Probability Density Function of the Envelopes
An expression for the joint probability density function (PDF) of the envelopes
R1, R2, R3, and R4 is required for the performance analysis. In [9], the joint PDF
pR1R2R3R4(r1, r2, r3, r4) of four envelopes has been derived. The obtained expres-
sion (see [9, Eq. (16)]) is represented as
pR1R2R3R4(r1, r2, r3, r4) =
r1r2r3r4
(2pi)2E
e[−
A
2E
(r21+r
2
2+r
2
3+r
2
4)]
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2pi∫
0
2pi∫
0
e−
1
E
[Br3r4 cos(ϕ2)+Cr2r4 cos(ϕ1+ϕ2)+Dr2r3 cos(ϕ1)]I0
(r1
E
(
B2r22 +C
2r23 +D
2r24
+2[BCr2r3 cos(ϕ1)+BDr2r4 cos(ϕ1+ϕ2)+CDr3r4 cos(ϕ2)])
( 1
2
)
)
dϕ1dϕ2
(G.15)
where the symbols A, B, C, D, and E are given by [9, Eq. (13)]
A = 2ρTρxρx,T + σ
2
0(σ
4
0 − ρ2T − ρ2x − ρ2x,T ), (G.16a)
B = 2σ20ρxρx,T − ρT (σ40 − ρ2T + ρ2x + ρ2x,T ), (G.16b)
C = 2σ20ρTρx,T − ρx(σ40 + ρ2T − ρ2x + ρ2x,T ), (G.16c)
D = 2σ20ρTρx − ρx,T (σ40 + ρ2T + ρ2x − ρ2x,T ), (G.16d)
E = (σ40 − ρ2T )2 + (ρ2x − ρ2x,T )2 − 2(σ40 + ρ2T )(ρ2x + ρ2x,T ) + 8σ20ρTρxρx,T
(G.16e)
respectively, where ρT = rHH(Ts)/2, ρx = rHH(δT )/2, and ρx,T = rHH(δT , Ts)/2.
The symbol Ts denotes the OFDM symbol duration.
C. Derivation of the PDF of the Instantaneous Output SINR
It is shown in [10] that the differences between the phase changes Θ3 −Θ1 and
Θ4 − Θ2 can be neglected, i.e., Θ3 − Θ1 − (Θ4 − Θ2) ≈ 0. This allows us to
approximate the instantaneous output SINR γΣ as
γΣ ≈ (R
2
1 +R
2
4)
2
(R1R3 −R2R4)2 + 2σ2n · (R21 +R24)
. (G.17)
To obtain the PDF pγΣ(γ) of the instantaneous output SINR presented in (G.17), we
define a system of equations as follows:
z1 = (r
2
1 + r
2
4)
2
z2 = (r1r3 − r2r4)2 + 2σ2n · (r21 + r24)
= (z3 − r2r4)2 + 2σ2n ·
√
z1
z3 = r1r3, z4 = r
2
1 . (G.18)
This system of equations has the following real-valued solutions under the precon-
ditions that z3 >
√
z2 − 2σ2n ·
√
z1 , z4 <
√
z1 , and z2 > 2σ2n ·
√
z1 :
r1 =
√
z4, r2 =
z3 −
√
z2−2σ2n ·
√
z1√√
z1 − z4
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r3 =
z3√
z4
, r4 =
√√
z1 − z4. (G.19)
The joint PDF of the random variables Z1, Z2, Z3, and Z4 can be obtained by
applying the concept of transformation of random variables [12, p. 244]. Thus,
pZ1Z2Z3Z4(z1, z2, z3, z4) = |J(z1, z2, z3, z4)|
· pR1R2R3R4
(
√
z4,
z3 −
√
z2 − 2σ2n ·
√
z1√√
z1− z4
,
z3√
z4
,
√√
z1−z4
)
(G.20)
where J(z1, z2, z3, z4) denotes the Jacobian determinant, which can be expressed as
J(z1, z2, z3, z4) =
1
16(z1z4 − z24
√
z1) ·
√
z2 − 2σ2n ·
√
z1
. (G.21)
Now, integrating the joint PDF pZ1Z2Z3Z4(z1, z2, z3, z4) over the variables z3 and z4
results in the joint PDF pZ1Z2(z1, z2) of the random variables Z1 and Z2, which is
given by
pZ1Z2(z1, z2) =
∞∫
√
z2−2σ2n·
√
z1
√
z1∫
0
1
16(z1z4 − z24
√
z1) ·
√
z2 − 2σ2n ·
√
z1
· pR1R2R3R4
(
√
z4,
z3 −
√
z2 − 2σ2n ·
√
z1√√
z1 − z4
,
z3√
z4
,
√√
z1 − z4
)
dz4dz3
(G.22)
By applying the rule presented in [12, Eq. (6–59)], the PDF of the random variable
γΣ = Z1/Z2 can be expressed in terms of the joint PDF pR1R2R3R4(r1, r2, r3, r4) as
pγΣ(γ) =
1
16
∞∫
4σ40γ/γ¯
2
∞∫
ζ
ω∫
0
z2
(ω2z4 − ωz24) · ζ
· pR1R2R3R4
(√
z4,
z3 − ζ√
ω − z4 ,
z3√
z4
,
√
ω − z4
)
dz4dz3dz2 (G.23)
where ζ and ω are defined as ζ =
√
z2 − 2σ20ω/γ¯ and ω =
√
z1 =
√
γz2, respec-
tively. The variance 2σ2n of the noise in (G.22) has been replaced by 2σ
2
n = 2σ
2
0/γ¯
in which the parameter γ¯ stands for the average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). As can
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be seen in (G.23), the precondition z2 > 2σ2n ·
√
z1 results in z2 > 4σ40γ/γ¯
2.
D. Derivation of the BEP
The instantaneous output BEP of the system can be obtained by using [5, Eq.
(7.2)]
Pb =
∞∫
0
pγΣ(γ)Pb|γΣ(γ)dγ (G.24)
where Pb|γΣ(γ) denotes the conditional BEP of a digital modulation scheme for a
specific value of γ. For example, for the binary phase shift keying (BPSK) modu-
lation scheme, Pb|γΣ(γ) is given by Pb|γΣ(γ) = erfc(
√
γ)/2, where erfc(x) denotes
the complementary error function. Thus, the BEP Pb of the Alamouti-coded OFDM
system can be computed using
Pb =
1
2
∞∫
0
pγΣ(γ)erfc(
√
γ)dγ . (G.25)
Now, by inserting (G.15) in (G.23), and then substituting pγΣ(γ) in (G.25), we ob-
tain the desired exact solution of the BEP of BPSK Alamouti-coded OFDM systems
as
Pb =
1
128pi2E
∞∫
0
∞∫
4σ40γ/γ¯
2
∞∫
ζ
ω∫
0
z2z3(z3 − ζ)
(ω2z4 − ωz24) · ζ
· e−
A
2E
[
(z3−ζ)2
ω−z4 +ω+
z23
z4
]
erfc(
√
γ)
2pi∫
0
2pi∫
0
I0
(√
z4
E
(
B2
(z3 − ζ)2
ω − z4 + C
2 z
2
3
z4
+D2(ω − z4) + 2[BC (z
2
3 − ζz3)√
z4ω − z24
cosϕ1
+BD(z3 − ζ) cos(ϕ1 + ϕ2) + CDz3
√
ω − z4√
z4
cosϕ2]
)(1/2))
e
− 1
E
[B
z3
√
ω−z4√
z4
cosϕ2+C(z3−ζ) cos(ϕ1+ϕ2)+D (z
2
3−ζz3)√
z4ω−z24
cosϕ1]
dϕ1dϕ2dz4dz3dz2dγ (G.26)
where the function I0(·) is the zeroth-order modified Bessel function of the first
kind. In the following, we will discuss two special cases where the UWA channel
is correlated either in time or space. If we set ρx = ρx,T = 0 and ρT 6= 0, then the
BEP in (G.26) reduces to
Pb =
1
32(σ40 − ρ2T )
∞∫
0
∞∫
4σ40γ/γ¯
2
∞∫
ζ
ω∫
0
z2z3(z3 − ζ)
(ω2z4 − ωz24) · ζ
I0
( √
z4 (z3 − ζ) ρT√
ω − z4 (σ40 − ρ2T )
)
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· I0
(
z3
√
ω − z4 ρT√
z4 (σ40 − ρ2T )
)
e
− σ
2
0
2(σ40−ρ2T )
[
(z3−ζ)2
ω−z4 +ω+
z23
z4
]
erfc(
√
γ)dz4dz3dz2dγ (G.27)
which presents the performance of the Alamouti-coded OFDM system over a UWA
channel that is only correlated in time. Analogously, if we consider the Alamouti-
coded OFDM system over the UWA channel that is only correlated in space, i.e.,
ρT = ρx,T = 0 and ρx 6= 0, then the BEP in (G.26) reduces to
Pb =
1
32(σ40 − ρ2x)
∞∫
0
∞∫
4σ40γ/γ¯
2
∞∫
ζ
ω∫
0
z2z3(z3 − ζ)
(ω2z4 − ωz24) · ζ
I0
(
z3 ρx
σ40 − ρ2x
)
· I0
(
(z3 − ζ) ρx
σ40 − ρ2x
)
e
− σ
2
0
2(σ40−ρ2x)
[
(z3−ζ)2
ω−z4 +ω+
z23
z4
]
erfc(
√
γ)dz4dz3dz2dγ. (G.28)
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we illustrate the theoretical BEP results presented in (G.26), (G.27),
and (G.28) for different maximum Doppler frequencies fRmax and different normal-
ized transmit hydrophone spacings δT/λ. The correctness of the theoretical results
has been confirmed by system simulations. In the simulation setup, an OFDM sys-
tem with K = 64 subcarriers and channel bandwidth B = 4000 Hz is considered.
The symbol duration Ts equals 16 ms, and the central carrier frequency fc has been
set to 10 kHz. The speed of sound cs is assumed to be 1500 m/s which results
in a wavelength λ of 15 cm. The remaining parameters have been set as follows:
yT1 = y
T
2 = y
R
1 = y
R
2 = 50 m, D = 1 km and α
R
v = 0. As mentioned in Sec-
tion III-B, for the parametrization of the UWA channel simulator the MESS has
been used.
The BEP performance of the Alamouti-coded OFDM system over the spatio-
temporally correlated UWA channel is shown in Fig. G.2 for different maximum
Doppler frequencies fRmax and different hydrophone spacings δT . It can be con-
cluded that both the maximum Doppler frequencies and hydrophone spacing influ-
ence the system performance. With reference to Fig. G.2, the BEP described in
(G.26) fits closely to the one obtained by simulations.
Fig. G.3 illustrates the BEP performance of an Alamouti-coded OFDM sys-
tem for the special case where the UWA channel is only correlated in time for
fRmax = 5 Hz and f
R
max = 50 Hz (see (G.27)). As can be seen in this figure, the
BEP performance experiences a degradation if the maximum Doppler frequency
fRmax increases.
For the special case that the UWA channel is only correlated in space, the BEP
performance of Alamouti-coded OFDM systems is depicted in Fig. G.4 for differ-
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Figure G.2: The BEP performance of an Alamouti-coded OFDM system over an UWA
channel correlated in space and time for different values of the maximum Doppler frequen-
cies fRmax = 5 Hz and f
R
max = 50 Hz and hydrophone spacing δT = 0.5λ and δT = 20λ.
ent hydrophone spacings δT = 0.5λ and δT = 20λ (see (G.28)). From this figure,
we can conclude that the performance improves if the hydrophone spacing δT in-
creases. As can be observed the figures, the theoretical results have been validated
by simulation results.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the performance of Alamouti-coded OFDM systems over a proposed
UWA channel correlated in time and/or space has been analyzed. The channel enve-
lope can change during two consecutive transmission time slots which accounts for
realistic UWA propagation scenarios. An exact analytical expression for the BEP of
the system has been derived for a spatio-temporally correlated UWA channel. The
derived expression for the BEP has been reduced to the special cases that the UWA
channel is either correlated in time or correlated in space. The simulation results
show that the performance of Alamouti-coded OFDM systems over the UWA chan-
nel depends strongly on the value of the STVCTF evaluated at the symbol duration
and the antenna separation.
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Figure G.3: The BEP performance of an Alamouti-coded OFDM system over UWA chan-
nels, which are only correlated in time for different values of the maximum Doppler fre-
quencies fRmax = 5 Hz and f
R
max = 50 Hz.
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Figure G.4: The BEP performance of an Alamouti-coded OFDM system over UWA chan-
nels, which are only correlated in space for different values of the hydrophone spacing
δT = 0.5λ and δT = 20λ.
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